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ArtLaunch 2012
 Celebrating 37 years of SF Open Studios

Wednesday, October 10, 5:30 - 10:00pm
SOMArts Cultural Center, 934 Brannan Street, SF

Preview over 400 original artworks at ArtLaunch, 
the kick-off party for SF Open Studios 2012!

Hosted Private Preview for ArtSpan Members Only: 5:30-7:00pm
Features: open bar, hors d’oeuvres catered by Triptych and Bi-Rite, an 
interactive art project with artist Dana Zed, and live music from Califia.

Non-Members: Join us at Private Preview!
$50 includes admission and ArtSpan Art Lover Membership
$80 includes admission for two and ArtSpan Dual Art Lovers Membership

View member benefits and purchase tickets online at www.artspan.org

View the 2012 SF Open Studios Guide online at guide.artspan.org
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Generous thanks to: Bi-Rite, Eventbrite, Marker7, SF Travel, 
Sofitel Luxury Hotels, SOMArts Cultural Center, Triptych, 
Zellerbach Family Foundation, and hundreds of individual donors.

FREE FOR THE
General Public: 

7:00-10:00pm

Cash bar, food trucks, music 
by DJ DJ, and a chance to 

win prizes in our 
Art for City Youth drawing!

Creative cocktail attire encouraged. 
ArtLaunch is 21 and over only.

art made here.
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www.calacademy.org
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GUARDIAN
INTELLIGENCE
What you 
need to know

OCT. 3, 2012 “NOTHING EVER GOES AWAY.” — BARRY COMMONER, ECOLOGICAL PIONEER, 1917-2012

WON’T BACK LABOR
Culture is political; we 
learned that in college. (See 
how smart we are?) And 
Daniel Barnz’s Won’t Back 
Down plays right into 
one of the worst political 
trends in America today. 
It’s supposed to be about 
two embattled mothers 
who try to improve their 
failing public school; it’s 
really about how awful 
the teachers’ unions are 
and how privatization is 
the only solution to edu-
cation. As Robin Dutton 
Cookston, an SF public 
school parent, notes on 
her blog, thefoggiees-
tidea.wordpress.com:

“The political 
agenda of Won’t Back Down 
is as naked and laid-out as Maggie Gyllenhaal in Secretary: Public schools 
are terrible. The only way to make them better is to take them over and turn 
them into charter schools. Oh and teachers unions are evil, greedy, spawn-
of-Voldemort’s-demon-seed bastards. The end.”

Our own Lynn Rapoport didn’t much like it either. But we hear Maggie 
looks cute.

24 IN SF
Artist Brett Amory has been 
camping out around the city 
— Portsmouth Square, the 
Mission, Mitchell Brothers 
— and documenting 24 
locations in paint, allotting 
one hour of observation 
to each in order to com-
prise a life in the day of 
the city. His show opens 
Thu/4 (5:30-7:30pm, free. 
Sandra Lee Gallery, 251 
Post, SF. www.sandralee-
gallery.com). 

POLITICAL ALERTS
WEDNESDAY 4
OCCUPY THE CHEVRON REFINERY
Richmond BART station, Macdonald 
and 16th St. Richmond; Facebook: 
Occupy Richmond California. 3pm, 
free. In response to the August fire, 
as well as a history of similar fires and 
pollution from Chevron’s oil refinery in 
Richmond, Occupy Richmond plans 
to fight back. This demonstration has 
three parts: meet at 3pm at the BART 
station for a march to Washington Park, 
then mass at 4:30pm at the park, to 
march to the refinery, where the group 
will hold a rally. The demands: That 
Chevron pay community compensation, 
install an air quality monitoring system, 
put worker and public safety first, 
reduce emissions or zero emissions, 
and pay its fair share of taxes.

FRIDAY 5
UPHEAVALS IN THE MIDDLE EAST
South Berkeley Senior Center, 2939 
Ellis, Berk; speakout-now@gmx.com. 
7pm, $5 requested donation. What 
caused the civil war in Syria, what’s 
happening with it now, and is interven-
tion from the United States and other 
countries affecting the crisis? Learn 
the answers to these questions and 
more from As’ad Abukhalil, professor of 
political science at Cal State Stanislaus 
and writer at angryarab.blogspot.com.
FEMINIST VIGILANTE MARCH
19th St. and Telegraph, Oakl; 
Facebook: Feminist Vigilante Gangs. 
7pm, free. As a recent Guardian 
feminism panel made abundantly clear, 
we’re in dire need of roving feminist 
gangs. As rapes go unsolved and sexual 
assault unpunished -- by a justice sys-
tem that is itself oppressive and police 
officers who, themselves, have been 
guilty of rape and sexual assault -- it’s 
time to take back some power from 
the patriarchy. At the first feminist 
vigilante march in Oakland, people took 
that message to the streets. There was 
fearlessness, and there was glitter. Join 
them again Friday.

CRITICAL MISS
Critical Mass isn’t the most main-
stream bicycling event in San 
Francisco, but it’s of the biggest 
and most popular. So a lot of people 
found it odd that the 20th anniver-
sary ride — a huge international 
event — didn’t even make it into 
the calendar of the San Francisco 
Bicycle Coalition. Activist and long-
time bike rider Quintin Mecke made 
his thoughts known in a letter to the 
SFBG:

“What a shame that instead of 
celebrating all parts of the cycling 
community, SFBC has decided to 
distance itself from the historic 
roots of its own community in the 
name of moderation, families on 
bikes and political expediency.” A 
little harsh, but he’s got a point.

HOWDY SAILORS
Fleet week slips into our fair port 
Oct. 4-8, flooding it with active sea-
men. It’s been a year since Don’t Ask 
Dont Tell was repealed. May we sug-
gest all those bell-bottomed boys 
with a yen for men head down to 
Salute: Fleet Week Gay Military Ball 
on Fri/5 (9pm-4am, $10. Beabox, 
314 11th St., SF. www.tinyurl.
com/salutesf) to flex their pecs and 
dance all night? It’s a benefit for the 

Wounded 
Warrior 
Project. 

PHOTO BY 

FALCON 

STUDIOS

FEAR THE GRAY HAIR
Mayor Ed Lee and former (?) Mayor Willie Brown held a breakfast fund-
raiser for Sup. Christina Olague at the Market Bar and Restaurant Sept. 
23 and a hardy band of perhaps ten protesters stood around with signs 
demanding that Olague back down from her support of the 8 Washington 
project.

We’re not talking violent anarchists here — the average age of the 
crew was at least 70, and they were about the least rowdy protesters 
you’ll ever seen on the San Francisco streets. Nevertheless, their pres-
ence so disturbed the attendees (or perhaps the hosts) that the cops 
were called — repeatedly.

Jon Golinger, who helped organize the event, told us the first officer 
on the scene started to laugh when he saw what he was dealing with. 
“From the urgency of the phone calls we got,” the cop said, “We almost 
brought our riot gear.”
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BY YAEL CHANOFF
yael@sfbg.com

NEWS Proposition 37, which is 
on the state ballot in November, 
would require labeling of foods 
that contain genetically modified 
organisms, or GMOs. That would 
be a big change — GMOs are 
everywhere, and nobody knows 
exactly what food contains them.

Scientists first started splicing 
genes to make genetically modified 
organisms in 1972, and genetically 
modified food was first sold in 
1994. It has been quickly prolifer-
ating every since.

Monsanto, king of the GMO 
empire, is by far the largest donor 
behind the No on 37 campaign. 
Monsanto was one of the first 
companies to patent a living 
organism, and keeps the money 
rolling in from selling Roundup, 
an herbicide, and Roundup Ready 
seeds, to grow plants that won’t die 
when sprayed with Roundup.

Monsanto has given $7,100,500 
to defeat Prop. 37. Other major 
donors include chemical com-
panies like Dupont and Dow 
Chemical (via its subsidiary Dow 
Agrisciences, which manufactures 
GMO seeds), and a long list of 
food companies that sell geneti-
cally engineered products. Pepsico 
has given $1,716,300 to make sure 
Californian’s don’t know what 
food contains GMOs; Nestle USA, 
$1,169,400.

Companies like these have 
been insisting for years that geneti-
cally modified food is perfectly 
safe. They refute studies — which 
found that, for example, geneti-
cally modified corn caused organ 
failure and tumors in lab rats, and 
genetically modified grass and feed 
has killed, sickened and sterilized 
livestock — as flawed.

There are other reasons to 
worry about GMOs. Monoculture 
is a grave threat to global biodiver-
sity, and mega-corporations like 
Monsanto are actively involved in 
squashing noncompetitive, like 
pesky small farmers who don’t 
want to use their GMO products.

But Prop. 37 wouldn’t ban 
GMO foods; it would simply 
require that they’re labeled, as they 
are in many parts of the world 
(including all of the European 
Union, Australia, China, Japan, 
and Russia).

And the notion makes sense: 
It’s hard enough choosing healthy 
food without knowing which prod-
ucts contain GMOs. They show up 
in surprising places. 2

WHERE’S THE 

FRANKENFOOD?
You’ll be surprised where GMOs show up.

NEWS SALAD PHOTO BY ALANOSAUR/FLICKR (CC); SALMON TERRINE PHOTO BY CHODHOUND/FLICKR (CC); CASSEROLE PHOTO BY EBACHETTI/FLICKR (CC); 

ZUCCHINI AND LENTILS PHOTO BY JULESSTONESOUP/FLICKR (CC); TOFU SANDWICH PHOTO BY ROBOPPY/FLICKR (CC)
FOR MORE NEWS CONTENT VISIT
SFBG.COM/POLITICS

THE HEALTHIEST MEALS, EVER*

SMOKED SALMON 
TERRINE
AquaBounty 
Biotechnologies  
“AquaAdvantage 
Salmon,” Atlantic salm-

on that grow “11 times 
the rate of wild salmon” is 
pending FDA approval.
 
Other ingredients in salm-
on terrine include cream 
and butter, and GMO 
contamination in animal 
feed is widespread.

SALAD WITH 
OLIVE OIL
Lots of greens are 
considered risky for 
GMOs, including 
chard, Siberian kale, 

mizuna, Chinese cab-
bage, rapini, and tatsoi. 

But watch out for other 
oils — 90 percent of all 
canola is genetically 
modified, 88 percent of 
corn, and 94 percent of 
soybeans.

TOFU SANDWICH
94 percent of the US crop 
of soy is genetically engi-
neered. No genetically 
modified wheat has been 
approved in the US yet, but 

several strains exist and many 
companies are aggressively 
pushing its approval. If there’s 
mayonnaise on your sandwich, 
watch out for the canola oil, 90 
percent of which is genetically 
modified.

CHIKEN CASSEROLE WITH LENTILS 
AND MIXED VEGETABLES
Chicken, like all meat, is often con-
taminated by GMO feed (made of corn, 
usually.) 
 

As for vegetables, zucchini and yellow sum-
mer squash are usually GMO, and acorn 
squash, delicata squash, and pattypan 
squash are likely to have GMOs.

* ACCORDING TO THE UK-BASED LEATHERHEAD FOOD RESEARCH GROUP
SOURCE: THE NON-GMO PROJECT 

WWW.NONGMOPROJECT.ORG
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2012
ALTERNATIVE PRESS EXPOAPE

COMICS! BOOKS! ZINES! ART! PANELS & WORKSHOPS! & MORE COOL STUFF!

CONCOURSE
EXHIBITION CENTER

WWW.COMIC-CON.ORG/APE

FEATURING 

AND HUNDREDS OF ARTISTS AND COMICS CREATORS!

COMPLETE INFO & 
ADVANCE TICKETS
ONLINE

www.comic-con.org/ape


NATIONAL 
RACES
PRESIDENT

BARACK OBAMA
You couldn’t drive down Valencia 
Street on the evening of Nov. 4, 2008. 
You couldn’t get through the inter-
section of 18th and Castro, either. All 
over the east side of the city, people 
celebrating the election of Barack 
Obama and the end of the Bush era 
launched impromptu parties, danc-
ing and singing in the streets, while 
the cops stood by, smiling. It was the 
only presidential election in modern 
history that created such an upwell-
ing of joy on the American left — 
and while we were a bit more jaded 
and cautious about celebrating, it was 
hard not to feel a sense of hope.

That all started to change about 
a month after the inauguration, 
when word got out that the big 
insurance companies were invited 
to be at the table, discussing health-
care reform — and the progressive 
consumer advocates were not. From 
that point on, it was clear that the 
“change” he promised wasn’t going 
to be a fundamental shift in how 
power works in Washington.

Obama didn’t even consider a 
single-payer option. He hasn’t shut 
down Guantanamo Bay. He hasn’t 
cut the Pentagon budget. He hasn’t 
pulled the US out of the unwinnable 
mess in Afghanistan. He’s been a 
huge disappointment on progressive 
tax and economic issues. It wasn’t 
until late this summer, when he real-
ized he was facing a major enthu-

siasm gap, that he even agreed to 
endorse same-sex marriage.

But it’s easy to trash an incum-
bent president, particularly one who 
foolishly thought he could get bipar-
tisan support for reforms and instead 
wound up with a hostile Republican 
Congress. The truth is, Obama has 
accomplished a fair amount, given 
the obstacles he faced. He got a 
health-care reform bill, weak and 
imperfect as it was, passed into law, 
something Democrats have tried and 
failed at since the era of FDR. The 
stimulus, weak and limited as it was, 
clearly prevented the recession from 
becoming another Great Depression. 
His two Supreme Court appoint-
ments have been excellent.

And the guy he’s running 
against is a disaster on the scale of 
G.W. Bush.

Mitt Romney can’t even tell the 
truth about himself. He’s proven to 
be such a creature of the far-right 
wing of the Republican Party that 
it’s an embarrassment. A moder-
ate Republican former governor of 
Massachusetts could have made a 
credible run for the White House 
— but Romney has essentially dis-
avowed everything decent that he 
did in his last elective office, has said 
one dumb thing after another, and 
would be on track to be one of the 
worse presidents in history.

We get it: Obama let us down. 
But there’s a real choice here, and 
it’s an easy one. We’ll happily give a 
shout out to Jill Stein, the candidate 
of the Green Party, who is talking 
the way the Democrats ought to be 
talking, about a Green New Deal 
that recognizes that the richest 
nation in the history of the world 
can and should be doing radically 
better on employment, health care, 
the environment, and economic 
justice. And since Obama’s going to 
win California by a sizable majority 

anyway, a protest vote for Stein prob-
ably won’t do any harm.

But the next four years will be 
a critical time for the nation, and 
Obama is at least pushing in the 
direction of reality, sanity, and hope. 
We endorsed him with enthusiasm 
four year ago; we’re endorsing him 
with clear-eyed reality in 2012.

UNITED STATES SENATE

DIANNE FEINSTEIN
Ugh. Not a pleasant choice here. 
Elizabeth Emken is pretty much your 
standard right-wing-nut Republican 
out of Danville, a fan of reducing 
government, cutting regulations, 
and repealing Obamacare. Feinstein, 
who’s already served four terms, is 
a conservative Democrat who loves 
developers, big business, and the 
death penalty, is hawkish on defense, 
and has used her clout locally to push 
for all the wrong candidates and 
all the wrong things. She can’t 
even keep her word: After Willie 
Brown complained that London 
Breed was saying mean things 
about him, Feinstein pulled her 
endorsement of Breed for District 
5 supervisor.

It’s astonishing that, in a 
year when the state Democratic 
Party is aligned behind 
Proposition 34, which would 
replace the death penalty with 
life without parole, Feinstein 
can’t find it in herself to back 
away from her decades-long 
support of capital punishment. 
She’s not much better on medical 
marijuana. And she famously com-
plained when then-mayor Gavin 
Newsom pushed same-sex marriage 
to the forefront, saying America 
wasn’t ready to give LGBT couples 
the same rights as straight people.

But as chair of the Senate 

Intelligence Committee, Feinstein 
was pretty good about investigating 
CIA torture and continues to call 
for the closure of Guantanamo Bay. 
She’s always been rock solid on abor-
tion rights and at least decent, if not 
strong, on environmental issues.

It’s important for the Democrats 
to retain the Senate, and Feinstein 
might as well be unopposed. She 
turns 80 next year, so it’s likely this 
will be her last term.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
DISTRICT 8

NANCY PELOSI
The real question 

on the minds of 
everyone in local 
politics is what 
will happen if the 

Democrats 
don’t 

retake the House and Pelosi has to 
face two more years in the minority. 
Will she serve out her term? Will her 
Democratic colleagues decide they 
want new leadership? The inside 
scuttle is that Pelosi has no inten-
tion of stepping down, but a long list 
of local politicians is looking at the 
once-in-a-lifetime chance to run for a 
Congressional seat, and it’s going to 
happen relatively soon; Pelosi is 72.

We’ve never been happy with 
Rep. Pelosi, who used the money and 
clout of the old Burton machine to 
come out of nowhere to beat progres-
sive gay supervisor Harry Britt for 
the seat in 1986. Her signature local 
achievement is the bill that created 
the first privatized national park in 
the nation’s history (the Presidio), 
which now is home to a giant office 
complex built by filmmaker George 
Lucas with the benefit of a $60 mil-
lion tax break. She long ago stopped 
representing San Francisco, making 
her move toward Congressional lead-
ership by moving firmly to the center.

But as speaker of the House, she 
was a strong ally for President Obama 
and helped move the health-care bill 
forward. It’s critical to the success 
of the Obama administration that 
the Democrats retake the House 
and Pelosi resumes the role of 
speaker.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
DISTRICT 9

BARBARA LEE
Barbara Lee represents Berkeley 
and Oakland in a way Nancy Pelosi 
doesn’t represent San Francisco. 
She’s been a strong, sometimes 
lonely voice against the wars in 
Iraq and Afghanistan and a leader 
in the House Progressive Caucus. 

CONTINUES ON PAGE 10 >>
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BY JOHN GURZINSKI

ENDORSEMENTS
End the death penalty — Yes on 34. Davis, Rizzo and Selby for D5 supervisor. Yes (sigh) on B ... 

complete endorsements for national, state and San Francisco races

and repealing Obamacare. Feinstein, 
who’s already served four terms, is 
a conservative Democrat who loves 

death penalty, is hawkish on defense, 
and has used her clout locally to push 

She’s not much better on medical 
marijuana. And she famously com-
plained when then-mayor Gavin 
Newsom pushed same-sex marriage 

wasn’t ready to give LGBT couples 
the same rights as straight people.

NANCY PELOSI
The real question 

on the minds of 
everyone in local 
politics is what 
will happen if the 

Democrats 
don’t 

the seat in 1986. Her signature local 
achievement is the bill that created 
the first privatized national park in 
the nation’s history (the Presidio), 
which now is home to a giant office 
complex built by filmmaker George 
Lucas with the benefit of a $60 mil-
lion tax break. She long ago stopped 
representing San Francisco, making 
her move toward Congressional lead-
ership by moving firmly to the center.

was a strong ally for President Obama 
and helped move the health-care bill 
forward. It’s critical to the success 
of the Obama administration that 
the Democrats retake the House 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
DISTRICT 9

BARBARA LEE
Barbara Lee represents Berkeley 
and Oakland in a way Nancy Pelosi 
doesn’t represent San Francisco. 
She’s been a strong, sometimes 
lonely voice against the wars in 
Iraq and Afghanistan and a leader 
in the House Progressive Caucus. 

CONTINUES ON PAGE 10 BARACK OBAMA

{ }Every four years, we’re told it’s the most important election of our lives — and in 2008, it felt as if maybe it was. A lot of the excitement has worn off since, but the presiden-
tial race is still crucial, a going-forward-or-going-back moment for the United States. For California, it seems less dramatic — this true blue state will go for President Obama 
by 10 points. But that’s not a reason to sit this out — there are critical state and local propositions and candidates that could change the direction of the state and the city. 
On Nov. 6, vote early and often. Our endorsements follow. 

BAY GUARDIAN ENDORSEMENTS ARE THE RESULT OF INTERVIEWS WE DID WITH ALL THE MAJOR 
CANDIDATES, WHICH YOU CAN LISTEN TO AT WWW.TINYURL.COM/ENDORSEMENTS2012.

NEXT WEEK: EAST BAY ENDORSEMENTS
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While Democrats up to and includ-
ing the president talk about tax cuts 
for businesses, Lee has been push-
ing a fair minimum wage, higher 
taxes on the wealthy, and an end to 
subsidies for the oil industry. While 
Oakland Mayor Jean Quan was 
struggling with Occupy, and San 
Francisco Mayor Ed Lee was moving 
to evict the protesters, Barbara Lee 
was strongly voicing her support for 
the movement, standing with the 
activists, and talking about wealth 
inequality. We’re proud to endorse 
her for another term.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
DISTRICT 12

JACKIE SPEIER
Speier’s an improvement on her 
predecessor, Tom Lantos, who was 
a hawk and terrible on Middle East 
policy. Speier’s a moderate, as you’d 
expect in this Peninsula seat, but 
she’s taken the lead on consumer 
privacy issues (as she did in the state 
Legislature) and will get re-elected 
easily. She’s an effective member of a 
Bay Area delegation that helps keep 
the House sane, so we’ll endorse her 
for another term.

STATE 
CANDIDATES
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 13

TOM AMMIANO
Tom Ammiano’s the perfect person 
to represent San Francisco values 
in Sacramento. He helped sparked 
and define this city’s progressive 
movement back in the 1970s as a 
gay teacher marching alongside 
with Harvey Milk. In 1999, his 
unprecedented write-in mayoral 
campaign woke progressives up 
from some bad years and ushered in 
a decade with a progressive major-
ity on the Board of Supervisors 
that approved landmark leg-
islation such as the universal 
healthcare program Ammiano 
created. In the Assembly, he 
worked to create a regulatory 
system for medical marijuana 
and chairs the powerful Public 
Safety Committee, where he 
has stopped the flow of mind-
less tough-on-crime measures 

that have overflowed our prisons 
and overburdened our budgets. 
This is Ammiano’s final term in the 
Legislature, but we hope it’s not the 
end of his role in local politics.

STATE ASSEMBLY, DISTRICT 19

PHIL TING
Phil Ting could be assessor of San 
Francisco, with a nice salary, for 
the rest of his life if that’s what he 
wanted to do. He’s done a good 
job in an office typically popu-
lated with make-no-waves political 
hacks — he went after the Catholic 
Church when that large institu-
tion tried to avoid paying taxes on 
property transfers. He’s been out-
spoken on foreclosures and com-
missioned, on his own initiative, a 
study showing that a large percent-
age of local foreclosures involved 
at least some degree of fraud or 
improper paperwork.

But Ting is prepared to take a big 
cut in pay and accept a term-limited 
future for the challenge of moving 
into a higher-profile political posi-
tion. And he’s the right person to 
represent this westside district.

Ting’s not a radical leftist, but he 
is willing to talk about tax reform, 
particularly about the inequities of 
Prop. 13. He’s carrying the message 
to homeowners that they’re shoul-
dering a larger part of the burden 
while commercial properties pay 
less. He wants to change some of 
the loopholes in how Prop. 13 is 
interpreted to help local government 
collect more money.

It would be nice to have a pro-
gressive-minded tax expert in the 
Legislature, and we’re glad Ting is 
the front-runner. He’s facing a seri-
ous, well-funded onslaught from 
Michael Breyer, the son of Supreme 
Court Justice Breyer, who has no 
political experience or credentials 
for office and is running a right-
wing campaign emphasizing “old-
style San Francisco values.”

Not pretty. Vote for Ting.

SENATE 
DISTRICT 11

MARK LENO
Mark Leno wasn’t 
always in the 
Guardian’s camp, and 
we don’t always 
agree with his 
election 
season 
endorse-
ments, 
but he’s 
been a rock-solid representative in 
Sacramento and he has earned our 
respect and our endorsement.

It isn’t just how he votes, 
which we consistently agree with. 
Leno has been willing to take on 
the tough fights, the ones that 
need to be fought, and shown the 
tenacity to come out on top in 
the Legislature, even if he’s ahead 
of his time. Leno twice got the 
Legislature to legalize same-sex 
marriage, he has repeatedly gotten 
that body to legalize industrial 
hemp production, and he’s twice 
passed legislation that would give 
San Francisco voters the right 
to set a local vehicle license fees 
higher than the state’s and use 
that money for local programs 
(which the governor finally 
signed). He’s also been laying an 
important foundation for creating 
a single-payer healthcare system 
and he played an important role 
in the CleanPowerSF program that 
San Francisco will implement next 
year. Leno will easily be re-elected 
to another term in the Senate and 
we look forward to his next move 
(Leno for mayor, 2015?)

BART BOARD DISTRICT 9

TOM RADULOVICH
San Francisco has been well rep-
resented on the BART Board by 
Radulovich, a smart and forward-
thinking urbanist who understands 
the important role transit plays 

in the Bay Area. Radulovich has 
played leadership roles in devel-
oping a plan that aims to dou-
ble the percentage of cyclists 
using the system, improving 
the accessibility of many sta-

tions to those with limited 
mobility, pushing through an 

admittedly imperfect civilian 
oversight agency for the 

BART Police, hiring a 
new head admin-

istrator who is 
more responsive 

to community 

concerns, and maintaining 
the efficiency of an aging sys-
tem with the highest rider-
ship levels in its history. With 
a day job serving as execu-
tive director of the nonprofit 

Livable City, Radulovich 
helped create 

Sunday 
Streets 

and 
other 
ini-
tia-

tives that improve our public spaces 
and make San Francisco a more 
inviting place to be. And by con-
tinuing to provide a guiding vision 
for a BART system that continues 
to improve its connections to every 
corner of the Bay Area, his vision 
of urbanism is helping to permeate 
communities throughout the region

BART BOARD, DISTRICT 7

ZACHARY MALLETT
This sprawling district includes 
part of southeast San Francisco 
and extends all the way up the 
I-80 corridor to the Carquinez 
Bridge. The incumbent, San 
Franciscan Lynette Sweet, has been 
a major disappointment. She’s 
inaccessible, offers few new ideas, 
and was slow to recognize (much 
less deal with) the trigger-happy 
BART Police who until recently 
had no civilian oversight. Time for 
a change.

Three candidates are challeng-
ing Sweet, all of them from the 
East Bay (which makes a certain 
amount of sense — only 17 per-
cent of the district’s population 
is in San Francisco). Our choice is 
Zachary Mallett, whose training 
in urban planning and under-
standing of the transit system 
makes up for his lack of political 
experience.

Mallett’s a graduate of Stanford 
and UC Berkelely (masters in 
urban planning with a transpor-
tation emphasis) who has taken 
the time to study what’s working 
and what isn’t working at BART. 
Some of his ideas sound a bit off at 
first — he wants, for example, to 
raise the cost of subsidized BART 
rides offered to Muni pass holders 
— but when you look a the num-
bers, and who is subsidizing who, 
it actually makes some sense. He 
talks intelligently about the roles 
that the various regional transit 
systems play and while he’s a bit 
more moderate than us, particu-
larly on fiscal issues, he’s the best 
alternative to Sweet.

STATE BALLOT 
MEASURES
PROPOSITION 30: TEMPORARY 
TAX INCREASE

YES
Why are we voting on — and watching 
the various interests spend about $30 
million on — a simple tax increase that 
in most sane places would be vetted 
and approved by the state Legislature? 
Two reasons: California has an archaic 
and insane rule mandating a two-
thirds vote of both houses for a tax 
hike, which is impossible as long as a 
few Republicans are still in Sacramento 
— and our crabby old oddball of a gov-
ernor, Jerry Brown, insisted in his last 
campaign that he’d never raise taxes 
without a vote of the people.

Prop. 30 is an amalgam, a mixture 
of what Brown first wanted and what 
the more liberal supporters of a tax on 
millionaires were proposing. The guv 
had to come the table when it looked 
like the millionaire tax might have 
enough support to compete with his 
plan; he made a few concessions, and 
everyone signed off on this plan. It 
raises taxes on people with incomes of 
more than $250,000 (good) and hikes 
the sales tax by a quarter-cent (not so 
good) and would bring in $6 billion a 
year until it expires in 2019.

A bit of perspective: When for-
mer Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger 
whacked the vehicle license fee his 
first day in office, he cost the state 
about $4 billion a year, with the 
stroke of a pen.

And in a state with more billion-
aires than any other place in America, 
a fabulously rich place with the 
world’s eighth-largest economy, the 
notion that we have to argue about 
raising $6 billion in taxes is farcical.

Nevertheless, it’s crucial to pass 
Prop. 30. The money will prevent 
catastrophic cuts to education and 
social services. Prop. 30 won’t move 
California a single step forward 
— but it will keep us all a few inches 
away from the abyss.

Brown has gambled his governor-
ship on this — and if he loses, he’ll 
take a good part of the state’s future 
with him. We live in strange and 
unpleasant times; vote Yes on 30.

PROPOSITION 31: STATE BUDGET 
AND LEGISLATIVE REFORMS

NO
There are no easy solutions to the 
CONTINUES ON PAGE 12 >>

concerns, and maintaining 
the efficiency of an aging sys-
tem with the highest rider-
ship levels in its history. With 
a day job serving as execu-
tive director of the nonprofit 

Livable City, Radulovich 
helped create 

Sunday 
Streets 

and 
other 
ini-
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always in the 
Guardian’s camp, and 
we don’t always 
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fiscal and political mess that is 
California, 2012, and voters should 
beware of self-proclaimed reform-
ers claiming to wield silver-bullet 
fixes. Just the fact that this Prop. 31 
tries to enshrine so many complex 
legislative reforms into one measure 
should give us pause. And it’s almost 
always a bad idea to use the initiative 
process to micromanage complex 
relationships between state and local 
governments and between the legis-
lative and executive branches of state 
government.

Some of what this measure 
would do is good, such as requiring 
the state to do two-year budgets, a 
reform that San Francisco recently 
adopted. The idea of giving local 
governments more money and 
authority also has merit, although 
that’s a tricky proposition that could 
undermine environmental and 
worker safety protections.

We’re also disturbed by the 
idea of giving governors unilateral 
authority to make cuts during years 
with big budget deficits, and with a 
requirement that new state programs 
must be tied to specific funding 
sources. Again, many of these ideas 
sound good at first glance, but plac-
ing new restrictions on Legislators 
will only hinder their ability to 
respond to problems and popular 
will. And giving the governor that 
much power is just dangerous. Vote 
no on 31.

ProPosition 32: Banning some 
Political sPending

NO, NO, NO
This is by far the most dangerous 
and deceptive measure on the bal-
lot, one that threatens to cripple the 
ability of labor unions to engage 
meaningfully in the political pro-
cess, giving big corporations and 
wealthy individuals even more con-
trol over our lives. Yet this insidious 
measure disingenuously purports 
to do just opposite, tapping into 
widespread concerns over corporate 
power and trying to fool people into 
voting against their best interests.

The measure presents itself as an 
even-handed effort to reduce politi-
cal spending by both unions and 
corporations. “Prohibits unions from 
using payroll-deducted funds for 
political purposes. Applies same use 
prohibition to payroll deductions, if 
any, by corporations or government 
contractors,” reads the official ballot 
summary.

But while payroll deductions are 
the main source of funding for labor 

unions — which use that money to 
advocate for the interests of their 
members and the broader working 
class — few corporations deduct 
money from their employee pay-
checks for political purposes. They 
tap the many other sources of fund-
ing at their disposal.

Similarly, the measure claims 
to ban “union and corporate con-
tributions to candidates and their 
committees,” yet it exempts many 
of the largest corporations from that 
restriction, allows even the corpora-
tions it does cover to bypass the 
restriction by forming super PACs, 
and it still allows corporate officers 
to funnel contributions to their 
favored candidates, making the cor-
porate controls almost completely 
meaningless.

This measure is simply the lat-
est effort by powerful corporations, 
wealthy individuals, and the conser-
vative movement to hammer the final 
nail into the coffin of labor unions — 
which at this point are often the only 
force with the money to go up against 
terrible big-business candidates and 
measures. This needs to be a rallying 
cry for everyone who cares about fair 
elections: Vote no on 32.

ProPosition 33: new car 
insurance rating factor

NO
This measure was created and funded 
by Mercury Insurance founder George 
Joseph, who tried to do the same 
thing two years ago with Prop. 17, 
which was soundly rejected by voters 
(see “Buying power,” 3/16/10). So this 
time around, he created a few nar-
row exemptions meant to defuse the 
criticism from that campaign, bought 
support from an influential nonprofit 
(see “The latest insurance scam,” 
9/4/12), and he’s banking on the out-
come being different this time.

But Prop. 33 does the same thing 
as Prop. 17: it allows insurance com-
panies to give discounts to drivers 
who have maintained continuous 
insurance coverage and pay for those 
discounts by increasing insurance 
rates for everyone else. In an era of 
global warming and increasingly 
congested roadways, the measure 
would punish those who opt to 
give up their car for awhile and use 
public transit, bicycles, or walking. 
Recent immigrants, and those who 
spend some time abroad or who quit 
their job to start a small business, 
would pay higher rates when they 
return to driving.

Last time, the measure was 
defeated by arguments that it pun-
ished soldiers and the unemployed, 

so Joseph tried to defuse those argu-
ments with exceptions for those on 
“active duty service” or for people 
who have been unemployed for up to 
18 months, but only if it’s the result 

of a “layoff or furlough.” Consumer 
Watchdog — the group that created 
California’s car insurance regulatory 
system with 1988’s Prop. 103 and has 
been battling Joseph’s various efforts 
to undermine it ever since — is 
strongly against the measure and 
dismissive of its narrow exemptions, 
citing studies showing rates will rise 
for those least able to afford it.

The bottom line is this is about 
Joseph’s bottom line, and he isn’t 
spending tens of millions of dollars 
in order to save you money.

ProPosition 34:  
death Penalty rePeal

YES YES YES
You want to know about the effec-
tiveness of the death penalty in 
California? Try this: the number 
one cause of death among con-
demned inmates on death row is 
old age.

Then try this: The cost of imple-
menting the death penalty since it 
was restored in California in 1978 
exceeds $4 billion — about $308 
million for each of the 13 people 
the state has killed.

So: California could hire 5,000 
more teachers for every inmate 
strapped into a gurney and pumped 
full of lethal drugs. Sound like a 
bargain?

It gets better: Even if the state 
doesn’t kill anyone, it spends $184 
million a year keeping people on 
death row who could instead be get-
ting life without parole — which is, 
in the vast majority of cases, exactly 
the same sentence.

Prop. 34 would end 34 years 
of insanity in the golden state. It 
would remove California from the 
unholy roster of states that allow 
executions and would restore some 
justice to the legal system.

The flaws in the death penalty 
are legendary. More than half of 

the people on death row in America 
are black or Latino. An ACLU study 
found that 12 white people were 
executed for killing blacks, while 
178 black people died for killing 

whites. Nobody who has the money 
for private counsel gets a death 
sentence; in nearly every single 
case, the condemned were impov-
erished, brain-damaged, or facing 
serious mental-health issues — and 
went to trial with inexperienced, 
overwhelmed public defenders who 
lacked the resources for a capital 
trial.

Oh, and then there are the peo-
ple who turned out to be innocent. 
In recent years, 17 people who were 
scheduled to die were exonerated 
by DNA evidence that didn’t exist 
when they went to trial. There are 
hundreds more around the country 
who never got a fair shot in the 
courtroom. As long as they’re alive, 
there’s still a chance to correct a 
mistake. After the lethal injection, 
that option goes away.

California, for all its liberal 
image, has long been among the 
more bloodthirsty states, approving 
the death penalty by large majori-
ties. But that’s changing — as the 
evidence increasingly shows how 
wrong and ineffective the death 
penalty is, the margin of voters in 
favor of repeal is growing. And this 
year, it’s entirely possible that this 
barbaric practice, outlawed in most 
of the civilized world, will come to 
an end in the nation’s most popu-
lous state.

This is a big deal; it’s a reason 
to go to the polls even if you’re dis-
enchanted by Obama and unhappy 
with your local candidates. If 
California rolls back the death pen-
alty, the rest of the country may 
start to follow.

If you still believe the death 
penalty deters crime, never mind: 
Go ahead and defy all of the evi-
dence and vote against Prop. 34. If 
you’re a member of the reality-based 
community, please: Round up your 
friends, your family, your neighbors 
and vote yes on 34.

ProPosition 35:  
sex trafficking

NO
Human trafficking is an egregious 
and horrible act. California law, as 
well as federal law, prohibits it, and 
the penalties are appropriately harsh.

But Prop. 35 — like so much else 
on the state ballot, the spawn of one 
rich person with a cause — wouldn’t 
just crack down on the worst people 
in the sex industry. It would expand 
the ability of state and local authori-
ties to harass and arrest consensual 
sex workers and would lead to more 
people serving more time in prison 
for victimless crimes.

Former Facebook executive Chris 
Kelly, mad that the state Legislature 
wouldn’t pass a trafficking law to his 
liking and looking for an issue to run 
for office on, put up the money to 
place this mess on the ballot. It would 
rewrite the section in California’s 
Penal Code that defines human traf-
ficking, and impose harsher sentences 
on those found guilty. It requires that 
all those convicted of human traffick-
ing — under an expanded definition 
that includes such non-sexual crimes 
as extortion — register on the sex 
offender registry, and that all regis-
tered sex offenders turn over their 
Internet usernames and passwords to 
the government.

Prop. 35 is a parade of horribles 
that could be used to make someone 
who peed in public turn over his 
Internet information and to threaten 
friends and relatives of sex workers. 
Under this law, the adult child of 
a sex worker who was living in her 
house with her financial support 
could be tagged a trafficker — and 
could face a long prison term and 
a lifetime of being tagged as a sex 
offender.

We agree with sex workers advo-
cates that human trafficking is a vile 
crime. But we also agree that decrimi-
nalization of prostitution should 
be the first step towards solving it, 
making sex workers unafraid to come 
forward and report abuse in their 
industry, and making it easier to dis-
tinguish between forced and consen-
sual labor. In the meantime, state Sen. 
Mark Leno is working on legislation 
that will address trafficking without 
the problems in Prop. 35.

We’ll wait for Leno’s alternative. 
Vote No on 35.

ProPosition 36:  
three strikes modification

YES
On Nov. 4, 1995, a small-time crimi-
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nal named Leando Andrada stole 
$150 worth of videotapes from K-
Mart. The father of three was charged 
with felony theft — and since he’d 
had prior convictions for burglary and 
marijuana transportation, his convic-
tion led to a sentence of 25 years to 
life.

That’s nuts — but it’s the result 
of a very bad 1994 law that has made 
California one of the harshest states 
in the nation for repeat offenders 
— and has overcrowded the state pris-
ons and cost taxpayers hundreds of 
millions of dollars.

The law states than anyone con-
victed of three “strike” felonies, no 
matter how nonviolent, must serve 
a minimum of 25 years behind bars. 
Even the people who sponsored the 
three-strikes law now agree that it’s 
gone too far.

Consider: Nearly 8,900 three-
strikers are in prison in California, 
with 3,500 of them serving life sen-
tences. A disproportionate 46 percent 
of three-strikers are African American.

Incarcerating all of these pris-
oners is expensive. Reforming 
three strikes could save the state of 
California $70 million to $90 million 
annually if it passes. And some of that 
money would be directed towards 
solving more murders and rapes 
— instead of paying so Californians 
can languish in prison for stealing 
video tapes.

Prop. 36 wouldn’t repeal three 
strikes. It would simply require that 
the third strike offense be consid-
ered violent or serious. And it would 
provide a means for people currently 
serving ridiculously long sentences for 
relatively minor crimes to appeal and 
seek relief.

This is long overdue. Vote yes on 
36.

ProPosition 37: GMo LABELinG

YES
A huge amount of the food on super-
market shelves in California con-
tains genetically modified organisms 
(GMOs.) A lot of people, particularly 
in the chemical and agribusiness 
industry, think that’s just fine. They 
say that GMOs have no negative 
health impacts and improve the abil-
ity of producers to bring low-cost 
fresh food to customers.

We freely admit: The scientific 
evidence on GMOs is pretty sparse. 
There are some studies done on 
rodents that show organ failure and 
cancerous tumors related to some 
GMOs, but there are no human 
studies at all and the Food and Drug 
Administration says there’s no need 
to regulate GMOs.

Prop. 37 doesn’t seek regula-
tions or limits in any way. It just 
mandates that GMO food be labeled 
— the way it is in at least 50 coun-
tries worldwide, including all of the 
European Union, China, Japan and 
Russia. Hardly a radical proposition, 
but it’s got Big Ag in a furor.

The No on 37 campaign is fund-
ed by Monsanto, Dupont, Pepsico, 
and other chemical, seed and food 
companies that make their money 
from genetically engineered foods. 
Those outfits say engineered food 
is perfectly healthy, and that food 
labeling would unnecessarily scare 
consumers.

We’ll be glad if they’re right, and 
GMOs are just fine and dandy. But 
consumers deserve a choice — and 
labeling would force the industry to 
support further studies on consumer 
safety. Vote yes.

ProPosition 38: 
tAx for EducAtion

YES
There’s so much wrong with Prop. 38, 
starting with its origin. It’s another 
billionaire plaything, the work of the 
wealthy Molly Munger, who decided, 
on her own, that the state should 
raise income taxes to pay for better 
schools.

Yes, the state should raise income 
taxes on the wealthy. Yes, some of 
that money should go to education. 
But this is not the optimal way to go 
about it.

Because nobody but Munger 
and her pals vetted the measure, it’s 
got problems. For starters, it’s not a 
tax increase on the rich — it’s a tax 
increase for just about everybody. If 
you make more than $7,300 a year, 
your state income tax would go up. 
Granted, not by much: The sliding 
scale starts at 0.4 percent (about $30 
a year for the very low end of the 
scale, and the wealthiest will pay 
much more) but still: the tax burden 
in this state (with its high sales-tax 
rates) falls disproportionately on the 
poor and middle class, and Munger’s 
measure should have exempted all but 
the top earners. And it’s got a popular, 
but troubling distribution scheme 
— between 60 and 85 percent of the 
estimated $10 billion a year in new 
revenue will go to K-12 education. The 
schools need the money — but so do 
cities and counties who pay for public 
health, affordably housing, public 
safety and a lot of other priorities.

But the question facing the voters 
isn’t whether Munger is a self-serving 
brat who went her own way on this, 
or whether there are flaws in the mea-
sure. It’s whether the state ought to 

raise taxes to pay for education. With 
all the duly noted reservations, the 
answer to that question has to be yes.

ProPosition 39: tAx trEAtMEnt 
for MuLtistAtE BusinEssEs

YES
Again, an imperfect law, sponsored 
by an imperfect billionaire that seeks 
to solve a problem better addressed 
in the state Legislature. In this 
case, though, the Legislature’s tried 
to address it, but the recalcitrant 
Republicans haven’t let it happen.

Prop. 39 would change a loop-
hole in the state’s tax code that 
helps multistate businesses to avoid 
state taxes. In essence, the current 
law lets companies choose whether 
to base their state tax liability on 
in-state sales or a combination of 
sales, employment, and property. 
Companies with a lot of out-of-state 
employees are able to reap huge tax 
breaks — if anything the current law 
encourages outsourcing.

Prop. 39, sponsored and bank-
rolled by hedge-fund billionaire 
Thomas Steyer, would mandate that 
all companies use the single in-state 
sales factor. The new revenue to 
California: $1 billion a year. It’s more 
fair, it creates the right incentives to 
keep jobs and equipment in the state, 
and it cuts a hole in the deficit.

ProPosition 40: 
rEdistrictinG rEfErEnduM

YES
This referendum challenged the 
California Senate districts that were 
created early this year by the Citizen 
Redistricting Commission, an inde-
pendent body that voters created 
as an alternative to the previous 
practice of letting politicians draw 
their own legislative districts after 
the decennial census. Those new 
districts aren’t perfect — indeed, 
San Francisco was placed in a single 
Senate district instead of the pair we 
had — but the process that created 
them was widely lauded as “open, 
transparent, and nonpartisan,” as the 
California Supreme Court ruled in 
rejecting a challenge to the districts. 
That ruling has caused the propo-
nents of this measure — the side urg-
ing a “no” vote, which would invali-
date the districts and let a judicial 
panel redraw them, whereas a “yes” 
vote upholds the existing districts 
— to drop their campaign and accept 
the commission’s results. Vote yes.
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SAN FRANCISCO

RACES
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS: 
DISTRICT ONE

ERIC MAR
In the fall of 2011, Supervisor Eric 
Mar introduced legislation banning 
the sale of toys as part of a fast-food 
meal promotion — and instantly, Mar 
and his colleagues became the target 
of national jokes. Right-wing radio 
went nuts. The Chronicle lampooned 
him. Even the Daily Show did a seg-
ment teasing him and suggesting 
that parents could control their kids’ 
nutritional intake just fine.

Lost in the media furor was 
the fact that a lot of parents — and 
many of the activists fighting the 
epidemic of childhood obesity 
— loved the law. And McDonald’s 
responded by ending free toys in its 
San Francisco happy meals. Also lost 
was the fact that Mar was, generally, 
a hard-working, serious-minded 
supervisor who has pushed for ten-
ant and senior protections, better 
transit, and help for small indepen-
dent businesses. He’s been a leader 
in the fight against chain stores and 
the malling of San Francisco.

His race for re-election is also 
one of the defining contests in San 
Francisco this fall.

We endorsed Mar with enthusi-
asm four years ago, and for most of 
his term, he’s done a fine job. But 
in the past few months he’s started 
to waver on key issues. He voted the 
wrong way on 8 Washington (condos 
for millionaires on the waterfront), 
and it was a struggle to get him to 
support Mike Hennessey over Ed Lee 
for mayor. He went completely south 
on the Sept. 25 vote giving the mayor 
complete control of the successor to 
the Redevelopment Agency. He voted 
in favor of a ban on recreation vehi-
cles parking on city streets — a direct 
attack on homeless people. He’s been 
less-than dynamic on promoting new 
revenue sources. He’s siding more and 
more with the mayor and is no longer 
the reliable progressive vote he once 
was. And guess what? All of those 
pro-development, pro-mayor votes are 
now paying off for him — Rose Pak, 
a key supporter of 8 Washington, is 
now out raising money for Mar. Ick.

But so far, Mar’s still rock solid 
on tenant issues — he helped create 

owner-move-in eviction protections 
for families with kids. He’s a strong 
support of bus rapid transit on the 
Geary corridor. He supports Clean 
Power SF (and eventual municipal 
ownership of the power grid). He 
has the support of every progressive 
elected official and organization 
and, for all his occasional bad votes, 
his re-election in a district that is 
not by any means the most left-lean-
ing in the city is a high priority.

Mar’s opponent, David Lee, is 
the candidate of downtown, the 
landlords, and the cops. He has the 
support of Senator Dianne Feinstein, 
former Mayor Gavin Newsom, the 
Police Officers Association, Plan C, 
and just about everyone else in town 
who has sought to undermine pro-
gressive politics and legislation.

As executive director of the 
Chinese-American Voter Education 
Project, Lee has taken millions of 
dollars (including huge contribu-
tions from downtown interests, while 
refusing to provide a full breakdown) 
and used about a third of it on his 
$90,000 annual salary and that of his 
wife, Jing, according to federal disclo-
sure records. While he claims to have 
registered 100,000 voters — claiming 
to highly value voting while some-
times failing to do so himself, accord-
ing to election records — Lee’s more 
public role has been to repeatedly 
and deceptively go after the ranked-
choice voting system and take other 

moderate stands in media interviews.
Lee served as a member of the 

Recreation and Park Commission 
since 2005, presiding over the con-
troversial privatization schemes 
that have alienated so many San 
Franciscans that there is an unprec-
edented level of opposition to this 
year’s proposed parks bond.

Lee refused to come into the 
Guardian for an endorsement inter-
view, or even to respond to our 
repeated calls with questions about 
his background and the false charg-
es he’s been leveling at Mar.

They include the accusation that 
Mar is being backed by well-funded 
“special interests” because he has 
the support of labor.

With David Campos and John 
Avalos unopposed, and District 5 
a fractious mess, much progressive 
energy is focused on Mar’s re-elec-
tion. If Lee wins, it will be a huge 
setback to the progressive move-
ment. We’re nervous about Mar, 
given his recent votes—but we’ll 
endorse him for another term.

SUPERVISOR, DISTRICT 3

1. DAVID CHIU
We haven’t always been happy with 
David Chiu. After being elected as a 
progressive — and getting elevated his 
first week in office to board president 
— he started slipping into the moder-

CONT>>
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ate, sometimes squishy center. He sup-
ported the Twitter tax break (approv-
ing it before the company even 
presented a community benefits plan). 
He helped put Ed Lee in the Mayor’s 
Office, and was the swing vote 
approving the Parkmerced overhaul 
that drew strong opposition from ten-
ant groups. He’s tried to water down 
efforts by Sup. David Campos to close 
loopholes in the city’s health-care law. 
He allowed the mayor to escape the 
real debate that was part of the voter-
approved “question time.”

In his second term as president, 
he appointed some of the more con-
servative supervisors as committee 
chairs. In our endorsement interview, 
Chiu said he doesn’t believe those 
appointments have effected legisla-
tion — but Sups. Mark Farrell and 
Elsbernd have been actively sabotag-
ing progressive appointments and 
initiatives on the Rules Committee, 
and Chu chairs the powerful Budget 
and finance Committee.

But on some issues, he’s been 
not only a good vote but a leader. He 
played a key role in trying to stop 
the 8 Washington project. He’s raised 
concerns about other waterfront 
development. He’s also in the fore-
front of the fight to make sure that 
neighborhoods get their fair share in 
the CPMC deal and that St. Luke’s 
remains a viable health-care option 
in the southeast part of the city.

Chiu has passed good envi-
ronmental legislation, including 
streamlining the process to start 
urban agriculture projects and sav-
ing paper by limiting distribution 
of telephone books. He fought for 
the language access ordinance and 
the rights of immigrant parents in 
school board elections.

We wish Chiu weren’t so quick 
to compromise, particularly with the 
mayor. But none of his competition, 
including opera singer and perennial 
candidate Wilma Pang, have pre-
sented a stronger alternative. Chiu’s 
not perfect, but we support him for 
District 3 supervisor.

SUPERVISOR, DISTRICT 5

1. JULIAN DAVIS

2. JOHN RIZZO

3. THEA SELBY
We hold this truth to be 
self-evident: District 
5 is the heart of 
progressive San 
Francisco, the most 
left-leaning dis-
trict in the city. 
The supervisor 

who represents the Haight, Western 
Addition, and Inner Sunset has to be 
a reliable part of the progressive com-
munity, someone who can be count-
ed on to vote the right way pretty 
much 100 percent of the time.

That’s what we’ve had since the 
return of district elections in 2000. 
Matt Gonzalez was a Green Party 
member who (other than one unfor-
tunate vote on school funding) held 
down the board’s left flank. Ross 
Mirkarimi, who on occasion clashed 
with his progressive colleagues, 
never went south on a single issue. 
We’re looking for a strong, progres-
sive leader here, someone who can 
break new ground and launched 
dramatic new programs and ideas. 
But just as important, we’re looking 
for someone the left doesn’t have to 
worry about, someone who, when 
John Avalos or David Campos pro-
poses a good piece of legislation, will 
always be in the yes column, and 
who, when the conservative supervi-
sors propose something awful, will 
always be voting no. This isn’t a 
swing district; when the tenants and 
labor and the environmentalists and 
the people who support taxes on the 
rich and the housing advocates and 
the human-services community and 
the rest of the often-fractious but 
generally together progressive coali-
tion are trying to count to six votes, 
they shouldn’t have to worry about 
where the D5 supervisor falls.

The supervisor from this district 
needs to be ready to defy the mayor 
when he’s wrong (which, sadly, is a 
lot of the time).

We wanted that person to 
be Christina Olague. A longtime 
community activist appointed 
by Gonzalez to the Planning 
Commission, Olague was for years 
part of the coalition that fought 
against the brutal displacement 
and economic cleansing that was 
the administration of Mayor Willie 
Brown. She was one of the most reli-
able voices on the commission, a rare 
vote for sanity in a time of madness.

We were pleased Mayor Ed Lee 
appointed her for Mirkarimi’s seat. 

And then she quickly let us 
down.

Olauge voted in favor 
of the 8 Washington 
project. She worked 
with Sup. Mark Farrell, 

probably the 
most right-

wing 
member 
of the 
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board, to undermine 
ranked-choice voting. 
She voted to reap-
point Mike Antonini, a 
Republican who is down-
town’s best friend, 
to the Planning 
Commission. 
You can 
argue 
any of 
those 
votes, 
but the fact is, the two strongest pro-
gressive on the board — Avalos and 
Campos — were on the other side 
every time.

She’s also aligned herself with 
Brown, Lee, and Rose Pak, who have 
raised more than $50,000 for her re-
election. She seems not to recognize 
that, as the next tech boom rolls in, 
city politics will be defined by a pro-
found class struggle — and Brown, 
Lee, and Pak will be on the wrong 
side. It’s sad to say this after all of 
her history, but Olague isn’t the 
person to represent District 5 for the 
next four years.

There are a wide range of strong 
challengers — and while none of 
them are perfect, they present cred-
ible alternatives to Olague. Our 
choices, in order, are Julian Davis, 
John Rizzo and Thea Selby.

Davis has been involved in pro-
gressive politics since he launched a 
longshot bit for this seat as a young 
20-something in 2004. He helped 
run a campaign to kick PG&E out of 
City Hall and create a public-power 
system. A former staffer for state 
Sen. Mark Leno, he worked to re-
elect Sup. Chris Daly, was involved 
in the Avalos for Mayor campaign, 
and helped build affordable hous-
ing as the president of the Booker T. 
Washington Center.

Davis had some rough early 
years. At Brown University, he was 
accused of assault on a police officer 
in what was almost certainly a case 
of police brutality and racial profil-
ing — and that arrest (although his 
record has been cleared) blocked 
him from admission to Yale Law 
School (instead he finished at the 
top of his class at Hastings). His 
personal life and behavior in his 
20s were not always admirable. He’s 
got an ego that can cause him prob-
lems, and if he’s elected, he needs to 
approach the office with a level of 
humility that will be hard for him.

Nevertheless, of all the candi-
dates, he has the strongest progres-
sive credentials. He’s a supporter of 
progressive taxes, an advocate for 
limiting market-rate housing until 

the city can balance 
its below-market-rate 
needs, a strong public-
power supporter, and 
someone who would 

be part of the progres-
sive coalition. He has the 
endorsements of the Tenants 

Union, the Harvey 
Milk Club, Sups. 

John Avalos 
and David 

Campos, 
and 

Assemblymember Tom Ammiano. 
He’s a bit older and wiser now, and if 
he can show some maturity, he has 
tremendous political potential.

John Rizzo, as a leader in the 
local Sierra Club, has been part of 
the progressive coalition for years. 
As the president of the Community 
College Board, he’s been one of 
the reformers trying to keep that 
institution alive after more than a 
decade of corruption and misman-
agement. He’s particularly strong on 
environmental issues, and would 
be a worthy successor to Mirkarimi, 
who engineered bills like the ban on 
plastic bags that put San Francisco 
in the forefront of the urban green 
movement.

Rizzo has to deal with the fact 
that he was at the helm when City 
College faced the greatest crisis in at 
least half a century. In retrospect, it’s 
hard to believe that even the reform-
ers didn’t realize how much trouble 
was at hand and didn’t take greater 
steps to head off the crisis.

But Rizzo’s got the seasoning and 
the agenda to be a solid supervisor.

Thea Selby’s not as much of a lefty 
as Rizzo or Davis, but she’s a neigh-
borhood and small-business advocate 
who got involved in politics organiz-
ing the Lower Haight after a spate of 
shootings outside her doorstep. She’s 
good on land-use issues and, while she 
unlikely to win, could have a political 
future if she stays active.

The other strong candidate in 
the race is London Breed, director 
of the African American Art and 
Culture Complex. She’s the only 
major candidate born in the district; 
she grew up in a housing project, 
living with her grandmother while 
many of those around her wound 
up in prison or dead. She’s a smart, 
compelling candidate with a tremen-
dous amount of personal charm. 
She served on the Redevelopment 
Commission, voting the wrong way 
on the Lennar project, and is now 
on the Fire Commission.

The problem with Breed is that 
she’s too conservative for the dis-
trict. She supported the ridiculous 

sit-lie law (and still defends it). She 
has the support of the Police Officers 
Association. She’s raised a ton of 
money, in part because the landlords 
like her. We do, too — but not as the 
D 5 supervisor.

The mayor has made the re-elec-
tion of his appointee a high priority, 
and the outcome of this race will be 
in part a referendum on the power 
structure at City Hall. We’re going 
with Davis, Rizzo, and Selby.

SUPERVISOR, DISTRICT 7

1. NORMAN YEE

2. F.X.CROWLEY

3. JOEL ENGARDIO
You don’t expect to get a left-lean-
ing supervisor from D.7, which is 
almost certainly the most conser-
vative part of the city. For eight 
years, it’s been represented by Sean 
Elsbernd, a smart, effective, and 
honest advocate for homeowners 
and businesses who was wrong on 
most of the issues but trustworthy 
and accessible.

This time around, there’s a 
chance that D7 could move into the 
swing column; two candidates who 
would vote with the progressives at 
least some of the time are in strong 
contention.

Our first choice is Norman 
Yee, president of the school board 
and executive director of Wu Yee 
Children’s Services. Yee already 
has eight years experience in local 
government, and while he, like all 
the D7 candidates, talks about pub-
lic safety and quality-of-life issues, 
he also told us he’s “not opposed 
to taxes.” He’s supporting the City 
College parcel tax, Prop. A, and is 
open to looking at other revenue 
measures, including possible park-
ing-lot taxes to pay for Muni.

He’s a little shaky on housing. 
While he called for an audit of 
all vacant city land to seek 
sites for new affordable 
housing, he supports ten-
ancies in common and 
has no idea how the city 
can meet its General 
Plan housing goals. He’s 
working with campaign 
consultant Enrique 
Pearce, who 
is part 
of the 
more 
sleazy 
side 
of the 
mayor’s 
opera-

tion, and that gives us cause for 
serious concern. But on balance, he’s 
our first choice.

Crowley, who just stepped down 
as the head of the Theatrical Stage 
Employees Union, is an old-San 
Francisco kind of guy, a graduate of 
St. Ignatius who’s lived his entire life 
on the West side of town. He served 
on the Public Utilities Commission, 
where he was never much of a 
supporter of public power, is still 
dubious on Clean Power SF, doesn’t 
want to support much in the way 
of increased density west of 19th 
Avenue (except at ParkMerced) and 
is hardly going to be a progressive 
leader on the board.

He has a strong labor back-
ground, which cuts both ways: He’s 
likely to be horrible on development 
issues and will listen to the building 
trades people, but will also listen 
to SEIU on the city budget. Not our 
first choice — but he’s far better 
than Mike Garcia, who was a bad 
vote on the Ethics Commission and 
the Board of Appeals and is much 
more of a traditional pro-business, 
cut-taxes-and-regulations candidate. 
Garcia’s got the support of Elsbernd 
and will have plenty of downtown 
money, so we’re willing to go with 
Crowley as an alternative.

Engardio, a former writer for SF 
Weekly who once worked for the 
ACLU, is surprisingly conservative 
— he’s a low-tax, high-police-pres-
ence candidate whose positions, 
on paper, are as far to the right as 
almost anyone in the race. But he’s 
independent, is unlikely to win, and 
listing him as number three might 
help one of the other candidates 
edge out Garcia.

SUPERVISOR, DISTRICT 9

DAVID CAMPOS
We could easily argue that Campos 
is the best member of the Board of 

Supervisors. He’s hard-working, 
pays attention to details, 

understands policy and 
politics and is one of the 
two most reliable progres-
sives on the board. (It’s 
interesting that Campos 

and John Avalos, the two 
supes who refused to mod-

erate their stands 
or compro-

mise with 
the likes of 

Rose Pak, 
are 

now running unopposed; their con-
stituents seem to like consistency 
and honesty.)

Campos is respected by his 
political opponents and trusted by 
his allies. He’s shown considerable 
legislative skill, managing to guide 
Clean Power SF through the board 
with a veto-proof majority. He’s been 
a strong advocate for Healthy SF and 
is trying to close the loophole some 
businesses use to exploit it. He’s 
been an outspoken voice for immi-
grants. We see a bright future of Sup. 
Campos, and we’re happy to endorse 
him for another term.

SUPERVISOR, DISTRICT 11

JOHN AVALOS
At a time when the progressive 
movement of San Francisco has 
been hobbled by self-inflicted 
wounds and downtown’s divide-
and-conquer strategy, John Avalos 
has stepped into an important 
leadership role. When we needed a 
mayoral candidate last year to rep-
resent progressive values in a large 
field of political moderates, Avalos 
was there, leading a strong second-
place finish that showed the San 
Francisco Left is still a force to be 
reckoned with.

Earlier this year, it appeared that 
Avalos might have to endure a tough 
challenge by moderate union rep 
Leon Chow, who ended up dropping 
out of the race after media reports 
showed that he didn’t really live in 
the district. With a walk to reelec-
tion, Avalos was freed up to repre-
sent progressive San Francisco inter-
ests at the bargaining table opposite 
the Mayor’s Office and business 
community on two of this year’s 
highest profile struggles: reforming 
the city’s business tax and creating 
an Affordable Housing Trust Fund.

In both cases, Avalos needed to 
play political hardball and practice 
some risky brinksmanship, threaten-
ing to place competing measures 
on the ballot right up until the end. 
The resulting compromises that he 
helped forge, Propositions C and E, 
include tens of millions of dollars 
in new revenue that Mayor Ed Lee 
opposed, which will help save city 
programs and keep working class 
San Franciscans from being forced 
out of the city.

Avalos is a classic district politi-
cian, focusing much of his energy 
on advocating for the needs of 
Excelsior and other District 11 resi-
dents. But he has also become an 
important citywide leader, and he 
has our full support.

CONTINUES ON PAGE 18 >>
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hit after hit of soul/funk/afrobeat/boogaloo

BENDER’S GRILL 
OctOBER ARtISt OF tHE MONtH

JENNER DAvIS
HAppy HOuR M-F 4-7pM
HOME OF tHE GRILLED MAc-N-cHEESE SANDO

FREE BBq SuNDAyS 4-7pM

La Nee Thai
415.282.2236

1453 Valencia St
www.laneethai.com

Traditional Thai Massage

Etcetera Wine Bar & Café

795 Valencia Street SF
etceterawinebar.com

Selection of Daily Tapas
Classic Cheese & Charcuterie Plate

Full Dinner Menu

Try Our Specialty ~ Flammenkueche
French, thin crust Pizza with crème 

fraiche base & regional toppings

Traveling Around 
The World of Wines

398 S VAN NESS AVE
 SF, CA 94103

(ON THE CORNER OF 15TH ST.)

415-861-2002

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL:

$1.75 TACO
AND

$3.25 BEER

DAILY SPECIAL:

BUY 4 TACOS

     GET ONE FREE

TAQUERIA 

SAN JOSE

¡BEST TA
COS 

AL PASTOR IN 

THE BAY!

2830 MISSION ST
between 24th St & 25th
415-282-0203

Late Night, Lunch, Dinner

BUY 3 TACOS
GET 1 FREE

*One coupon per customer. This location only.

Taqueria
EL CASTILLITO

BOTTOMLESS CHIPS 
& SALSA EVERY DAY!

2092 Mission St. @ 17th
(415) 621-6971

370 Golden Gate Ave. @ Larkin
(415) 292-7233 

* LIVE MUSIC * DJS *
Check out our upcoming show listings here:

makeoutroom.com/events

3225 22ND STREET SF, CA 94110 
(415) 647-2888

www.elriosf.com, 415-282-3325

happy hour
tue-fri 5-8pm

$3 well/draft
$5 bloody mary

http://www.missionculturalcenter.org/
http://www.missionculturalcenter.org/
www.casanovasf.com/
http://www.anothermonkeythai.com
www.elriosf.com/
http://www.bendersbar.com/
www.makeoutroom.com
www.laneethai.com
http://www.sfcmotors.com/
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CENTRAL MARKET:COME IN, WE’RE OPEN

San Francisco Campus
1035 Market Street 

Ste. 100
(415) 800-5842
Marinello.com

Summer of Art 
at UN Plaza introduces Poetry and Paint Day!

Thursdays Noon to 2pm, Now until October 18th
Experience live art by artists of Hospitality 

House’s Community Arts Program 
and join us for Open Mic Poetry at 

12:30 and 1:30pm. Sign up for Open Mic at:

Summer of Art
50 UN Plaza

Huckleberry Bicycles
1073 Market St. SF

415-484-6575
Weekdays 11am-7pm

Weekends 12-5pm
Free Repair Kiosk: Market at 7th St.

Weekdays 7:30-9:30am

Now Renting Costumes
for Halloween!

A.C.T. Costume Shop
1119 Market Street

San Francisco, CA 94103
415.439.2379

www.act-sf.org/costumes

Beauty Supply and Hair Salon
“Beauty Is Our Business”

956 Market St. (between 5th & 6th)
San Francisco 415-928-1049

www.sfhairandwigs.com
Mon-Sat 9:30am-7pm

Sun 12-6pm

CounterPULSE
A Catalyst for Art & Action

1310 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA

415.626.2060
CounterPULSE.org

Art, Shows, Shopping And Dining That’s Uniquely San Francisco

Great Burgers & Fries
Mon-Thu 11am-10pm
Fri-Sat 11am-11pm

Sun 12-8pm
415-861-1605

For menu & other locations, please visit us at

pearlsdeluxeburgers.com

PEARL’S DELUXE BURGERS
One cannot call him or herself a burger fan unless they’ve eaten at Pearl’s. With four locations, 
two of which are in San Francisco, there’s no excuse not to! They’ve got a variety of beef burgers 
(including Kobe!) and chicken sandwiches, salads, homemade chili, and plenty of sides to make 
everyone in your party happy. Try the healthier and leaner grass-fed buffalo burger, or the some-
what less so King Burger topped with a hot dog, or the much less so – and appropriately named 
– Phat Bob with BBQ sauce, bacon, onion rings, and cheese. Pearl’s looks out for the vegetarians 
with veggie burger options, as well as the more indecisive crowd with their clever sides menu that 
includes “springs” (half sweet potato fries and onion rings), “spries” (half sweet potato fries and 
french fries), and “frings” (you guessed it – half french fries and onion rings). Down any combo of 
their outstanding comfort food with one of their milk shakes and you’re good to go.

Sports Basement

Get 10% off
an entire purchase. Not combinable. One 
per customer.  Does not apply to tickets

Code: N/R12382529 Exp: 10/15/12

Here, the Artist is the Art 
Classes, Workshops,

Performances, Process

1 Grove Street SF CA 94102
info@kunst-stoff.org
www.KUNST-STOFF.org

COMMUNITY COLLEGE BOARD

CHRIS JACKSON

RAFAEL MANDELMAN

STEVEN NGO

AMY BACHARACH
Every one of the 11 people run-
ning for Community College Board 
trustee — incumbents and challeng-
ers alike — agrees that the system 
is a godawful mess. The Western 
Association of Schools and Colleges 
has warned San Francisco’s largest 
educational institution that it will 
withdraw accreditation in 2013 if 
City College doesn’t make dramatic 
changes in its financial and gov-
ernance structures. A school that 
serves 90,000 people and is critical 
to the city’s immigrants, job-seekers, 
and business community is facing 
the worst crisis in its history, with 
the unthinkable prospect of shutting 
down looming on the horizon.

That said, we need to add a bit 
of perspective here: City College 
is going to survive. The board has 
already hired an outside trustee to 
monitor its compliance with WASC’s 
recommendations, and by next 
spring, WASC is going to approve 
the school’s accreditation.

But along the way, the district 
is going to have to make some 
major changes that could shift its 
essential mission and alter the role 
City College has played in the com-
munity. Put simply, WASC and the 
state agency that oversees commu-
nity colleges want City College to 
become more of a traditional junior 
college, designed to prepare students 
for transfers to four-year institutions, 
at the expense of adult education, 
English as a second language, and 
job training. The people who will 
decide the district’s fate want fewer 
teachers, fewer campuses, more 
administrators, and higher financial 
reserves — even if that means serv-
ing a smaller number of students.

It’s going to be 
tricky: School offi-
cials will have to 
thread a sharp 
political needle to 
emerge without 
lasting damage. 
And the question 
for the voters 
is 

simple: Who is best qualified to 
make sure that the school meets 
the WASC requirements — without 
gutting everything that’s important 
about the San Francisco Community 
College system?

We approach this with a couple 
of observations. The problems at 
City College aren’t new — they’re 
the result of many years of incom-
petence, malfeasance, corruption, 
secrecy, and lack of accountability 
that was driven by the elected board 
and infected every aspect of col-
lege operations, culminating in 
a scandal that resulted in felony 
charges against the chancellor. For 
more than a decade, a board major-
ity that at best ignored and at worst 
empowered bad administrators and 
worse decisions ruled the college like 
a private fiefdom. Natalie Berg, who 
is running for re-election, was neck-
deep in the sleaze. Milton Marks, 
who died in August, was often the 
only voice for honesty and sanity.

In the past few years, Marks 
found some allies as John Rizzo, 
Chris Jackson, and Steven Ngo 
joined the board, and since 2009, 
the reformers have had a clear 
majority. They haven’t been perfect, 
by any means — and it’s hard to 
deny that they were at the helm 
when the crisis hit, and could and 
should have move earlier to avert it. 
But they’ve at least made a credible 
effort to dig the school out of its 
mire.

Along the way, they’ve had to 
cut the budget by 20 percent — and 
made conscious decisions to preserve 
a professional teaching force and a 
broad mission, even if that meant 
laying off administrators and accept-
ing lower-than-normal levels of 
reserves. Right or wrong, those were 
honest policy moves — ones that 
happen to conflict with what the 
state and WASC currently want.

It’s tempting (particularly when 
WASC complains about board dys-
function, which actually means that 
the members sharply disagreed, for 
very good reasons, on a lot of issues) 
to call for throwing out all the 
incumbents. But that’s a mistake; 
two incumbents are on the right 

side of the reform battles and have 
a vision for the school’s future. 
We’re also endorsing two chal-
lengers who offer a valuable fresh 
perspective.

Chris Jackson, a researcher 
with the San Francisco 

Labor Council, 
is running for 
his second 
term. He’s 
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the only board member who voted 
against hiring a special trustee to 
oversee the districts WASC compli-
ance — and he raised valid points 
about the trustees role and authority. 
He’s been a strong supporter of the 
reform agenda, and while he needs 
to understand that resisting the 
WASC demands entirely is a recipe 
for disaster, and that the board needs 
to accept greater fiscal discipline 
even if it means cutting programs he 
supports, Jackson’s voice is needed as 
the board moves forward.

Rafael Mandelman is a lawyer 
who’s been involved in progressive 
politics in the city for years. He’s an 
honest, principled activist respected 
by people across the political spec-
trum. He told us he has no illusions 
about the challenges ahead — or 
about challenging everyone, including 
his allies on the board, if that’s what 
it takes to save City College. “Short 
term,” he told us, “it’s all bad” — and 
he has the clear eyes and integrity to 
make the painful decisions. In a bit-
terly divided board, he may be some-
thing of a peacemaker, since nobody 
on any side doubts his intentions.

Steven Ngo, a civil rights lawyer, 
has been an exceptional board mem-
ber, someone who respects and sup-
ports the district’s broad mission but 
has no illusions about the financial 
problems. He’s been complaining for 
years about the lack of centralized 
accounting systems, about the dis-
trict’s lack of control over employee 
health spending — and about absen-
teeism among some board members, 
which has been a serious problem. 
He’s talking about fixing the basic 
problems first, including a system of 
internal governance that is so diffuse 
it often seems nobody knows who’s 
in charge.

Amy Bacharach, a policy 
researcher for the state court system, 
knows the value of education — she 
went from high school dropout to 
Ph.D. in 20 years. She agrees that the 
district shouldn’t abandon its com-
mitment to adult education, ESL, 
and non-credit classes, but also 
agrees with WASC that the gov-
ernance system is far too loose 
and that the board needs to 
centralize decision-making. 
She has progressive values 
and a clear head for what 
needs to be done, and would 
be a strong ally for Jackson, 
Mandelman and Ngo.

We also liked William 
Walker, the cur-
rent student 
trustee, who 
has lots of 

great ideas and knows more about 
the district than almost anyone but 
as a student with a job and a role on 
the board, he isn’t running much 
of an effective campaign; he has a 
future in local politics, and ought 
to run again in two years when he 
has less on his table. Hanna Leung 
offered some solid ideas and was also 
a strong candidate.

But right now, in this race, at 
this time, we’re backing Jackson, 
Ngo, Mandelman, and Bacharach.

BOARD OF EDUCATION

SANDRA FEWER

JILL WYNNS

SHAMANN WALTON

MATT HANEY
It’s safe to say that nobody else in 
town is endorsing this particular 
slate of candidates. But it reflects our 
complicated and nuanced perspec-
tive on the state of the San Francisco 
public schools.

It’s important — critically impor-
tant — to recognize that the local 
schools have improved dramatically 
over the past few years. When you see 
the actual data, it’s almost a miracle 
— at a time when the district has lost 
almost 20 percent of its state funding, 
when schools are begging parents 
to donate pencils and paper because 
there aren’t enough basic supplies 
to make it through the year, student 
achievement is up by almost any 
metric. SFUSD is the best perform-
ing large urban district in California. 
There are more good schools and 
fewer failures. Test scores continue to 
creep upward. The racial achievement 
gap, while still unacceptable, is nar-
rowing. Enrollment at the elementary 
level, once in sharp decline, is grow-
ing as faith in the schools improves.

The administration of outgoing 
Superintendent Carlos Garcia was 
refreshingly open; the gag orders 
and repressive programs of his 
predecessor, Arlene Ackerman, are 

gone. Garcia’s anointed 
successor, Richard 

Carranza, is fol-
lowing the same 
track. And the 
often fractious 
board is work-
ing together 

remarkably 
well.

That said, there are serious issues 
facing the district. The bitter fight 
over layoffs this spring has left the 
board, the administration, and the 
teachers union on terrible terms. 
The student assignment process, 
the budget, school transportation, 
the meal programs, the future of 
honors tracking, and immersion 
programs all present massive 
challenges. And in the middle 
of all of this are 55,000 stu-
dents and their families, who 
can’t afford to wait around 
while the elected officials 
and administrators figure out what 
to do.

That’s why we’re endorsing a 
mix of veterans and newcomers, 
people who aren’t always on the 
same page politically but who share 
a commitment to public education 
and who offer both institutional 
memory and new ideas.

For the record: We have 
immense respect for the teacher’s 
union, the United Educators of San 
Francisco, and we (properly) take 
what the union says very seriously. 
It’s rare that we disagree. But the 
union has taken one issue — the 
vote to skip seniority and preserve 
the jobs of 70 lower-seniority teach-
ers in a handful of underperform-
ing schools — as the single litmus 
test for this election. That’s meant 
opposing all the incumbents — even 
if it means endorsing candidates 
who have opposed much of what the 
union stands for and who are other-
wise unqualified for the job. We rec-
ognize the importance of seniority 
and the problems with that vote, but 
it’s only one of the many factors we 
considered in our decisions.

There’s nobody in this race we 
consider a flawless advocate for pro-
gressive school policies and reform. 
But four people are going to win, 
and we’re going with the best four.

Sandra Fewer was elected four 
years ago as the consensus candi-
date of the entire San Francisco left, 
and in some ways, she’s lived up to 
her promises. She’s been a leading 
advocate for restorative justice in 
the school disciplinary system, got 
ethnic studies added into the high 
school curriculum, and has made 
LGBT issues a priority (including 
training for gym teachers on trans 
youth). She was on the right side of 
the JROTC vote and is a strong advo-
cate for students of color. She’s well 
informed and does her homework.

She also led an embarrassing and 
unproductive effort to keep Margaret 
Brodkin, an eminently qualified can-
didate, off the board two years ago, 
hurting her credibility in a lot of 
circles. She infuriated the teacher’s 

union by joining the majority on 
the skipping vote. Still, Fewer’s been 
a valuable voice on the board and 
deserves another term.

Jill Wynns is often at odds with 
Fewer and other progressives. She 
was utterly wrong on JROTC, push-
ing to preserve a military recruit-
ment program in the public schools. 
She supported the horrible super-
intendent Arlene Ackerman all the 
way to the bitter end, damaging the 
district’s reputation (and her own). 
She’s been on the board for 20 years 
and there are a lot of people, many 
of them our friends and allies, who 
say it’s time for her to retire and 
make room for new blood.

If this were a one-person job, we 
wouldn’t be supporting her.

But Wynns has immense insti-
tutional memory, she cares deeply 
about the district and its students, 
and she represents a PTA-parent 
constituency that deserves a voice 
on the board. She’s serving as the 
president of the California School 
Boards Association, and has moved 
that conservative organization a few 
millimeters to the left. We don’t 
always agree with Wynns, but we’re 
supporting her re-election.

There are a number of credible 
challengers this year. Shamann 
Walton and Matt Haney are our 
favorites.

Walton, who runs a workforce-
development agency in Bayview 
Hunters Point, is a product of the 
public schools in San Francisco and 
Vallejo, a former public school teach-
er in Vallejo, and a parent of kids 
who went through public schools. 
He told us he wants to see if the 
district can leverage state and fed-
eral job-training money to expand 
educational opportunities. He sup-
ports restorative justice and would 
be a voice for African American 
kids. He would need to learn more 
about the district budget and dis-
trict operations, but he’s a bright, 
engaging person who can quickly 
come up to speed. He has the sup-
port of the Coleman Action Fund, 
Assemblymember Tom Ammiano 

and Sups. Eric Mar, David Chiu and 
John Avalos.

Haney, the executive director 
of the UC Students Association, has 

a Masters Degree in education 
and a strong background in 
educational policy issues. 
He’s focused on bringing 
more resources into the 
district, talking about new 
parcel taxes and fees on 
big private developers to 
fund the schools. He’s 
familiar with a wide 
range of district issues, 

from the core curriculum require-
ments to the honors-track debate as 
well as transportation and school 
food and would have a short learn-
ing curve.

We also liked Sam Rodriquez, 
Gladys Soto and Kim Garcia-Meza, 
who offer creative ideas and would 
probably make fine board members. 
And we recognize that incumbent 
Rachel Norton has been a power-
ful and effective advocate for spe-
cial-needs kids and a proponent of 
healthier school food.

But our four choices reflect the 
balance we see as the best hope for 
continuing the progress the district 
has made while making the dramatic 
improvements the students and 
teachers still badly need.

SAN FRANCISCO 
BALLOT 
MEASURES
PROPOSITION A: 
CITY COLLEGE PARCEL TAX

YES
The scathing accreditation report by 
the Western Association of Schools 
talks about governance problems 
at the San Francisco Community 
College District — a legitimate mat-
ter of concern. But most of what 
threatens the future of City College 
is a lack of money.

Check out the accreditation let-
ter; it’s on the City College website. 
Much of what it says is that the 
school is trying to do too much 
with limited resources. There aren’t 
enough administrators; that’s 
because, facing 20 percent cuts to its 
operating budget, the college board 
decided to save front-line teaching 
jobs. Student support services are 
lacking; that’s because the district 

CONTINUES ON PAGE 22 >>
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mitment to adult education, ESL, 
and non-credit classes, but also 
agrees with WASC that the gov-
ernance system is far too loose 
and that the board needs to 
centralize decision-making. 
She has progressive values 
and a clear head for what 
needs to be done, and would 
be a strong ally for Jackson, 
Mandelman and Ngo.

We also liked William 

gone. Garcia’s anointed 
successor, Richard 

Carranza, is fol-
lowing the same 
track. And the 
often fractious 
board is work-
ing together 

remarkably 
well.

That said, there are serious issues 
facing the district. The bitter fight 
over layoffs this spring has left the 
board, the administration, and the 
teachers union on terrible terms. 
The student assignment process, 
the budget, school transportation, 
the meal programs, the future of 
honors tracking, and immersion 
programs all present massive 
challenges. And in the middle 

dents and their families, who 

and Sups. Eric Mar, David Chiu and 
John Avalos.

Haney, the executive director 
of the UC Students Association, has 

a Masters Degree in education 
and a strong background in 
educational policy issues. 
He’s focused on bringing 
more resources into the 
district, talking about new 
parcel taxes and fees on 
big private developers to 
fund the schools. He’s 
familiar with a wide 
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can barely afford to keep enough 
classes going to meet the needs of 
some 90,000 students. On the big-
ger picture, WASC and the state 
want City College to close campuses 
and concentrate on a core mission 
of offering two-year degrees and 
preparing students to transfer to 
four-year institutions. That’s because 
the state has refused to fund educa-
tion at an adequate level, and there’s 
not enough money to both function 
as a traditional junior college and 
serve as the training center for San 
Francisco’s tech, hospitality and 
health-care industry, provide English 
as a second language classes to 
immigrants, and offer new job skills 
and rehabilitation to the workforce 
of the future.

It’s fair to say that WASC would 
have found some problems at City 
College no matter what the financial 
situation (and we’ve found more 
— the nepotism and corruption 
under past boards has been atro-
cious). But the only way out of this 
mess is either to radically scale back 
the school’s mission — or to increase 
its resources. We support the latter 
alternative.

Prop. A is a modest parcel tax 
— $79 dollars a year on each prop-
erty lot in the city. Parcel taxes are 
inherently unfair — a small house 
in Hunters Point pays as much as a 
mansion in Pacific Heights or a $500 
million downtown office building. 
But that’s the result of Prop. 13, 
which leaves the city very few ways 
to raise taxes on real property. In the 
hierarchy of progressive tax options, 
parcel taxes are better than sales 
taxes. And the vast majority of San 
Francisco homeowners and com-
mercial property owners get a huge 
benefit from Prop. 13; a $6 a month 
additional levy is hardly a killer.

The $16 million this tax would 
raise annually for the district isn’t 
enough to make up for the $25 mil-
lion a year in state budget cuts. But 
at least the district would be able to 
make reasonable decisions about pre-
serving most of its mission. This is 
one of the most important measures 
on the ballot; vote yes.

ProPosition B: Parks Bond

YES
There are two questions facing 
the voters: Does the San Francisco 
Recreation and Parks Department 
need money to fix up badly decrepit, 
sometimes unsafe facilities, and 
build out new park areas, particu-
larly in underserved neighborhoods? 

Has the current administration of 
the department so badly misman-
aged Rec-Park, so radically under-
mined the basic concept of public 
access to public space, so utterly 
alienated neighborhoods and com-
munities all over the city, that it 
shouldn’t be trusted with another 
penny?

And if your answer to both is 
yes, how the hell do you vote on 
Prop. B?

It’s a tough one for us. The 
Guardian has never, in 46 years, 
opposed a general obligation bond 
for anything except jail or prisons. 
Investing in public infrastructure is 
a good thing; if anything, the cau-
tious folks at City Hall, who refuse 
to put new bonds on the ballot 
until old ones are paid off, are too 
cautious about it. Spending public 
money (paid by increased property 
taxes in a city where at least 90 per-
cent of real estate is way under taxed 
thanks to Prop. 13) creates jobs. It’s 
an economic stimulus. It adds to the 
value of the city’s resources. In this 
case, it fixes up parks. All of that is 
good; it’s hard to find a credible case 
against it.

Except that for the past few 
years, under the administrations 
of Mayors Gavin Newsom and Ed 
Lee and the trusteeship of Rec-Park 
Directors Jared Blumenfeld and Phil 
Ginsburg, the city has gone 100 per-
cent the wrong way. Parks are sup-
posed to be public resources, open 
to all; instead, the department has 
begun charging fees for what used 
to be free, has been turning public 
facilities over to private interests (at 
times kicking the public out), and 
has generally looked at the com-
mons as a source of revenue. It’s a 
horrible precedent. It makes us sick.

Ginsburg told us that he’s had 
no choice — deep budget cuts 
have forced him to look for money 
wherever he can find it, even if that 
means privatizing the parks. But 
Ginsburg also admitted to us that, 
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even as chief of staff under Newsom, 
he never once came forward to push 
for higher taxes on the wealthy, 
never once suggested that progres-
sive revenue sources might be an 
option. Nor did any of the hacks on 
the Rec-Park Commission. Instead, 
they’ve been busy spending tens of 
thousands of dollars on an insane 
legal battle to evict the Haight 
Ashbury Neighborhood Council’s 
recycling center — entirely because 
rich people in the Haight don’t want 
poor people coming through their 
elite neighborhood to cash in bottles 
and cans for a little money.

So now we’re supposed to cough 
up another $195 million to enable 
more of this?

Well, yes. We’re not happy to be 
endorsing Prop. B, but the bottom 
line is simple: The bond money will 
go for things that need to be done. 
There are, quite literally, parks in the 
city where kids are playing in unsafe 
and toxic conditions. There are rec 
centers that are pretty close to fall-
ing apart. Those improvements will 
last 50 years, well beyond the tenure 
of this mayor of Rec-Park director. 
For the long-term future of the park 
system, Prop. B makes sense.

If the measure fails, it may send 
Lee and Ginsburg a message. The 
fact that so many neighborhood 
leaders are opposing it has already 
been a signal — one that so far 
Ginsburg has ignored. We’re going 
Yes on B, with all due reservations. 
But this commission has to go, and 
the sooner the supervisors can craft 
a charter amendment to give the 
board a majority of the appoint-
ments to the panel the better.

ProPosition C: AffordAble 
Housing trust fund

Yes
This measure is about who gets to 
live in San Francisco and what kind 
of city this will be in 20 years. If 
we leave it up to market forces and 
the desires of developers, about 85 
percent of the housing built in San 
Francisco will be affordable only 
by the rich, meaning the working 
class will be forced to live outside 
the city, clogging regional roadways 
and transit systems and draining San 
Francisco of its cultural diversity and 
vibrancy. And that process has been 
accelerated in recent years by the 
latest tech bubble, which city lead-
ers have decided to subsidize with 
tax breaks, causing rents and home 
prices to skyrocket.

Mayor Ed Lee deserves credit for 
proposing this Housing Trust Fund 
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to help offset some of that impact, 
even if it falls way short of the need 
identified in the city’s Housing 
Element, which calls for 60 percent 
of new housing construction to be 
affordable to prevent gentrification. 
We’re also not thrilled that Prop. C 
actually reduces the percentage of 
housing that developers must offer 
below market rates and prevents 
that 12 percent level from later 
being increased, that it devotes 
too much money to home owner-
ship assistance at the expense of 
the renters who comprise the vast 
majority of city residents, and that 
it depends on the passage of Prop.
E and would take $15 million from 
the increased business taxes from 
that measure, rather than restor-
ing years of cuts to General Fund 
programs.

But Prop. C was a hard-won 
compromise, with the affordable 
housing folks at the table, and they 
got most of what they wanted. (Even 
the 12 percent has a long list of 
exceptions and thus won’t apply to a 
lot of new market-rate housing.) And 
it has more chance of actually pass-
ing than previous efforts that were 
opposed by the business community 
and Mayor’s Office. This measure 
would commit the city to spending 
$1.5 billion on affordable housing 
projects over the next 30 years, with 
an initial $20 million annual con-
tribution steadily growing to more 
than $50 million annually by 2024, 
authorizing and funding the con-
struction of 30,000 new rental units 
throughout the city. With the loss 
of redevelopment funds that were 
devoted to affordable housing, San 
Francisco is a city at risk, and pas-
sage of Prop. C is vital to ensuring 
that we all have a chance of remain-
ing here. Vote yes.

ProPosition D: ConsoliDating 
oDD-year loCal eleCtions

YES
There’s a lot of odd stuff in the San 
Francisco City Charter, and one of 
the twists is that two offices — the 
city attorney and the treasurer — are 
elected in an off-year when there’s 
nothing else on the ballot. There’s 
a quaint kind of charm to that, 
and some limited value — the city 
attorney is one of the most powerful 
officials in local government, and 
that race could get lost in an election 
where the mayor, sheriff, and district 
attorney are all on the ballot.

But seriously: The off-year elec-
tions have lower turnout, and cost 

the city money, and it’s pretty 
ridiculous that San Francisco still 
does it this way. The entire Board of 
Supervisors supports Prop. D. So do 
we. Vote yes.

ProPosition e:  
gross reCeiPts tax

YES
Over the past five years, Board of 
Supervisors President David Chiu 
estimates, San Francisco has cut 
about $1.5 billion from General 
Fund programs. It’s been bloody, 
nasty, awful. The budget reduc-
tions have thrown severely ill psych 
patients out of General Hospital and 
onto the streets. They’ve forced the 
Recreation and Parks Department to 
charge money for the use of public 
space. They’ve undermined every-
thing from community policing to 
Muni maintenance.

And now, as the economy starts 
to stabilize a bit, the mayor wants to 
change the way businesses are taxed 
— and bring an additional $28.5 
million into city coffers.

That’s right — we’ve cut $1.5 
billion, and we’re raising taxes by 
$28.5 million. That’s less than 2 
percent. It’s insane, it’s inexcusable, 
it’s utterly the wrong way to run a 
city in 2012. It might as well be Mitt 
Romney making the decision — 98 
percent cuts, 2 percent tax hikes.

Nevertheless, that’s where we are 
today — and it’s sad to say this is an 
improvement from where the tax 
discussion started. At first, Mayor 
Lee didn’t want any tax increase at 
all; progressive leaders had to strug-
gle to convince him to allow even a 
pittance in additional revenue.

The basic issue on the table 
is how San Francisco taxes busi-
nesses. Until the late 1990s, the 
city had a relatively rational system 
— businesses paid about 1.5 percent 
of their payroll or gross receipts, 
whichever was higher. Then 52 
big corporations, including PG&E, 
Chevron, Bechtel, and the Gap, 
sued, arguing that the gross receipts 
part of the program was unfair. The 
supervisors caveded in to the legal 
threat and repeal that part of the tax 
system — costing the city about $30 
million a year.

Oh, but then tech companies — 
which have high payrolls but often, 
at least at first, low gross receipts 
— didn’t want the payroll tax. The 
same players who opposed the other 
tax now called for its return, arguing 
that taxing payroll hurts job growth 
(which is untrue and unfounded, 
but this kind of dogma doesn’t get 
challenged in the press).

So, after much discussion and 
debate, and legitimate community 
input, the supervisors unanimously 
approved Prop. E — which raises a 
little more money, but not even as 
much as the corporate lawsuit in the 
1990s set the city back.

It’s not a bad tax, better than 
the one we have now — it brings 
thousands of companies the previ-
ously paid no tax at all into the mix 
(sadly, some of them small busi-
nesses). It’s somewhat progressive — 
companies with higher receipts pay 
a higher rate. We can’t argue against 
it — the city will be better off under 
Prop. E than it is today.

But we have to look around our 
battered, broke-ass city, shake our 
poor bewildered heads and say: Is 
this really the best San Francisco 

can do?
Sure, vote yes on E. And ask 

yourself why one of the most liberal 
cities in America still lets Republican 
economic theory drive its tax policy.

ProPosition F: Water  
anD environment Plan

No, No, No
Reasonable people can disagree 
about whether San Francisco should 
have ever dammed the Tuolumne 
River in 1923, flooding the Hetch 
Hetchy Valley and creating an engi-
neering marvel that has provided 
the city with a reliable source of 
renewable electricity and some of 
the best urban drinking water in the 
world ever since. The project broke 
the heart of famed naturalist John 
Muir and has caused generations 
since then to pine for the restora-
tion of a valley that Muir saw as a 
twin to his beloved nearby Yosemite 
Valley.

But at a time when this country 
can’t find the resources to seriously 
address global warming (which 
will likely dry up the Sierra Nevada 
watershed at some point in the 
future), our deteriorating infrastruc-
ture, and myriad other pressing 
problems, it seems insane to even 
consider spending billions of dollars 
to drain this reservoir, restore the 
valley, and find replacement sources 
of clean water and power.

You can’t argue with the basic 
facts: There is no way San Francisco 
could replace all the water that 
comes in from Hetch Hetchy with-
out relying on the already-fragile 
Delta. The dam also provides 1.7 bil-
lion kilowatt hours a year of electric 

power, enough to meet the needs 
of more than 400,000 homes. That 
power now runs everything from 
the lights at City Hall to Muni, at 
a cost of near zero. The city would 
lose 42 percent of its energy genera-
tion if the dam went away.

Besides, the dam was, and is, the 
lynchpin of what’s supposed to be a 
municipal power system in the city. 
As San Francisco, with Clean Power 
SF, moves ever close to public power, 
it’s insane to take away this critical 
element of any future system.

On its face, the measure merely 
requires the city to do an $8 million 
study of the proposal and then hold 
a binding vote in 2016 that would 
commit the city to a project esti-
mated by the Controller’s Office to 
cost somewhere between $3 billion 
and $10 billion. Yet to even enter-
tain that possibility would be a huge 
waste of time and money.

Prop. F is being pushed by a 
combination of wishful (although 
largely well-meaning) sentimental-
ists and disingenuous conservatives 
like Dan Lungren who simply want 
to fuck with San Francisco, but it’s 
being opposed by just about every 
public official in the city. Vote this 
down and let’s focus our attention 
on dealing with real environmental 
and social problems.

ProPosition g:  
CorPorate PersonhooD

YES
If San Francisco voters pass Prop. 
G, it won’t put any law into effect. 
It’s simply a policy statement that 
sends a message: Corporations are 
not people, and it’s time for the 
federal government to tackle the 
overwhelming and deeply troubling 
control that wealthy corporations 
have over American politics.

Prop. G declares that money is 
not speech and that limits on politi-
cal spending improve democratic 
processes. It urges a reversal of the 
notorious Citizens United vs. Federal 
Elections Commission Supreme Court 
decision.

A constitutional amendment, 
and any legal messing with free 
speech, has serious potential prob-
lems. If corporations are limited 
from spending money on politics, 
could the same apply to unions or 
nonprofits? Could such an amend-
ment be used to stop a commu-
nity organization from spending 
money to print flyers with political 
opinions?

But it’s a discussion that the 
nation needs to have, and Prop. G is 
a modest start. Vote yes. 2
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ANY DOCTOR 
(EVEN IF EXPIRED)

$45
By Caitlin Donohue
caitlin@sfbg.com

heRBWiSe The night before our 
interview, Elder Freeman spoke 
alongside Peace and Freedom Party 
presidential candidate (and beloved 
sitcom sassmouth) Roseanne Barr, 
2008 Green Party candidate Cynthia 
McKinney, and others about the 
political possibilities of marijuana 
at a panel discussion held inside 
Oaksterdam 
University.

As Black 
Panther History 
Month begins, 
commemorating 
the 46th anni-
versary of the 
party’s founding 
by Freeman and 
his peers — see 
info on events at 
the end of this 
article — it seems 
only fitting that 
the cannabis 
movement and 
the Panthers’ 
struggle for social 
justice and the 
right to control 
our own communities be connected. 
For Freeman, the two have become 
inextricably linked.

The morning of the day we met 
at West Oakland’s Revolution Cafe, 
the 67 year old original member of 
LA’s Black Panther Party had two 
doctors appointments. Freeman has 
colon cancer. Three years ago, he 
was diagnosed with prostate cancer. 
He smokes marijuana to improve 
his appetite — he’s used to eating 
a single meal a day, but that’s not 
enough to keep up his strength dur-
ing treatment. As a long-time 215 
card-carrier, the last year’s federal 
crackdown on cannabis dispensaries 
threatens to send him back to buy-
ing pot on the streets.

Is access to marijuana a Black 
Panther issue? Freeman thinks so. 
He tells me why over a cup of coffee 
(cream, no sugar), and between inter-
ruptions by well-wishers — the entire 
neighborhood knows him, it seems, 
they all want to pay their respects.

“It’s all connected. The simple 
fact is that the judicial system is 
inadequate. The whole idea that they 
want to keep it in an illegal state is 
so that they can criminalize people.” 
He became aware of cannabis, he 
says, when Bob Marley started talk-
ing about its connection to non-

violence. “I identified with the Rasta 
community for awhile,” he tells me.

Freeman’s been told that this 
current bout of cancer is incurable. 
But he’s also been told that the 
Watts uprising in 1965 that was 
responsible for his political awaken-
ing was actually rioting and that he 
deserved to spend those seven years 
in jail alongside many of his Panther 
cohorts on a laundry list of mostly 
trumped-up charges. He didn’t buy 

those things 
either.

In fact, at 
Oaksterdam he 
shared with the 
crowd that he 
plans on going to 
Cuba for a second 
opinion on his 
medical treat-
ment. “There’s 
something about 
American medi-
cine that seems 
to be lacking,” he 
says.

Last night’s 
event was actu-
ally the first time 
Freeman spoke 
as a cannabis 

activist. He spends most of his time 
as an advocate these days working 
for inmate rights — not surprising 
when you consider he spent the 
better part of a decade as a politi-
cal prisoner. He works with All of 
Us or None (www.allofusornone.org), 
a national organization that works 
to “ban the box” — remove ques-
tions about past incarceration from 
employment applications — pro-
mote inmate voting rights, and 
build awareness in the communities 
most affected by mass incarceration. 
So although personally, access to 
cannabis is clearly a health concern, 
he tends to speak about it with more 
a law and order focus.

“People are doing a lot of time for 
something that they shouldn’t even 
be in jail for.” He wonders out loud 
to me about why we don’t lock up 
cigarette producers. “They got it back-
wards. But that’s capitalism.” 2

Black Panther history month rally

Oct. 13, noon

Frank Ogawa Plaza, Oakl.

Black Panther history month exhiBit

Oct. 13, 2pm, free

Geoffrey’s Inner Circle

410 14th St., Oakl.

www.itsabouttimebpp.com

PantheR meDiCine
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Blowfish sushi
2170 Bryant St, San Francisco
415.285.3848  www.blowfishsushi.com

BY VIRGINIA MILLER
virginia@sfbg.com

APPETITE Most memorable res-
taurants boasts an overarching 
standard of quality to their menus. 
Other times, one dreams of specific 
items from certain spots. Here are a 
few places worth trekking out to for 
unique dream dishes.

LASAGNA BOLOGNESE 
AT MARCELLA’S
Lasagna... there are few foods 
as evocative of my childhood. 
Until now, Gaspare’s in the Outer 
Richmond was typically where I’d 
get my old school lasagna fix. Since 
May, though, Dogpatch now has 
a lasagneria, of all 
fantastic things. 
Marcella’s 
Lasagneria 
and Cucina 
is a humble 
corner 
shop sell-
ing Chef 
Massimo’s 
aioli spreads 
(like black 
truffle or spicy 
Chardonnay) and other 
housemade food products, paninis, 
soups, and pizzas for eating in or 
taking out. Best of all, six kinds of 
lasagna to choose from.

Jovial Massimo hails from 
Italy’s Abruzzo region (I’m 
charmed by the 1980s-looking 
photo of him above the counter 
in chef’s hat with a glass of wine), 
who regales with tales of early 
kitchen work and family. The shop 
is named after his daughter, while 
his friendly son sometimes works 
the counter. On a typical visit 
(open weekdays, 11:30am-7pm), 
lasagna options are butternut 
squash, bolognese, wild mushroom, 
spicy eggplant, spicy sausage, and 
pesto zucchini. I buy a whole lasa-
gna for a family birthday — yes, 
it’s celebratory-good — and bring 
home three slices for dinner (8.50 
each), reveling in savory-sweet red 
sauce and ultra-thin pasta sheets 
redolent with but not overcome by 
ricotta and mozzarella.

Butternut squash lasagna is 
typically white, so that the squash 
shines. Here it still does, while 
benefiting from a bit of red sauce. 
Earthy wild mushroom, spicy egg-
plant or pesto ricotta are winning. 
I like classic Bolognese best, the 

version my mother used to make. 
Massimo corners lassagna balance: 
there’s never too much of any one 
ingredient. The entirety melts in 
your mouth, as heartwarming as 
your Italian mama’s cookinge.
1099 Tennessee, SF. (415) 920-2225, 
www.marcellaslasagneria.com

MILLIONAIRE’S BACON 
AT BLACKWOOD
There are not many Thai joints 
in the Marina (Yukol Place has 
been keeping it real for years), and 
certainly not one like Blackwood. 
High ceilings and shades of black 
and grey set a chic tone, while non-
traditional dishes like mushroom 
egg rolls and unfortunately named 
Marina Strips — Wagyu beef strips 

wrapped in baby hearts of 
palm — fill the menu. Many 

dishes are larger, more art-
fully arranged, versions 
of typical Thai dishes, 
like papaya salad or 
Pad See Ew (spelled Pad 
See You). Thai fusion is 

apparent in a Thai Wagyu 
burger ($12) on brioche 

loaded with a Thai salad 
of cucumber, carrot, cilantro, 

sesame. Or in generous, sizzling 
stone pots ($14-16), akin to Koran 
bibimbap filled with rice, veggies, 
meat of choice (I like crispy red 
snapper in plum dressing), topped 
with a fried egg.

However, the one destination 
item is merely a 
$5 add-on to a 
breakfast plat-
ter (served 
daily, 8am-
4pm). And 
what an 
add-on! 
Blackwood’s 
only been 
open since 
June, but the 
millionaire’s 
bacon has already been 
named on the Discovery Channel 
Destination America’s United States of 
Food. Two hefty strips of bacon are 
dense, shimmery, chewy beauties, 
caramelized and slightly sweet and 
smoky. Despite bacon burn-out over 
the past decade, with bacon grac-
ing every dessert and dish possible, 
these juicy strips renew and refresh 
the love, reminiscent of Southern 
ham in gourmet jerky-like form.
2150 Chestnut, SF. (415) 931-9663, 
www.blackwoodsf.com

CALABRIAN 
CHILE SPAGHETTINI 
AT BLUESTEM
Bluestem Brasserie is no run-of-the-
mill downtown shopping break. In 
fact, it has improved since opening 
in summer 2011, honing in on its 
menu, house charcuterie, and whole-
animal butchery practices (no part 
goes to waste). With two new execu-
tive chefs, Josh Lucas and Francis 
Hogan, there is fresh life in the space 
frequented by tourists, shoppers, and 
the Moscone Center crowd. While 
wine on tap, grass-fed beef, and 
whole-animal practices are common 
in SF at large, being centrally situ-
ated downtown between SoMa and 
Union Square, Bluestem is exposing 
a new range of clientele to the deli-
cious taste of sustainability.

Besides satisfying house pâtés 
(on the charcuterie platter) of pork, 
pistachio, and the like, a whole roast-
ed branzino ($29) is flaky, perked 
up with roasted summer chilis or 
your choice of side, while grass-fed 
six ounce filet ($31) or 12 ounce 
ribeye ($34) steaks are appropriately 
tender, medium rare, with choice of 

sauce ($3.75), like bourbon espresso 
or horseradish-roasted garlic 

cream. The dish I found 
myself trekking back for 
whether at lunch or din-
ner is Calabrian chile 
spaghettini ($19). Though 
I would prefer some heat 
from Calabrian chiles (I 

detected none), the heap-
ing bowl of pasta is topped 

with Early Girl tomatoes, 
arugula, and basil — the pièce de 

résistance being melted burrata flow-
ing over the pasta in lush waves. A 
gentle zesting of lemon rind perfects 
it. Dessert ($9.50) is no afterthought. 
The Peaches and Herb “Reunited” 
sundae was a layered summer treat, 
but the jar filled with mini-cookies 
baked in-house, including lemon 
sugar and peanut butter, made me 
feel like a kid again. There were so 
many cookies, I finished the rest for 
breakfast the next day with coffee.
One Yerba Buena Lane, SF. (415) 547-
1111, www.bluestembrasserie.com 2
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BEST BURRITO, 
VEGGIE BURRITO, 

IN SAN FRANCISCO!

TAQUERIA
CAN-CUN
TAQUERIA
CAN-CUN

Bay Guardian
“Best of the Bay” 
1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 
2002, 2003, 2005, 2006,
2007, 2008, 2009, 2012
• OPEN EVERYDAY •

2012  
BEST BURRITOS

2288 Mission St. @ 19th
(415) 252-9560

1003 Market St. @ 6th
(415) 864-6773

Come visit our newest location:
3211 Mission St. @ Valencia

BEST BURRITO, 

BUY 3 TACOS
GET 1 FREE

*One coupon per customer. This location only.

Taqueria
EL CASTILLITO

BOTTOMLESS CHIPS 
& SALSA EVERY DAY!

2092 Mission St. @ 17th
(415) 621-6971

370 Golden Gate Ave. @ Larkin
(415) 292-7233 

By L.E. LEonE
le.chicken.farmer@gmail.com

CHEAP EATS I won’t sleep in a dead 
man’s bed, but I will use his razor to 
shave my sweater.

“She walks like a little farmer,” 
Hedgehog’s gram told Hedgehog 
while I was not in the room.

Gram, recently widowed, is in 
a nursing home in Bloomsburg, 
PA. We visited every day at least 
once a day while we were there. We 
brought her fudge from the fair. 
We brought her caramel corn, corn, 
“penny candy,” and a pork sand-
wich. I did her nails.

Then we went back out to the 
fair and got her another pork sand-
wich. Above and beyond the call of 
grandfilial duty-in-law, I know, but 
if you saw what they were feeding 
her for lunch! . . . A sorry looking 
disk of “Swiss steak,” plop of instant 
mashed potatoes, and chopped beets 
that reeked of can.

I’m not bragging. Anyone with 
half a heart in their chest would 
have sprinted at the sight of such 
unsavoriness out into the world for 
something real. Well, Hedgehog and 
I have at least two full hearts in our 
combined chests. Ergo: two pork 
sandwiches for Gram.

Of course, they don’t call 
them pork sandwiches in Central 
Pennsylvania. They are “barbecue.” 
You can indeed get real barbecue 
at the Bloomsburg Fair, but those 
vendors come up from Tallahassee, 
Jacksonville, and other delicious 
Points South, trailing their pitched-
black smokers. The locals tend to 
shun these in favor of May’s steam-
table-cue: either pulled pork, chipped 
ham, or shredded chicken on an 
enriched white bun with sweet rel-
ish. And the pork one is awesome, by 
the way, in spite of its apparent lack 
of relationship to smoke, or even fire.

But being that as it May’s, the 
Bloomsburg Fair is my new favorite 
thing. For the food alone. In a small 
town where what’s-for-dinner is not 
always necessarily exciting, I got 
to get down and greasy with my 
new favorite hot sausage sandwich, 
Pennsylvania Dutch chicken-and-
waffles, venison jerky, not-bad 
jambalaya, bad Mongolian barbecue, 
great American barbecue, smoked 
turkey legs, wedding soup, potato 
pancakes, pierogies, hot-off-the-press 
apple cider, cinnamon rolls, sticky 
buns, and, of course, funnel cakes.

For four days, the closest we 

came to anything healthy was fire-
roasted sweet corn dipped in butter. 
The only other way to get vegetables 
was deep fried. Speaking of which, 
there was a deep fried Oreo in there 
somewhere, although I promise I 
only had one bite — oh, and a deep-
fried Snickers bar wrapped in bacon.

That comes with its own whole 
other story, but I’m not going to tell 
it because it’s time for:

CHEAP SPORTS 
(Bloomsburg Fair Edition)
by Hedgehog
On the topic of the replacement refs’ 
absurd botching of that “Fail Mary” 
last Monday Night Football: What 
about the bad pass interference call 
that set up Green Bay’s TD on the 
drive previous? The Packers may 
have been robbed, but it was robbing 
Peter to pay Paul, way I seen it. Reap 
what you sow, Green Bay. Not to 
mention get what you pay for, NFL.

Speaking of questionable calls: 
the fiddle contest Tuesday night at 
the fair. The last fiddler was going 
to obviously take first place because 
she was an adorable sixth grader who 
played “Danny Boy” like she had a 
lilt and washed with Irish Spring. 
Which would drop the amiable fella 
with two originals and a twangy ren-
dition of Gershwin’s “Summertime” 
down to Silver. We all agreed: she 
would win, but he would deserve to.

Sure enough, the cutie took first, 
but second went to some young 
buck we didn’t even figure to place. 
Highway robbery! It was the talk of 
the entire midway for about a min-
ute. Then, once the formality of the 
extra point (or in this case, all-star 
jam of “Orange Blossom Special”) 
was dispensed with, we all browsed 
the master pumpkin carver’s work in 
the farm museum, and it started to 
seem like a bad dream.

Welcome back, “real” refs!

Cheap Eats continued
Other things we ate included 

chicken and dumplings (which they 
call chicken pot pie), and peach pie 
(which they call peach dumplings). 
Well, what do you expect from the 
land where green bell peppers are 
mangoes, and mangoes are — what, 
where did you get that?

The reasons I walk like a little 
farmer, Gram, are twofold. One, I 
am bow-legged. I don’t know why. 
I only rode a horse once in my life. 
And, two, I am a little farmer. 2
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Wednesday 10/3
Spring StandardS
The musicians who comprise the 
Spring Standards got their start 
playing small folk festivals and 
around the campfire back in high 
school. After a break from their 
collaboration, Heather Robb, James 
Cleare, and James Smith found 
themselves in Brooklyn, inspired 
to pick up where they left off. It’s 
difficult to pin a genre on this trio. 
“We’re accessing old school harmo-
ny-driven folk rock music that was 
big in the 1970s,” Robb explains, 
“but sometimes we’ll play a heart 
wrenching ballad or a really loud 
White Stripes song.” The Spring 
Standards released double EP yel-
low//gold in May. (Mia Sullivan)
With Dylan Champagne, Ed and the Red 
Reds

8pm, $8

Hotel Utah

500 Fourth St., SF

(415) 546-6300

www.hotelutah.com

Thursday 10/4
pierrot 2012
It’s been 100 years since poet 
Albert Girard’s eternally moon-
struck clown Pierrot first took to 
the stage to sing about sex, love, 
death, and religion in composer 
Arnold Schoenberg’s atonal mas-
terwork Pierrot Lunaire. The score, 
full of crepuscular squiggles and 
elegant mood swings, made Pierrot 
the 20th century’s resident existen-

tial harlequin, both the hero and 
the fool of those violently artistic 
times. Lively sextet Nonsemble 
6, composed of recent graduates 

of the SF Conservatory of Music, 
will help revive that indelible 
clown for a new era — he’s even 
on Facebook! — with new video, 
art, and staging and costumes 
by Brian Staufenbiel (and pos-
sibly clown makeup. You’ve been 
warned). Two other pieces, Dan 
Becker’s 1996 “S.T.I.C. (Sensitivity 
to Internal Conditions)” and Hans 
Eisler’s Hanns Eisler’s “14 Ways 
of Describing Rain, Op. 70” from 

1941, are also on the program. 
(Marke B.)
8pm, $15-$20

SF Conservatory of Music Concert Hall

50 Oak, SF

(415) 864-7326

www.nonsemble6.com

Thursday 10/4
Don’t Be AfrAiD  
of the DArk and  
Alone in the DArk
The Vortex kicks off an October of 
cinematic frights with two seldom-
revived but golden oldies. First up is 
the original Don’t Be Afraid of the Dark, 
a 1973 TV movie that’s still creepier 
than the disappointing, Guillermo 
del Toro-produced 2010 remake. Kim 
Darby plays a housewife whose fears 
that something is very wrong with 
her new house are dismissed as neuro-
sis by the husband (Jim Hutton) she’s 
having problems with. Then 1982’s 
seriocomic slasher Alone in the Dark 
features the inimitable Jack Palance 
and Martin Landau amongst a quartet 
of asylum escapees who make life very 
hairy for their new therapist’s family. 
(Dennis Harvey)
9 and 11pm, $7 (suggested donation)

Vortex

1083 Howard, SF

Facebook: TheVortexRoom

Thursday 10/4
Mount eerie
Phil Elverum’s output as Mount Eerie 
doesn’t flow like the vast majority of 
indie rock; it moves like the weather. 
Erratically structured songs about 
the moon, the ocean, the meaning 
of life, and the universe are recorded 
into precarious analog equipment, 
creating an ambiance of fog, mildew, 
and tape hiss that evokes the misty 
Pacific Northwest with Twin Peaks-
ish potency. On Clear Moon and 
Ocean Roar, both released this year, 
Elverum weaves meditative acous-
tic folk, buzzy quasi-metal, tribal 
drums, and Lynchian drone with a 
coherence and sense of purpose he 
hasn’t shown since his acclaimed 
recordings as the Microphones. Yet, 
when performed solo with just voice 
and guitar, the Mount Eerie song-
book somehow retains every ounce 
of its existential weight. (Taylor 
Kaplan)
With Bouquet, Tortured Genies 
9pm, $12 
Bottom of the Hill 
1233 17th St., SF 
(415) 621-4455 
www.bottomofthehill.com

Thursday 10/4
niki and the dove
Sweden is exporting a lot more 
than bedframes and meatballs. 
Stockholm’s Niki and the Dove 

is an electro duo giving a dark 
depth to pop music. Vocalist 
Malin Dahlström and keyboardist 
Magnus Böqvist met when writ-
ing music for the theater, giving 
their recorded music and their 
live shows a dynamic, dramatic 
quality that pop so often lacks. 
Dahlström’s sugary voice soars 
above the churn and chime of 
Böqvist’s catchy and sometimes 
unsettling beats. Their 2012 debut 
album Instinct was nominated for 
BBC’s Sound of 2012 poll, which 
seeks to highlight each year’s best 
new artist. Though they finished 
fifth, Niki and the Dove are just 
getting started. After all, pop 
never really goes out of style. 

(Haley Zaremba)
With WOLF GANG, Popscene DJs

9:30pm, $15

Rickshaw Stop

155 Fell, SF

(415) 861-2011

www.rickshawstop.com

Friday 10/5
Mix MaSter Mike
Continually evolving and rising to 
the top of his game before, during, 
and after his time with the Beastie 
Boys, Mix Master Mike is keeping 
his act fresh by fusing hip-hop 
with dubstep. His latest album, 
Napalm Rockets, mixes global 
dubstep, new electronic, and clas-
sic hip-hop samples, aggressively 
organizing and layering them with 
“hardcore psychedelic scratch-
ing” to keep the signature hip-hop 
attitude. Still quick at the tables 
as he works up a sweat, changing 
records and ripping his famous 
tweak scratch, he’ll be performing 
alongside the Low End Theory resi-
dents to welcome back the equally 
innovative Gaslamp Killer from his 
summer tour. Come prepared for a 
night of psychedelic, glitch, IDM, 
and avant-rap. (Molly Champlin)
Low End Theory with Daddy Kev, Nobody, 
the Gaslsmp Killer

10pm, $20

1015 Folsom, SF

(415) 742-1015

www.1015.com

Friday 10/5
Laetitia Sadier
French singer-songwriter Laetitia 
Sadier’s deep, velvety voice may 
sound familiar to you. I’m not refer-
encing the fact that she sometimes 
sounds deliciously similar to Nico. 
You’ve probably heard her before 
as the voice of British post-rock 
band Stereolab or as the French 
vocals in Blur’s radio hit “To the 
End.” Though Stereolab entered the 
dreaded “indefinite hiatus” in 2009, 

Sadier has been far from dormant. 
2012’s Silencio is her second solo 
album in two years. The album is 
a politically charged collection of 
protest songs with perfect timing for 
an election year. Never before has 

picks for more visit
sFbg.comgolden oldies.
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political commentary sounded so 
gentle. (Zaremba)
With Orca Team, Pageants

9:30pm, $14

Bottom of the Hill

1233 17th St, SF

(415) 626-4455

www.bottomofthehill.com

SATURDAY 10/6
PANCAKES AND BOOZE 
ART SHOW
Curator and cameraman Tom 
Kerlin understands exactly what 
is missing in the gallery art scene: 

fun. And he is serving it up by 
the plateful. This is the antithesis 
of your high-end, half empty art 
gallery opening. Kerlin’s brain-
child, “Pancakes and Booze,” 
began in LA and has traveled to 
cities across the country, draw-
ing out crowds for all-you-can-eat 
pancakes and walls full of raw, 
up-and-coming, local artists. But 
the art doesn’t end there; bodies 
are canvases for live art and will 
portray the living dead in Friday 
night’s Zombie Fashion Show. 
Pair this with DJs and drinks and 
you’ve put the fun back into art 
function. (Champlin)
8pm, $5–$10

Gallery and Bar 4N5

863 Mission, SF

(415) 522-2440

www.Gallery4N5.com

www.pancakesandbooze.com

SATURDAY 10/6
JENNY LEWIS
Jenny Lewis doesn’t mess around. 
At 36 years old, the LA singer-
songwriter has acted in over a 
dozen films (mostly in her teens) 
fronted indie rock band Rilo 
Kiley for a decade, formed a duo 
with her boyfriend called Jenny 
and Johnny, and released two 
solo albums. She’s also provided 
a stunning amount of backing 
vocals for rockers such as Elvis 
Costello and Bright Eyes, and 
shines as the female voice in 
many of the songs on the Postal 
Service’s beloved one-and-done 
album Give Up. Her most recent 
solo release, 2008’s Acid Tongue is 
an Americana tour-de-force that 
only improves in concert. If you 
don’t catch her at Hardly Strictly 
Bluegrass this weekend, make 
sure to catch her night show. 
(Zaremba)
9pm, $21

Great American Music Hall

859 O’Farrell, SF

(415) 885-0750

www.slimspresents.com

TUESDAY 10/9
“TWO GUYS FROM 
CHICAGO”
Is there such a thing as simultane-
ously humble and sardonic humor? 
Maybe it’s the self-awareness of 

their cynical tendencies or a shared 
belief in challenging the status quo, 
but it seems like both Daniel Clowes 
and Dave Eggers have mastered it. 

Both authors are creative minds 
who never cease to find new outlets 
for their love of literature. Eggers 
takes his passion for writing beyond 
the novel with his free-thinking 
publishing company, McSweeney’s, 
and nonprofit projects promoting 
literacy while Daniel Clowes upset 
his Pratt Institute art teachers and 
the whole comic book genre with 
his seriously literary graphic nov-
els. Together they have quite 
the story to tell about let-
ting creativity run ram-
pant through all that 
you do. (Champlin)
8pm, $15

Z Space

450 Florida, SF

(415) 626-0453

www.litquake.org

TUESDAY 10/9
RADIO AMBULANTE LIVE!
In a country where we’re still 
fighting for our children’s right 
to even learn about Latino cul-
ture and history (major side eye, 

Arizona), the idea of a public 
radio show featuring stories from 
the Latin American diaspora — en 
español no less — is tragically radi-
cal. But local writer, Lima-born 
Daniel Alarcón and his partner 
Carolina Guerrero aren’t worried 
about Fox News readying the can-
nons. The two head up a team 
spread over the Americas that 
will be bringing to the airwaves 
important stories that won’t lose 
an ounce of potency due to trans-
lation. Join the two and ZYZZYVA 
managing editor Oscar Villalon 
for a live taping of the show, 
presented through those intrepid 
Litquake types. (Caitlin Donohue)
7pm, $12-15
Mission Cultural Center for Latino Arts
2868 Mission, SF
www.missionculturalcenter.org

TUESDAY 10/9
GRIZZLY BEAR
In a globalizing music world, 
where the cross-pollination of 
genres and influences has become 
the norm, Grizzly Bear’s mul-
tifaceted approach still sounds 
quite strange. Over a foundation 
of shaggy, dusty indie-rock, the 
Brooklyn four-piece blends ele-
ments of Yes-style prog wankery, 
anachronistic glee-club vocal 
arrangements, and heady, spacey 
production values, with an old-
school, album-rock continuity. 
Whereas Yellow House (2006) 
was defined by its ambiance and 
sense of space, and Veckatimest 
(2009) presented itself as a 
straightforward song-cycle, this 
year’s Shields displays a deft bal-
ance between these tendencies, 
emboldened by the most dextrous 
musicianship and airtight hooks 
of Grizzly Bear’s tenure thus far. 
Sharing the bill is Baltimore’s 
Lower Dens, whose Lou-Reed-
meets-Autobahn zen-rock gener-
ated sizable buzz on this year’s 
Nootropics. (Kaplan)
8pm, $33
Fox Theater
1807 Telegraph, Oakl.
(510) 302-2250
www.thefoxoakland.com

The Guardian listings deadline is two weeks prior 
to our Wednesday publication date. To submit 
an item for consideration, please include the 
title of the event, a brief description of the event, 
date and time, venue name, street address 
(listing cross streets only isn’t sufficient), city, 
telephone number readers can call for more 
information, telephone number for media, and 
admission costs. Send information to Listings, 
the Guardian, 225 Bush, 17th Flr., SF, CA 
94105; or e-mail (paste press release into e-mail 
body — no attachments, please) to listings@
sfbg.com. Digital photos may be submitted in 

jpeg format; the image must be at least 240 
dpi and four inches by six inches in size. We 
regret we cannot accept listings over the 

phone.
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GRIZZLY BEAR
TUESDAY/9

MIX MASTER MIKE
FRIDAY/5
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Call the box office for no service charges! 
Limit 8 tickets per person.

All dates, acts and ticket prices are subject
to change without notice. All tickets are
subject to applicable service charges.

E V E R Y T U E S D A Y 2 F O R 1 W I T H T H I S A D
EVERY SUNDAY!  S F COMEDY S HOWCASE
“The Best Comedy Club in The USA!”–DAVE CHAPPELLE

SF COMEDY SHOWCASE - EVERY SUNDAY!

30 YEARS OF
STAND-UP COMEDY!

WWW.COBBSCOMEDY.COM
FOllOW US ON

TWiTTER AND FACEBOOk!

ALL SHOWS: 

CElEBRATiNG OUR 30TH ANNiVERSARY FOR All OF 2012!

THURSDAY 10/4 - SATURDAY 10/6
From Conan and The TonighT Show!

IAN BAGG
Kevin Camia, CaiTlin gill

WEDNESDAY 10/3
From laST ComiC STanding and The BBC!
SHAZIA MIRZA
SamSon KoleTKar

WEDNESDAY 10/17 - THURSDAY 10/18
MARIA BAMFORD
From The Comedians of Comedy and Louie!

FRIDAY 10/12 - SUNDAY 10/14
COBB’S 30TH

ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION!
Check Cobbsomedy.Com for show info!

TUESDAY 10/9
WACKYGAMER PRESENTS
JEff REITMAN, RYAN CRoNIN,
AdAM MCLAuGHLIN

WEDNESDAY 10/10 - SATURDAY 10/13
From Comedy Bang Bang and Comedy deaTh ray!

JAMES AdoMIAN
BeTh STelling, ronn vigh

TUESDAY 10/16
JAMIE KILSTEIN
in  “don’T TalK aBoUT droneS on TeleviSion”

THURSDAY 10/4
JUSTIN HARRISON PRESENTS

SUNDAY 10/7
NEW FACES SHOWCASE

FRIDAY 10/19 - SUNDAY 10/21
MAZ JOBRANI
From The Axis of evil Comedy Tour!

BY MATT FISHER
arts@sfbg.com

VISUAL ART It’s a well-established 
axiom that the best works of art and 
literature are local ones. But what’s 
local and what’s regional always 
seem easier to distinguish at either 
extreme of the cultural spectrum, 
standing at either the far periphery 
or dead center. For the places in 
between, and in the interconnected 
world that’s an increasing percent-
age of cities, the anxiety of regional 
influence reverberates through polit-
ical, cultural, and social arenas. Part 
of the fabric of a city of a certain 
stature is the uneasy relationship it 
has with those centers, often negoti-
ated most publicly in the arts.

The premise behind “Six Lines 
of Flight: Shifting Geographies in 
Contemporary Art,” the global sur-
vey currently on view at the San 
Francisco Museum of Modern Art, is 
to illustrate this turbulent dynamic 
using a set of six cities as models: 
Beirut, Lebanon; Ho Chi Minh City, 
Vietnam; Cluj, Romania; Tangier, 
Morocco; Cali, Columbia; and San 
Francisco. It’s an elaborate, tantaliz-
ing, and potentially difficult concept 
for a museum exhibition, which is 
forced to offer basic lessons in geog-
raphy and history (Cluj, where?), 
alongside the survey of artistic prac-
tice. Coupled with the attempt to 
draw comparison between cultures 
situated on all sides of post-colonial-
ist realities, well, it gets complicated.

For their part, the artists in the 
show engage a variety of tactics and 
strategies in attempts to resist and 
reconfigure the numerous forces 
invading from those dominant centers.

Lebanese artist Lamia Joreige 
anchors the front end of the show, 
tracing possible disappearances and 
virtual becomings of Beirut in a 
multi-century timeline of disaster, 
invasion, and reconstitution, there-
by offering up the exhibition’s main 
theme — anxiety about disappear-
ance, fact, and obscurity is present 
in most of the works here.

Indexing is also central to 
Akram Zaatari’s archive of the 
photographs and implements of a 
Saida photo studio, here carefully 
cataloged and shown as artifacts 
in a network of dynamic, small-
scale relationships; and also in Yto 
Barrada’s careful observations of 
transitional spaces in Tangier that 
are marked by power and aspiration.

Other highlights include 
Vietnamese artist Dinh Q. Lê’s 
video Sound and Fury, which literally 
inverts official ceremonies at Ho Chi 
Minh’s mausoleum in Hanoi with 
the only kind of public demonstra-

BEING THERE

ARTS + CULTURE: VISUAL ART TOP: CARLOS MAYOLO AND LUIS OSPINA, AGARRANDO PUEBLO (AKA THE VAMPIRES 
OF POVERTY) (PRODUCTION PHOTO), 1978; YTO BARRADA, BRIQUES (BRICKS), 2003.

tion allowed in Vietnam. From Cluj, 
Ciprian Muresan’s infectious sly 
humor pervades Leap into the Void, 
After 3 Seconds, a riff on a famous 
Yves Klein photograph, this time 
showing the hard path for such ide-
alism in post-Ceausescu Romania.

Cali, Colombia’s Carlos Mayolo 
and Luis Ospina’s wicked and whip-
smart 1978 mockumentary Agarrando 
pueblo gives the Christopher Guest 
treatment to the packaging and con-
sumption of Latin American poverty 
as entertainment, utilizing com-
pletely aware and complicit subjects 
as cast and crew.

Eery and decidedly un-subtle, Ho 
Chi Minh City’s the Propeller Group’s 
video The Guerrillas of Cu Chi depicts 
Western tourists firing shots in super 
slow motion at a pay-per-bullet shoot-
ing range located on the site of for-
mer Viet Cong tunnels, filmed from 
the target’s point of view.

In this context, local Bay Area 
collective Futurefarmers’s otherwise 
outstanding Cartesian recast of the 
Eames’ movie Powers of Ten feels jar-

ringly frictionless and out of place; 
most of the other works are busy 
wrestling autonomous spaces out 
from the thorny trappings of failed 
revolution, cultural palimpsest, and 
the complications of postcolonialism.

But then the elephant in the 
gallery, rightly called out by the art-
ists themselves in a roundtable last 
year, is that San Francisco has been 
shoehorned into this group of cities 
from a position of lopsided privilege, 
and threatens to recast this medita-
tion on margin-center dynamics as 
an exercise in second-city attention 
dysphoria. Say what you want about 
San Francisco’s stepchild status in 
the US art market, we do not face 
the same geopolitical complications 
as any of the other cities on the 
list. The show’s premise would have 
been cleaner if staged somewhere 
more like, say, Detroit or Baltimore.

For certain, “Six Lines of Flight” 
is the kind of curatorial thought 
experiment that museums take on 
increasingly rarely, and ought to do 
more of. And the time feels incredi-

bly right for local institutions to look 
beyond Los Angeles or New York for 
their model of vibrant success. But I 
can’t help but feel, or perhaps hope, 
that the show is yet unfinished, and 
that this is just a prologue to other 
investigations that will take up this 
thread and run with it.

A few other shows currently 
on view potentially fit the role of 
responders to this call. The outstand-
ing group exhibition currently at 
CCA Wattis is one (details below). 
Another is just a couple flights down, 
where the beguiling projects by Ben 
Kinmont are a little bit tucked away 
in SFMOMA’s Koret Visitor Education 
Center, but worth seeking out.

“Ben Kinmont: Prospectus” con-
tains three projects that each present 
more questions than answers, in the 
best way, about avenues for breaking 
down the distinction between artistic 
practice and “regular” life. For exam-
ple, in On becoming something else
Kinmont traces the recent transfor-
mations of once-artists whose creative 
investigations led them eventually to 
leave the art world behind and begin 
new careers in other fields. Based on 
their exodus stories, Kinmont com-
missioned Parisian chefs to prepare 
a dish that recalls those stories in a 
course of a menu. 2

SIX LINES OF FLIGHT through Dec. 31
BEN KINMONT: PROSPECTUS through Jan. 6, 
2013

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art

151 Third St, SF; www.sfmoma.org

Also recommended:

BRENT GREEN: TO MANY MEN STRANGE FATES 
ARE GIVEN

Built, drawn, animated, scored, and 
sung by Green, this 3D animation 
recounts the tale of the Soviet tailor 
who created Laika the dog’s spacesuit. 
Shown on deconstructed LCD pan-
els that require polarized screens or 
handmade glasses to become visible.
Through Oct. 20, Steven Wolf Fine 
Arts, 2747 19th St., Ste A, SF; www.
stevenwolffinearts.com

WHEN ATTITUDES BECAME FORM BECOME 
ATTITUDES

Sprawling and inspiring, this group 
exhibition of more than 80 artists 
acts as sequel to the 1969 exhibi-
tion of nearly the same name which 
helped introduce Land Art, Arte 
Povera, and post-Minimalism.
Through Dec. 1, CCA Wattis Institute, 
1111 Eighth St., SF; www.wattis.org.

BARRY MCGEE

The Mission School luminary sees 
his first mid-career retrospective.
Through Dec. 9, Berkeley Art Museum, 
2626 Bancroft, Berk.; bampfa.berkeley.edu.
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http://www.bimbos365club.com/
http://www.livenation.com/Punch-Line-Comedy-Club-San-Francisco-tickets-San-Francisco/venue/229425
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NEW PICK UP WINDOW AT 
GOAT HILL PIZZA (in the alley!)

New pick up window at 171 Stillman Street 
in SOMA with plenty of parking. Bring hot pizza home!

300 CONNECTICUT ST.  641-1440GOAT HILL PIZZA:GOAT HILL PIZZA DELIVERY & TAKEOUT:  171 STILLMAN ST. 974-1303

STILLMAN ST

HARRISON ST

3RD ST
2ND ST

4T
H S

T

BY CHERYL EDDY
cheryl@sfbg.com

TRASH Scrolling through Steven 
Spielberg’s filmography and trying to 
pick which of his blockbusters should 
be dubbed “most beloved” is no 
small task, but even diehard Indiana 
Jones fans and Velociraptor devotees 
have to give it up for 1982’s E.T. The 
Extraterrestrial. In honor of its 30th 
anniversary, the family classic gets a 
sparkling Blu-ray upgrade, plus bells 
and whistles (some extras are recycled 
from earlier DVD releases, and there’s 
no commentary, but the behind-the-
scenes footage unearthed for “The 
E.T. Journals” is pretty nifty).

Dee Wallace, best-known for 
playing the matriarch of E.T.’s earth 
family — though she’s also a cult 
fave for her roles in horror flicks like 
1981’s The Howling and 1986’s Critters
— phoned for a quick chat on the 
eve of E.T.’s Oct. 9 Blu-ray release.

San Francisco Bay Guardian
Re-watching the movie, I was struck by 
how much of the film is really about a 
family in crisis.
Dee Wallace For me, the main 
theme of the film was the friendship 
between E.T. and Elliott, and that 
friendship was heightened because 
of the crisis of the family. Elliott 
really needed a friend. He needed 
somebody’s attention. [My character,] 
Mary, couldn’t give it to him — she 
was too busy making a living for 
everybody and raising three kids, you 
know? I think the family dynamic 
certainly catapults the film into peo-
ple’s hearts, because they understand 
what it means to need somebody.

SFBG The family interactions seem 
very natural, and the extras on the Blu-
ray go into how the kids were allowed 
to ad-lib some of their lines. What was 
that like for you?
DW I always looked at it as just 

being another one of the kids. I 
love to work that way, where I never 
know what’s going to happen. 
Steven would throw people lines and 
then he’d tell us, ‘Say this line but 
don’t tell them you’re gonna say it.’ 
We all were allowed to improv and 
bring our own ideas in, and then he 
would add things in to throw us all 
off. I love that because it keeps you 
in the moment all the time.

SFBG In telling the story from the kids’ 
point of view, Spielberg didn’t shoot any 
of the adult characters’ faces until well 
into the film’s third act — except yours. 
Did you have a sense of that at the time?
DW Oh yes. He explained to me that 
was his plan and that’s why I cast, 
because he felt that my energy had a 
childlike quality to it. Which is true, 
even today! I’m still pretty childlike.

SFBG You’re also known for appearing 
in quite a few classic horror films. (I’m 
a big fan of 1977’s The Hills Have 
Eyes!) What drew you to those roles 
and how is acting in a horror film dif-
ferent than acting in a film like E.T.?
DW I don’t think it’s different — I just 
think you get to act more! [Laughs.] I 
think you get to use a wider range of 
emotions, a lot of times, in a horror 
film. Although in E.T., Mary was very 
emotional: she was angry, she was 
worried, she was joyful. I got to create 
a really beautiful emotional arc in E.T.,
and that’s what I look for.

SFBG You’ve appeared in some Rob 
Zombie movies, including his upcoming 
Lords of Salem, which features several 
horror vets in the cast.
DW Yes, Rob uses a lot of iconic 
horror actors in all of his stuff. 
I adore Rob. I love working with 
him. I think he’s brilliant. And he 
reminds me a lot of Steven: very 
in the moment, very loose, a real 
visionary, and open to people’s 
input and creativity. 2

TO BE DEE

DREW BARRYMORE AND DEE WALLACE 
IN 1982’S E.T. THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL. 
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All shows are all ages. 
Dinner Reservations Recommended.

Student discounts of 50% off are back!  
Check yoshis.com/discounts for available shows!

get tickets at yoshis.com

san francisco

510 embarcadero west, 510-238-9200

oakland

Sun, Oct 7, 8:30pm - New CD Howie 61 tour

WAYNE KRANTZ plus Chris Cortez Trio
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Wed, Oct 10 - New CD 1619 Broadway tour

KURT ELLING
Male singer of the year

Sun, Oct 14 - 5th Annual

SF FILIPINO AMERICAN JAZZ FEST 
feat. Mon David & Jo Canion 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mon, Oct 15 - Classic soul singer

celebrates 50-year career

BETTYE LaVETTE
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tue, Oct 16 - Touring new CD Way Down Low 

KAT EDMONSON

Celebrating 40 years in the Bay Area

Wed, Oct 3 - FREE Fan Appreciation Night

HOWELLDEVINE
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Thu, Oct 4 - CD release

RENé ESCOVEDO & THE FUSE

Mon, Oct 8

LARRY VUCKOVICH
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tue, Oct 9

Chris Minh Doky’s noMaDs
Dave Weckl, Dean Brown & George Whitty 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wed, Oct 10

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF DJANGO
feat. Lulo Reinhardt 

Les Doigts de L’Homme  
Norig Gadji & Sebastien Ginaux

Sun, Oct 14

BETTYE LaVETTE

Fri-Sun, Oct 5-7

kenny 
lattimore

Wed-Thu, Oct 3-4
Returns to the stage!
An Intimate Evening with

Helen reddy
Fri-Sat Oct 5-6

confunkshun
Bay Area legends celebrate new CD release! Sound of Grown Men

5th Annual SF Pinoy Jazz Fest

Thu-Fri, Oct 11-12

ARCHIE SHEPP QUARTET
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Sat, Oct 13

JOE BATAAN

Fri-Sat, Oct 12-13 

eddie leVert
(Voice of the O’jays)
Debut solo CD I Still Have It tour

By Emily SavagE
emilysavage@sfbg.com

Tofu and WhiSkEy There are loud 
grinding noises and those cinematic 
electric sparks shooting from a 
machine below a church pew-like 
balcony. It’s musky and filled with 
dark bordello wood. The arched 
main room, the one you see when 
you walk in the front door of 777 
Valencia Street and turn a quick 
corner, is outlined in bright, bloody 
red, and there’s a stage.

Despite this transitional 
state a few weeks back, this stage 
at brand new Mission venue, 
Preservation Hall West at the 
Chapel — named after the jazzy 
New Orleans venue that inspired it 
— will hold star-powered spillover 
from Hardly Strictly Bluegrass
(www.hardlystrictlybluegrass.com) 
this week, beginning Thu/4; the fest 
itself is Fri/5 through Sun/7. The 
Preservation Hall Jazz Band of New 
Orleans will perform each night of 
the long weekend with double-dip-
ping special guests including Elvis 
Costello, Robert Earl Keen, Justin 
Townes Earl, and Steve Earle. Maybe 
this means we’ll see a bespectacled 
Costello riding a bicycle from 
Golden Gate Park to the Mission, 
with a guitar slung on his back? One 
can dream.

Back to reality: “There’s no 
shame in construction,” said Tracey 
Buck of Slim’s, who, along with Britt 
Govea of (((folkYEAH!))) and cer-
tainly others in the future, will be 
doing consulting and programming 
at the new all-ages venue. The build-
ing, now owned by Jack Knowles, 
was built in 1914, formerly housed 
the New College, and before that 
was a mortuary — which gives it a 
sort of macabre back story. The idea 
for the Chapel came from Knowles’ 
friend Ben Jaffe, creative director 
for the beloved New Orleans venue, 
Preservation Hall, and leader of the 
Preservation Hall Jazz Band.

In early 2013, the West Coast 
sister venue will have a full restau-
rant attached serving fare with ele-
ments of New Orleans cuisine. But 
for now, there will just be concerts, 
including the aforementioned HSB-
linked shows and upcoming visits 

REBoRn
on ThE

Bayou

arts + culture: music BiRTh, lifE, and dEaTh: ThE ChapEl, lauRa maRling, and WaRREn hEllman 
aT haRdly STRiCTly BluEgRaSS. Photos by Chris stevens; LuCy hambLin; Jay bLakesberg.

from the likes of Woods, White 
Fence, and Here We Go Magic — but 
not to worry, the Chapel does have 
its liquor license now, and the bar 
should be ready to serve.

I pushed for fears about the 
venuenot being ready in time for its 
rapidly approaching opening date, 
anxiety about the relatively short 
distance between that morning two 
weeks back and the first show this 
week, but got back little more than 
nervous laughter. “It’s crunch time, 
but everyone knows what needs to 
be done,” said Buck, diplomatically.

It’s no surprise. First of all, 
if you live in the neighborhood, 
or have been near it recently, 
you’ve undoubtedly poked your 
head in and have seen what I saw 
— constant work. Secondly, as rabid 
HGTVers know, programs like Love It 
Or List It and their ilk show design-
ers and construction workers whip-
ping out brand new pads in a matter 
of weeks. Buck even referenced the 
show Restaurant: Impossible, where 
they quickly turn around a doomed 
eatery. So, it can be done.

There was also some less literal 
rebuilding at the actual Hardly 
Strictly Bluegrass festival in 2012. 
After the death late last year of the 
fest’s founder, head cheerleader, and 
billionaire backer, Warren Hellman, 
the crew had some personal recon-

struction to work on.
Buck has been working the fes-

tival since it began 12 years back, 
and felt the loss personally. “It’s 
been tough, and I realize it more 
and more every day. But his spirit is 
there.”

Sheri Sternberg, technical 
director for the Hardly Strictly 
Bluegrass festival, also ruminated 
on Hellman’s passing, “There was 
something really great about having 
our first meeting with Warren each 
year...how excited he got about all 
the bands. If it was up to him, we 
would keep adding stages and days.”

The lineup this year is interest-
ing, it’s a bit smaller — no more 
Thursday shows — but heavy on 
seriously disparate musicians such 
as Dwight Yoakam and Jenny Lewis 
and actor-bluegrass enthusiast John 
Reilly, and Cowboy Junkies, along 
with Giant Giant Sand (Howe Gelb’s 
hour-long opera) and a handful of 
younger acts such as Beachwood 
Sparks, the Civil Wars, and the Head 
and the Heart, along with the fest 
pillars like Emmylou Harris, Guy 
Clark, and Steve Earle. Sternberg 
says Gary West is gathering a “great-
est hits” of the festival to pay trib-
ute to Hellman, Earl Scruggs, and 
Doc Watson, all of whom died last 
year, in a set called “The Founding 
Fathers.” It’s kind of the theme 

of this year as well. That tribute 
will likely be kicked off with the 
Preservation Hall Jazz Band doing a 
second line.

I asked Buck if it was hard to 
nab artists from Hardly Strictly to 
play an unknown, nearly unfin-
ished venue like the Chapel and she 
claims it was the opposite: “They 
were really eager. I think it’s just 
exciting to finally have a venue 
opening — rather than closing.”

lauRa maRling
While bone-rattling noise has its 
very important place in my heart, 
there’s something to be said for 
warm cooing and surreal lyrics. For 
that, you can crawl up the grand 
staircase of the Swedish American 
and opera clap for English folk 
plucker Laura Marling. Her honest lilt 
and fluttering riffs have gained her 
comparisons to Joni Mitchell, but she 
has a distinctly British affect to these 
American ears. She played Grace 
Cathedral earlier this year and she 
returns this week on her “Working 
Holiday Tour” to play from her most 
recent album A Creature I Don’t Know
(Ribbon Music, 2011) at this far more 
intimate venue.
Wed/3, 8pm, $25. Swedish American Hall, 
2174 Market, SF; www.cafedunord.com.

nom dE guERRE
Best band name of the week goes 
to members of San Francisco’s Butt 
Problems: Fuck You Cop, You 
Fucking Cop opens for Street 
Justice at the Knockout.
Thu/4, 10pm, $7. 3223 Mission, SF. 
www.theknockoutsf.com.

ToyS ThaT kill
Here’s to Recess Records — the inde-
pendent punk label formed in 1989 
and thriving in the current web-
and-micro record shop musical land-
scape — and its friendly kingpin, 
Todd Congelliere. The snot-nosed 
singer-guitarist-label owner, who 
also fronted F.Y.P. and Underground 
Railroad to Candyland, returned 
this year to his early Aughts punk 
outfit, Toys That Kill. Todd and 
the Toys That Kill gang released its 
first new album in six years — the 
energetic and well-received Fambly 
42 (Recess Records, 2012) — earlier 
this summer and have sparingly 
journeyed up the coast from their 
mythic Sunken City homebase of 
San Pedro, Calif. to play it live. 
Fambly 42 might have taken so long 
to get here because Todd (jokingly?) 
told me that good bands only put 
out three albums then quit to 
form new ones. With Pins of Light, 
Elephant Rifle.
Fri/5, 9:30pm, $10. Hemlock Tavern, 1131 
Polk, SF; www.hemlocktavern.com. 2
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Upcoming: Hellbeard, Old Iron, Moral Crux, Deadones, Chris 
Cohen (ex-Deerhoof, Captured Tracks), Ashley Eriksson (Lake), 
Kids on a Crime Spree, GRMLN (Carpark/Captured Tracks), 
Rodger Stella, Cheap Time (In the Red), Unnatural Helpers, 
Warm Soda, Mako Sica, Bill Orcutt, White Manna 

TOKYO RAID
Spiral Electric, Elektrik Sunset

DEAD WESTERN
Exquisite Corps, Blue Oaks

TOYS THAT KILL
Pins of Light, Elephant Rifl e

MICHAEL BEACH
Native Cats (AUS), Buttons

LI XI, RUBEDO (Denver)
Mosshead, Oiler

PUNK ROCK SIDESHOW

WRECKLESS ERIC & AMY RIGBY
John Murry

Litquake presents: 
ADAM PARFREY(Feral House)

8 Bit SF presents: 
RANDOM (AKA MegaRan)
Doctor Popular, Xombie

FUXA (Detroit)
Bloom, Disappearing People

DREAMDATE
Sort of Invisible, 
Dreamsalon (Seattle, ex-Love 
Tan, A-Frames), Hoxton Mob

FRI Oct 5
9:30pm $10

WED Oct 3
8:30pm $7

THU Oct 4
9:30pm $6

Schedule change: Doors for all Tues/Wed/Thurs night shows 
now open at 8:30pm and fi rst band on stage by 9:00pm.

SAT Oct 6
9:30pm $6

SUN Oct 7
8:30pm $7

MON Oct 8
8:30pm

Free
TUE Oct 9

8:30pm $10

WED Oct 10
8pm $5

THU Oct 11
8:30pm $8

FRI Oct 12
9:30pm $8

SAT Oct 13
9pm $7

By Marke B.
marke@sfbg.com

MUSIC “We’ve done the ISAM show 
in venues as big as the Sydney 
Opera House and as small as a local 
rock venue, but we’re basically 
holding our breaths every time. 
Someone could plug in their iPhone 
charger and blow the whole thing. 
In Coachella, the act on the field 
opposite had the idea of turning on 
floodlights for half their set, which 
washed us out for a good part with 
the ambient light.”

Brazilian electronic music leg-
end Amon Tobin is on the phone, 
recounting some of the mundane 
worries that come with operat-
ing one of the most brilliant stage 
concepts in years, ISAM Live. The 
show is a marvel of cutting-edge 
technology that bathes a towering 
tetrominal assemblage of stacked 
cubes in digital projections, while, 
like the pilot of a Tetris spaceship, 
clad in his trademark baseball cap, 
hoodie, and jeans, ensconced in one 
of the glowing cubes, Tobin per-
forms tracks from ISAM, his seventh 
studio album, and several other 
sonic treats.

The visual illusions conjured 
up by Tobin, made real with the 
help of a crack team of produc-
tion designers headed up by Alex 
Lazarus of local art-tech collective 
Blasthaus, recall everything from 
early 20th century Constructivist 
art and colorform animation to 
tomorrow’s Xbox 360 game. Some 
of the effects are absolutely lovely, 
as when the structure “shatters” 
to crystalline pieces or a flood of 
winged creatures take flight across 
the stage. Some are vertigo-induc-
ing, as when the whole thing acts 

as a flight simulator, or a slightly 
different version of the structure 
is projected onto the structure 
itself, and then begins revolving: 
meta! It’s all a sort of hyperreal 
3-D, as shapeshifting as Tobin’s 
ever-elegant and booming composi-
tions. (The music on ISAM is typical 
technopoetic Tobin — what makes 
the album standout is really how 
much the rest of the music world 
has caught up to his signature 
style, which contains elements of 
moody ambient, classic drum and 
bass, squonky electro, and crunchy 
dubstep without ever falling wholly 
into any of those genres.)

“What drove me to this idea 
was trying to find my way around 
the universal problem of present-
ing electronic music,” Tobin told 
me. “How do I make an engaging 
experience out of an album when 
I’m really just pushing buttons and 
twisting dials — it’s what we all do 
as electronic musicians. I don’t make 
dance music — I don’t think I even 
can — so the challenge becomes the 
concert presentation. And then the 
unusual situation becomes how to 
integrate myself into the proceed-
ings. I didn’t just want to go out 
there and hang about.”

The waving hands and bobbing 
heads at the Warfield a year ago, 
where I saw ISAM Live, may prove 
that “I don’t make dance music” 
remark incorrect, but the show 
certainly succeeds at bridging the 
rapt audience vs. some arty dude’s 
knob-twisting divide. Tobin’s proj-
ects have lately been as much about 
technological expression as pro-
ducing music (although one could 
argue, especially in his case, that 
these are one and the same at this 
point in history.) Previous album 

Foley Room was a mosaic of found 
sounds recorded on the streets of 
Montreal (“from neighbours singing 
in the bath to ants eating grass”), 
that was accompanied by a gorgeous 
interactive website called “Field 
Recording” that featured morpho-
logical subaquatic creatures and a 
night-goggle feel.

This time around, Tobin’s 
technological adventurousness is 
helping to pique new interests. 
The crowd at the Warfield was not 
composed of the typical intelligent 
dance music, underground glitch, 
and scruffy turntablism fans I 
know from previous Amon Tobin 
shows. Rather, the “oohs,” “aahs,” 
and “this is fucking amazings” 
were coming from what looked 
to be a distinctly tech crowd. 
With Industrial Light and Magic, 
Pixar, and countless other digital 
animation studios located in the 
Bay Area, is ISAM Live introduc-
ing a new wave on enthusiasts to 
somewhat challenging electronic 
music through geek-candy visual 
technology?

“Well, electronic music is 
inherently tech-y to begin with,” 
Tobin says, “but even when I was 
just starting out, I was never inter-
ested in scenes. I’m too wrapped up 
in what I’m trying to do. I’m just 
hoping people will be into it, no 
matter who they are or how they 
got there.”

Tobin’s known for being laid-
back almost to the point of reclusiv-
ity, and his recent relocation to the 
Bay Area — “I live a little north of 
San Francisco, in the middle of the 
woods: I can walk around or go for 
a drive and do what I like” — has 
helped contribute to to both his 
secluded genius image and access to 

tech opportunity. Once he had the 
inspiration for ISAM Live, it wasn’t 
like he put an ad out on Craisglist to 
find designers, he told me. But a ser-
endipitous encounter with Lazarus 
and the ease of putting together 
an adventurous, California-based 
design team got things going pretty 
easily. It’s also helped him firm up 
connections with local musicians 
he admires like SF’s Kronos Quartet, 
who were featured on Foley Room
and will open for his concert at the 
Greek Theater in Berkeley on Fri/5, 
and incredible live-sample collagist 
Eskmo, who opened for him early 
in the ISAM tour.

But the mind of Amon Tobin is 
ever-restless, and ISAM has been on 
the road for a year — our conversa-
tion perks up when we begin to talk 
about his new release as Two Fingers 
called Stunt Rhythms, a beats and 
bass album that also belies his clim 
not to make dance music.

“Stunt Rhythms is a tribute to 
the amazing electro and break-
dance music that actually saved me, 
growing up in a shitty town called 
Hastings in England. Things like 
Cybotron’s ‘Clear’ or Man Parrish, 
JVC Force’s ‘Strong Island.’ My rela-
tionship to that sound is so deep. 
It’s music that keeps me pushing for 
something further off, pushing me 
through drum and bass, and mak-
ing my own persona.

“It’s working my way toward 
that thing just over the horizon that 
keeps me going.” 2

AMON TOBIN

with Kronos Quartet and Holy other

Fri/5, 8pm, $39.50

Greek Theatre

2001 Gayley Way, Berk.

www.ticketmaster.com
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BY ERICK LYLE
arts@sfbg.com

LIT/VISUAL ARTS The term “Mission School” 
was coined in these pages by Glen Helfand 
in 2002 to describe a group of artists who 
were just beginning to break through into 
international art world success. These artists 
— including Barry McGee, Margaret Kilgallen, 
Chris Johanson, and others — made use of 
found materials and shared an informal aes-
thetic that was influenced as much by the 
low rent streets of the city around them as a 
relaxed, collective Bay Area vibe.

A decade later, it seems safe to say that the 
Mission School was probably the last major 
art movement of its kind in this country, and 
itself the end of an era. For over three decades, 
significant art and music breakthroughs were 
linked to specific urban neighborhoods (hip-
hop to the South Bronx; grunge to Seattle, 
etc.) Today, with the rise of the importance 
of MFA programs as a means to enter the art 
world, and the lack of locality fostered by the 
Internet, the era of geographic specificity as 
arts incubator has perhaps passed us for good.

Two new books take us back to those freer, 
more experimental days at the inception of 
the SoHo and East Village arts scenes of New 
York in the 1970s and 80s. 112 Greene Street: 
The Early Years (1970-1974) (Radius Books, 
192 pp., $50), a brief but invigorating oral 
history, brings to life the sense of discovery 
and improvisation of a nascent neighborhood 
scene that centered around the legendary, 
pioneering alternative arts space and its north 
star, the late Gordon Matta-Clark.

In October 1970, Jeffrey Lew and Matta-
Clark opened 112 Greene Street in an area 
south of Houston Street that was a wasteland 
of abandoned factories. Far from the uptown 
galleries where Manhattan art world power 
then was consolidated, 112 Greene’s isolation 
and state of decay fostered an “anything goes” 
artistic freedom and collaborative spirit. For 
its first opening, Matta-Clark jackhammered a 
hole in the basement and planted a cherry tree 
that he kept alive all winter with grow lamps. 
When George Trakas wanted to do a two-story 
sculpture, he simply cut a hole in the floor. 
The only rule seemed to be that work had to 
be created on site and could not be made for 
sale.

With this last rule, the space could barely 
keep its doors open — though ironically, the 
downfall of 112 Greene came after it achieved 
financial stability. When Lew landed a big 
NEA grant in 1973, pure art experimentation 
and spontaneity gradually faded. “The excite-
ment that anything could happen waned 
as paperwork and schedules were enforced,” 
remembers Lew. The core group of artists 
drifted away, and SoHo began to change into 
the high-end shopping district it is today.

The SoHo model has become a cynical 
gentrification strategy, as developers create 
prefab neighborhoods in empty warehouse 
districts across the country. But 112 Greene 
Street reminds us that the first art ‘hoods were 
formed organically around genuine com-
munity. In 1971, Matta-Clark and artist Carol 

Goodden started a collectively-run restaurant 
in SoHo called Food. By all accounts, Food 
was not some relational aesthetic stunt; it was 
a well loved and sincere attempt to provide 
cheap meals, a gathering place, and jobs to 
artists in the scene.

112 Greene Street ends before Matta-Clark’s 
untimely death from pancreatic cancer at 
age 35 in 1978, and before the artist would 
famously take the work he developed at 112 
Greene out into the city with a practice he 
dubbed “Anarchitecture.” He took the city as 
his canvas, transforming raw space by saw-
ing dramatic cuts in the floors and facades 
of abandoned buildings. But the charm and 
dreamy freedom of the era 112 Greene Street 
depicts is best embodied by Matta-Clark’s film, 
Day’s End. In it, Matta-Clark works calmly 
with a blowtorch, cutting holes in the steel 
ceiling of an abandoned city pier (with no 
apparent fear of getting caught) as the space 
slowly fills with radiant light.

A decade later, artist David Wojnarowicz 
would also find a wide-open playground in 
the rotting piers along the Hudson River. He 
spent hours there, writing, having sex with 
strangers, and drawing murals or writing 
poetry on the crumbling walls. Wojnarowicz 
saw the piers as a sign that America’s empire 
was fading away before his eyes. That today 
we know it was actually only Wojnarowicz’s 
world that was about to disappear is just one 
of the many poignant aspects of Cynthia 
Carr’s beautiful Fire in the Belly: The Life and 
Times of David Wojnarowicz (Bloomsbury USA, 
624 pp., $35), the first comprehensive biog-
raphy to date of the artist, writer, and activist 
who died of AIDS at the age of 39 in 1992.

On the run from an abusive father, 

Wojnarowicz started sleeping with older men 
for money while living on the streets in his 
teens. His first published writings were based 
on interviews he did with street hustlers, trav-
elers, and homeless people he met in skid row 
waterfront diners and on hitchhiking trips. In 
the works of Jean Genet, he found a literary 
moral universe that helped him make sense of 
his own worldview. One of his earliest surviv-
ing works, a collage entitled St. Genet, depicts 
the French writer wearing a halo in the fore-
ground while in the background, Jesus is tying 
off to shoot up.

Wojnarowicz would continue to use 
blunt religious imagery in his work, but the 
collage also resonates in other ways. Carr 
reports that it was Kathy Acker who first called 
Wojnarowicz “a saint” when she appeared 
with him at his final public reading in 1991. 
Today, the identification of Wojnarowicz’s 
near-mythical life and work with the tragic 
loss of artists to AIDS is so complete that he 
has become a patron saint to young queer and 
activist artists.

Carr, a former arts reporter for the Village 
Voice, carefully picks apart myth from fact: 
Wojnarowicz didn’t actually start selling 
his body for money at age nine as he often 
claimed, and he wasn’t a founding member 
of ACT UP (though he did participate in 
protests). Yet, the complex and more human 
Wojnarowicz that Carr leaves us with is no less 
inspiring a figure — a self-taught artist whose 
lifelong struggle to make meaningful art 
placed him at the forefront of the AIDS crisis 
and the great culture wars of the late 1980s 
and early ‘90s.

Longtime East Village resident Carr 
became friends with Wojnarowicz late in his 

life, and she refreshingly breaks journalistic 
“objectivity” to insert her own eyewitness 
perspective into the narrative. One senses Fire 
in the Belly is so good precisely because it is a 
story only Carr could personally tell. Built on 
years of observation, the book has the ambi-
tious scope and rich detail of a novel, and, 
more than a biography, is the story of a fabled 
East Village now irrevocably lost.

The nihilistic neighborhood arts scene 
embraced the decay of the streets as an aes-
thetic, and galleries like Civilian Warfare 
Studios presented a giddy cocktail of down-
town punk and queer culture mixed with 
graffiti and hip-hop culture. But the artists’ 
isolation would not protect them from the 
art world for long; soon, limos were disgorg-
ing passengers at openings on the rat-filled 
terra incognita east of First Avenue, and East 
Village stalwarts like Jean-Michel Basquiat and 
Keith Haring became rich and internationally 
famous. This rags-to-riches story might be the 
same kind of innocent tale of lost Bohemia 
as that of 112 Greene were it not for the AIDS 
crisis shadowing it the whole time, and Carr 
skillfully juxtaposes the narrative of openings 
and parties with chronological news reports of 
the then-unknown disease.

The tale picks up suspense after 
Wojnarowicz himself is diagnosed. Over a 
breathtaking two-year period, Wojanrowicz 
embarks on an urgent mission to complete 
every single art project he’d ever hoped to 
accomplish. In the process he almost reluc-
tantly becomes the fiery AIDS activist we 
remember today. He also battles a landlord 
who is determined to evict Wojnarowicz and 
convert his loft into a cinema multiplex, and 
struggles to complete his memoir, even as 
his work becomes the focus of battles over 
government funding of art. Wojnarowicz 
absorbed attacks by Republicans and conserva-
tive religious leaders — and the era’s stunning 
homophobia — and turned them into what 
became the most powerful work of his career, 
the myth of his own life.

Carr’s book stands along with recent work 
like Sarah Schulman’s Gentrification of The 
Mind as a corrective to the uncritical nostalgia 
for the lost New York City of the 1970s and 
80s that seems to have flowed like a river from 
Patti Smith’s 2009 memoir, Just Kids. These 
works unromantically detail what has been 
lost and then lovingly describe exactly how 
painfully it was all lost.

Yet, perhaps all is not lost. While arts 
neighborhoods like the ones described in 
112 Greene Street and Fire in the Belly seem 
like a thing of the past, the towering myths 
left behind by figures like Matta-Clark and 
Wojanrowicz still bring young artists against 
all odds to the rehabbed neighborhoods of San 
Francisco and New York today. Every time Sara 
Thustra serves a meal at an opening at Adobe 
Books on 16th Street or Homonomixxx shuts 
down a Wells Fargo bank, we walk, if just for 
a short time, the streets of our old familiar 
city. 2

For a longer version of this story, and an inter-
view with Cynthia Carr, visit www.sfbg.com.

ARTS + CULTURE: LIT EAST SIDE STORY: ARTIST DAVID WOJNAROWICZ AT HOME IN NEW YORK.
PHOTO © NAN GOLDIN, 1990

DOWNTOWN 
DEVELOPMENT

New books look back at NYC’s neighborhood art movements
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By Ryan 
McDeRMott
arts@sfbg.com

LIt What do you 
get when you 
bring together a 
horde of ravenous 
bibliophiles in a 
city that’s known 
for the possibility 
of a future cata-
strophic event? 
No, not the zom-
bie-nerd apoca-
lypse: Litquake, 
the largest 
annual indepen-
dent literary fes-
tival on the West 
Coast. This year’s 
nine-day festival 
runs from Fri/5 
through Sat/13, 
ending with 
Lit Crawl, the 
infamous booklovers pub-crawl 
that words up the Mission. The 
festival’s venues are as diverse 
as its writers, ranging from the-
aters, coffee houses, bars to a 
barbershop, a bee-keeping supply 
store, even a parklet. The jam-
packed program is expected to 
bring even more attendees than 
last year (a whopping 16,581), 
and features 850 authors in 163 
events including hundreds of 
readings and a multitudinous 
array of panels and cross-media 
events.

Originally dubbed Litstock, 
the festival was conjured up by 
Jane Ganahl and Jack Boulware 
at the Edinburgh Castle pub in 
San Francisco, a watering hole 
where local authors had been 
doing readings of their work. 
Ganahl and Boulware’s idea was 
simple: get a bunch of writers 
together to read their work in 
Golden Gate Park, and see what 
happens. With the help of Phil 
Bronstein, then editor of the San 
Francisco Examiner, they got 
$300 for a sound system, and 
on July 16, 1999, Litstock was 
born. Twenty-five writers read 
from their work, and to the sur-
prise of Ganahl and Boulware, 
300 people came to hear them. 
In 2002, the festival acquired 
its new, quintessentially San 
Francisco moniker, Litquake, and 
has been growing exponentially 
— more than 3,650 authors have 
presented to more than 83,500 
people.

(About this year’s install-
ment, Boulware tells the 
Guardian, “This year, the festival 

feels like the programming has 
more depth than in previous 
years. We’re including more 
events at museums, more events 
outside the city, in particular the 
Berkeley Ramble, more tributes 
to noteworthy authors — Lenore 
Kandel, Woody Guthrie, and 
Juan Rulfo — and much more 
diversity in our expanded Lit 
Crawl schedule. We’re overjoyed 
to help cement the Bay Area’s 
rightful place on the national 
and international literary map.”)

As the story goes, the renam-
ing of the festival in 2002 was 
partly inspired by an article in 
USA Today reporting that San 
Franciscans spend more money 
on books and alcohol than the 
residents of any other major 
city in the nation, according to 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
Added to the festival in 2004, 
Lit Crawl has becoming the liv-
ing, breathing embodiment of 

San Francisco’s 
happy marriage of 
books and booze 
— more than 6000 
scribes and fans 
take part in venues 
in the Mission. 
San Francisco’s Lit 
Crawl (this year 
on Sat/13) has 
been so success-
ful that there are 
now Lit Crawls in 
New York, Austin, 
Brooklyn, and 
soon, Seattle.

As neighbor-
hoods go, the 
Mission is the 
perfect setting for 
the event, given its 
noteworthy inde-
pendent bookstores 
and Dave Eggers’s 
brainchild, 826 

Valencia. Like North 
Beach and the Haight, the city’s 
former literary hotspots, the 
Mission has an inherited bohe-
mian spirit (some would call it 
Beat) that gives life to the idea of 
literary community.

This year’s Liquake roster 
of readers is a hefty one, span-
ning various genres and includ-
ing such notable participants 
as Christopher Coake and 
Daniel Alarcón, both among 
Granta’s Best of Young American 
Novelists, along with local 
legends like US Poet Laureate 
Robert Hass and poet D.A. 
Powell. A bound-to-be-popular 
panel featuring cartoonist Daniel 
Clowes and Eggers himself will 
surely to draw a crowd, as the 
two discuss everything from the 
creative process to their favorite 
comics, books, and movies.

And for history buffs, there 
will be panels on little-known 
and formerly censored poetry of 
Beat poet Kandel and a tribute to 
Jane Austen featuring Karen Joy 
Fowler, author of bestseller book 
The Jane Austen Book Club.

It’s a fitting testament to 
San Francisco’s rich intellectual 
heritage that, in a city known for 
its ballooning tech industry (the 
oft-feared culprit behind litera-
ture’s “imminent demise”), San 
Franciscans’ literary love affair 
shows no signs of waning. Our 
lust for books still causes the city 
to tremble. 2

LITQUAKE

Fri/5-Sat/13

Various times, venues, and prices, SF.

www.litquake.org

ArTs + cULTUrE: LIT

Shake, 
RattLe,    
ReaD

BookS anD Booze, BaBy: LItquake’S gaga LIt cRawL
wILL oveRfLow wIth Both.

http://www.theindependentsf.com/
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ARTS + CULTURE: DANCE

FLOW MOTION
BY RITA FELCIANO
arts@sfbg.com

DANCE Speaking from a practical 
perspective, Zhukov Dance Theatre 
is more of a pick-up company than 
what is commonly understood as 
an existing ensemble. Of the seven 
dancers currently performing, only 
Martyn Garside and Doug Baum 
have danced with Zhukov before. 
Two of them, Madison Hoke and 
Andrea Thomson, are still students 
at the San Francisco Conservatory 
of Dance. Yet the most remarkable 
aspect of the loosely woven, 65-
minute Coin/c/dance (Sept. 27-29 at 
Z Space) was its sense of coming out 
of one mold.

These dancers looked like a com-
pany that has been working together 
longer than the approximately two 
months it took to create a piece that 
grew some wings as the evening 
went on. Their ballet training shone 
through every moment, but the way 
it was integrated into liquid torsos 
and abundant floor work imbued 

the performers with a sense of ease 
and airiness about themselves.

Yet Yuri Zhukov is not a casual 
choreographer; he thrives on con-
cept-driven dance. This year it had 
something to do with coincidence’s 
role in our lives. That’s about as 
common and yet cumbersome an 
idea as trying to mine cloud forma-
tions or traffic patterns. Dancer bios 
on the company’s Facebook page 
were supposed to provide an inkling 
to the work’s impetus, but if it was 
there, I didn’t see it.

But, of course, it’s not the mate-
rial but artists’ handling of it that 
determines a work’s quality. And 
here, the dancers stepped up to the 
challenge. Their formation didn’t 
restrict but rather expanded their 
expressive potential. They were 
flexible, open, and sensitive partici-
pants in a process that depended on 
improvisation — not onstage but in 
rehearsal. The sections existed side-
by-side on an equal level, streaming 
into each other, not coinciden-
tally but through what looked like 
carefully made choices, probably 
Zhukov’s. The choreographer also 
signed on for the eclectic musical 
choices.

Rather conventionally Coin/c/
dance contrasted group with duet 
work. That should have suggested 
a trajectory — and dance is a time-
based art — but again, I didn’t see 
it. Despite much freshness, some 
mystery, and some humor, the work 
made me want more emotional 
coherence. If there was logic to 
Coin/c/dance’s structure, it was very 
diffuse. The piece opened in silence 
with the petite Hoke in a shiny gray 
dress (costumes were by Zhukov and 
Jarred Garza) stepping down stage. 

Other dancers lined up behind her, 
suggesting a sense of quasi-static 
order, but then, when Garside’s 
flipped his arm, they bunched up 
into a tight group. They churned 
across the stage in serpentines, 
held together by some centrifugal 
force. As it loosened they fell by the 
wayside, ignored or helped up. It’s a 
motive that would reoccur.

In another section the danc-
ers piled helter-skelter on the floor. 
Hoke burrowed her way in. Not 
exactly a surprise, she was pushed 
up from the center. More surprising 
was the section’s dissolution into a 
daisy chain of hand holding.

The work’s funniest moment 
came courtesy of a Hong Kong 
document, read aloud on film, that 
spelled out rules for dog owners. 
Straight-faced and in regulation 
black, the dancers subdivided into 
two or three groups, putting them-
selves through perfectly synchro-
nized unison patterns — all to the 
rhythm of the announcer’s speech.

The duos set in relief allowed 
the dancers’ lovely training and 
ability to go beyond what they 
already knew. One of them paired 
Doug Baum and Garside, both liq-
uid performers of a similar build, 
a soft athleticism, and beautiful 
articulation. As Baum rolled a huge 
spotlight along the floor, Garside 
reached, recoiled, and folded him-
self — maybe narcissistically, maybe 
in defense. Then he grabbed the 
light for a role reversal.

Nick Korkos, a dancer with 
extraordinarily long legs that he can 
stretch along the floor like some 
elegant train or fold into whip-
ping pirouettes, paired a volatile, 
quicksilver-but-powerhouse Annick 
Schadeck. They wearily twisted and 
twirled around each other; when 
she crawled up his back it looked 
like an invasion.

The most prominent, spacious 
duet belonged to Thomson and 
Jeremy Bannon-Neches. A very 
young dancer, resplendent in the 
evening’s one spot of color — a 
bright red dress — Thomson held 
her own admirably against a smol-

dering Jeremy Bannon-Neches. No 
wonder their most prominent 

gesture involved arms 
stretched straight 

ahead. They allowed 
for connecting, 
but also keeping 
apart. 2

NICK KORKOS IN 
ZHUKOV DANCE THEATRE’S 
COIN/C/DANCE. PHOTO BY SANDY LEE

http://www.ybca.org/
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oakland
music
complex
Monthly Music
Rehearsal Studios

1255 21St St.
Oakland, Ca
(510) 406-9697

OaklandMusicComplex.com
oaklandmusiccomplex@gmail.com

wed october 3 8pm No coVer!
FrIGo-bAr!

INterNAtIoNAl dANce pArty
cumbIA/thAI FuNk/AFrobeAt/rAI/AsIAN-psych, & more!

dJ 2shy-shy & dJ melt w/u

thurs october 4 7:30 $7
spyrAls & specIAl Guests

9:30pm Free!
dJ Foodcourt & hIs pAls

rock/pop/soul/crAp

FrI october 5 7:30 $15
chuck prophet & the 

mIssIoN express
 ANd hsbG FrIeNds!

eVery FrIdAy 10pm $5
loose JoINts!

dJs tom thump/dAmoN bell/ceNtIpede
breAks/hIp hop/lAtIN/AFrobeAt/more!

sAturdAy october 6 7pm $5
lItQuAke:

bArely publIshed Authors
NANcy Au • tIm FloreeN • GrAhAm

Gremore • hAldANe kING • colleeN
mckee • sue mell • loIs keANey smIth • 

sIAmAk VossouGhI

10pm $5
el superrItmo!

el kool kyle y dJ roGer mAs
cumbIA, dANcehAll, sAlsA, hIp hop

 suNdAy october 7 
tbA

moNdAy october 8 7pm No coVer!
lItQuAke:

spIrIt oF plAce: A GrANtA sAloN
crIsthIANo AGuIAr • chrIstopher coAke • 

JohN FreemAN • Joel streIcker

9:30pm Free!
dJ purple kArAoke 
tuesdAy october 9 7pm $5

lItQuAke:
dANGerous dolls, bAd meN & smokING

GuNs: A NIGht oF NoIr & burlesQue
mIchelle GAGNoN • dottIe lux ANd red 
hots burlesQue • sophIe lIttleFIeld • 

rJ mArtIN • pyro pANterA • dylAN ryAN
• GINGer skyye • ANdI stArdust • ruby 

VIxeN • JAmes wArNer
3225 22nd st. mIssIoN sF cA 94110 
415-647-2888 • www.makeoutroom.com

Road North 

Fri/5, 9pm, Smith Rafael; Sun/7, 6pm, Sequoia. 

Fat Kid Rules the World 

Terri

Natural Selection

Sat/6, 3pm, Sequoia; Oct. 11, 7pm, Smith 
Rafael. 
Rebels with a Cause 

Sat/6, 6:15pm, 
Sequoia; Tue/9, 4pm, Smith Rafael. 
The Sessions 

The Surrogate

Sat/6, 7pm, Smith Rafael; Sun/7, noon, 
Sequoia. 
Flicker 

Frankenstein

Klown

Sat/6, 9pm, Smith Rafael; Mon/8, 
3:15pm, Smith Rafael. 
Holy Motors moly

Pola X
Lovers on the Bridge

Eyes Without 
a Face

Godzilla 

Oct. 11, 6pm, Sequoia; Oct. 12, 3:15pm, 
Smith Rafael. 2

The 35th Mill Valley Film Festival runs Oct. 4-14 
at the Christopher B. Smith Rafael Film Center, 
1118 Fourth St, San Rafael; Cinéarts@Sequoia, 25 
Throckmorton, Mill Valley; and 142 Throckmorton 
Theatre, Mill Valley. For additional venues, full 
schedule, and tickets (most shows $13.50), visit 
www.mvff.com. Additional short reviews at 
www.sfbg.com.

arts + culture: film Mill Valley FilM FeSTiVal piCKS, FRoM leFT: Flicker, Holy Motors,
aNd Fat kid rules tHe World. 

NoRTHeRN pRoMiSeS: MoRe MVFF piCKS

www.oaklandmusiccomplex.com/
www.makeoutroom.com
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By Cheryl eddy
cheryl@sfbg.com

FIlM The 35th Mill Valley Film 
Festival is a star-studded affair, 
with tributes to Dustin Hoffman 
and 1977’s Star Wars and celebri-
ty guests (Ben Affleck! Ang Lee! 
Stevie Nicks!), but indie cinema 
fans won’t want to miss Strutter.
It doesn’t have any movie stars, 
but it comes courtesy of indie 
heroes Allison Anders (1992’s 
Gas Food 
Lodging,
1993’s 
Mi vida 
loca) and 
Kurt Voss, 
Anders’ co-
director and 
co-writer on 
1987’s Border 
Radio and 
1999’s Sugar 
Town.

Anders 
says she 
views 
Strutter 
— the tale 
of Brett, 
a rock’n’roller working through 
heartbreak and post-college angst 
— as a continuation of her other 
films with Voss, all of which are 
music-themed and set in Los 
Angeles.

“When Kurt and I did Sugar 
Town, we kind of realized it was a 
companion piece to Border Radio.
I think it was Michael Des Barres 
who said Border Radio’s musicians 
were trying to pay their rent, and 
Sugar Town’s musicians were try-
ing to meet their mortgage. They 
were on a different level, but their 
desperation was the same,” she 
says. “In Strutter, the characters 
are even more desperate; nobody 
has any real roots except the 
streets of Los Angeles and the 
desert. In all three, there’s the 
music angle — but it’s also the 
desperation of trying to keep a 
band going, and what that means 
to people, particularly in LA.”

Though they tell separate sto-
ries, the three films share certain 
actors — but most of Strutter’s leads 
are making their feature debuts. 
“I teach one quarter a year at UC 
Santa Barbara, which is where I 
met Flannery Lunsford, [who plays 

Brett],” she says. “I introduced 
Flannery to Kurt and they started 
doing some projects together. 
Then, Kurt and I started talking 
to Flannery about doing that last 
piece of the Border Radio trilogy, 
because Flannery also had a band.”

The love triangle between 
Brett, fellow musician Damon 
(Dante Ailano White), and femme 
fatale Justine (much-discussed, 
but never seen onscreen), was 
inspired by a famous rock’n’roll 

rivalry.
“Both 

Kurt and I 
were very 
enamored 
with the 
Britpop tri-
angle of Brett 
[Anderson] 
from Suede, 
Damon 
[Albarn] 
from Blur, 
and Justine 
[Frischmann] 
from 

Elastica,” she says. 
“While we didn’t 
want to do that story, 

it was a kind of muse for the film, 
and we named all the characters 
after them.”

Anders may be a film-biz vet-
eran, but she’s embraced the 21st 
century idea of online fundrais-
ing: both Strutter and its score 
(by Dinosaur Jr.’s J Mascis) were 
funded via Kickstarter.

“Kurt still has a sheet of paper 
where I wrote down names of peo-
ple who, if each of them just gave us 
a little bit of money, we could finish 
making Border Radio. Back then you 
didn’t have any kind of mechanism 
for making that happen, but that’s 
essentially what crowdfunding is,” 
she says. “The great thing is, now 
you get your friends and people you 
don’t know to contribute to your 
project. Then, nobody [else] owns 
your movie, or record, or whatever 
it is. You’re doing your work on 
your own terms. If you’ve got a 
movie like Strutter, and you don’t 
have stars, and you’re shooting in 
black and white — we were doing 
everything the way we wanted to 
do it. For me, it was the better way 
to do things.” 2

www.mvff.com

arts + culture: film

IndIe Indeed

I know a thIng or two 
aBout her: Strutter.

happy hour
tue-fri
5-8pm

$3 well/draft
$5 bloody mary  

elriosf.com 415-282-3325
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red hots burlesque
omG! KaraoKe
Casino niGht with live piano sinGalonG

Go deep: let's
wrestle queer!!!!!

dj’s Carmen&miranda

red hots burlesque

fedorable biG Gay
danCe party
hard frenCh

the mantles, swiftumZ,  
CoCKtails

Comedy returns to el rio
radiCal vinyl-

addie & the subtrax,
the Goat and the feather,  
sorCha
all star jam with
los trainwreCK
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http://www.theeparkside.com/
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Wed 10/3
EvEry First WEdnEsday 
oF thE Month
CoMMunion in
san FranCisCo
tarnation, PrairiEdog, Quinn dEvEaux
solo, suzannE valliE, JaMEs nash & thE
noMads, dJ sEt by nathaliE roland
doors: 7:30 PM / shoW: 8:00 PM this EvEnt
is 18 and ovEr MorE inFo $8.00 - $10.00

Thu 10/4
tMPshoWs.CoM PrEsEnts
hardly Party WEEKEnd With
thE slEEPing giants
FEaturing MEMbErs oF hot buttErEd ruM,
Poor Man's WhisKEy and tEa lEaF grEEn

Fri 10/5 & 10/6
tMPshoWs.CoM PrEsEnts
hardly Party WEEKEnd With
dEad WintEr
CarPEntErs
10/5: haCKEnsaW boys
10/6: thE shotgun WEdding QuintEt

Wed 10/10
loving CuP PrEsEnts
KiWi tiME
Coo Coo birds, thE
dEath MEdiCinE band, ElECtriC MagPiE

Thu 10/11
2:54

Fri 10/12
FinK
yonat & hEr MusE

Thu 10/18 & Fri 10/19
thE bEst oF nola
thE MEtErs
ExPEriEnCE
FEaturing guitarist
lEo noCEntElli oF thE MEtErs
With riCh vogEl oF galaCtiC
bill diCKEns (stEviE WondEr)
and othEr sPECial guEsts (sWooP unit on Friday)
doors: 8:00 PM / shoW: 9:00 PM

Wednesday 10/3
J boog
hot rain

sunday 10/7
salsa For obaMa!

Tuesday 10/9
thE hood intErnEt
body languagE,
Kid statiC, osCillator

Wednesday 10/10
dEliradio PrEsEnts
loaKal FrEE WEdnEsdays
slEEPy sun
soME EMbEr, MahgEEtah
this is a FrEE EvEnt sPonsorEd by truMEr Pils

Thursday 10/11
busdrivEr
noCando
oPEn MiC EaglE

By Cheryl eddy
cheryl@sfbg.com

FIlM In the summer of 1999, horror 
fans hungered for something, any-
thing, that wasn’t a Scream-inspired 
self-aware slasher.

Though it had no stars, a micro-
scopic budget, and was filmed in 
nausea-inducing shaky-cam, The 
Blair Witch Project burst into cinemas 
with a novel set-up — filmmakers 
lost in the woods record supernatu-
ral goings-on before falling victim 
to evil themselves — and scares 
galore. Towering box-office receipts, 
a Time magazine cover, and legions 
of rip-offs ensued.

“We just wanted to scare peo-
ple,” Blair Witch co-director Daniel 
Myrick told me when I interviewed 
him for the Guardian back in 1999. 
He couldn’t have known that Blair 
Witch’s influence would still be felt 
over a decade later, in movies like 
the blockbuster Paranormal Activity 
series — and even outside the hor-
ror genre, where stories constructed 
from characters filming themselves 
have become commonplace.

Now there’s V/H/S, an energeti-
cally exploitative take on the trend 
that reaches past Blair Witch to high-
five the granddaddy of them all, 
1980’s legendarily nasty Cannibal 
Holocaust. V/H/S also nods to vintage 
horror’s fondness for the anthology 
format, setting up the action with a 
frame story, Tape 56: hooligans film 
themselves behaving badly, then 
prowl a house in search of a mysteri-
ous VHS tape.

The apparently abandoned dwell-
ing is creepy enough, with a dead 
body just hangin’ out in the TV 
room. But each tape they watch con-
tains material so shocking (a woman 
turns flesh-tearingly monstrous 
after a drunken hookup; a student 
Skyping with her boyfriend suspects 
her apartment is haunted; and a road 
trip, a camping trip, and a Halloween 
party all go very, very wrong) it 
unsettles even tough guys who, ear-
lier in the day, were grabbing women 
on the street in service of their bud-
ding “reality porn” business.

Each “tape” is directed by a dif-
ferent filmmaker or filmmaking 
team, all of whom were directed to 
use the found-footage format. So yes, 
V/H/S is a movie about people film-
ing themselves watching other peo-
ple who are also filming themselves.

“With a found-footage anthol-
ogy, you could make a found-foot-
age movie about people finding 
footage, and that seemed like such 
an obvious idea,” explains Simon 
Barrett, who worked on both the 
wraparound and haunted-apartment 

GruesoMe dIsCovery

arts + culture: film Freeze FraMe: V/H/S seGMents, CloCkwIse FroM top: “aMateur nIGht,” 
“seCond honeyMoon,” and “tape 56” photos courtesy magnet releasing

tale The Sick Thing That Happened to 
Emily When She Was Younger. “A lot 
of found-footage [features] become 
ludicrous; after two hours, you run 
into all the clichés of characters 
screaming at each other to turn the 
camera off. But you can believe that 
someone would leave the camera on 
for, say, 14 minutes of something 
scary happening to them.”

Adds Adam Wingard, whose 
multiple V/H/S credits include 
directing Tape 56, “Found footage is 
the most modern, new way to tell 
stories that we’ve seen before. We’ve 
seen vampires and ghosts. It puts it 
in a whole new context and frame-
work for modern audiences — it 
basically spices up the genre.”

The biggest name on V/H/S’s ros-
ter is probably Ti West, who made 
cult hit The House of the Devil (2009) 
and last year’s The Innkeepers.

“Some of my favorite movies are 
documentaries, so documentary-
style filmmaking isn’t something 
that I have a problem with,” West 
says. “It’s that mostly [these kinds 
of films are] really derivative of the 
ones that came before them, which 
is frustrating.”

West, whose V/H/S segment is 
styled like a vacation video, prefers 
to shoot his films traditionally, 
though “I don’t think found footage 

is going to go away,” he says. “All 
of us in our daily lives [consume] 
found footage. We’re so accustomed 
to recording videos like it’s no big 
deal, and seeing videos recorded 
by amateurs. We’re so conditioned 
by the news and reality TV. It’s 
now just part of us, and part of our 
media.”

He’s right, of course. And when 
the found-footage aspect is no lon-
ger the film’s biggest novelty, like 
it was in the Blair Witch era, there’s 
room for other themes to emerge. V/
H/S is — to use a word that doesn’t 
exist — “bro-y.” There are multiple 
scenes of male characters point-
ing the camera at clothed women, 
naked women, naked women who 
don’t know they’re being filmed, 
women the men are trying to have 
sex with, etc. (All of the filmmakers 
were male, though some female pro-
ducers did work behind the scenes.)

V/H/S played multiple festivals, 
including Sundance, ahead of its 
theatrical debut this week. “I’m 
very curious about how mainstream 
audiences are going to respond,” 
Barrett says. “I feel like in the festi-
val world, audiences come at these 
films ready to find some kind of 
political subtext to them, which I 
think our film overall kind of lacks 
at times. And when they’re trying 

to find out what it might be, that’s 
when segments get accused of being 
misogynistic.

He adds, “I think it’s an instinc-
tive reaction to a horror film that 
touches on these subjects but doesn’t 
stop to tell the audience that these 
things are wrong, which — by the 
way, I think that actually is sexist, 
feeling you have to stop and tell the 
audience that women are empow-
ered. That’s actually pretty conde-
scending. I would rather just make 
a movie that does those things and 
hope that people get it. Which, you 
know, happens about half the time.”

The theme of voyeurism that 
runs through the film was a coin-
cidence, though Barrett thinks that 
once the other filmmakers saw the 
frame story — inspired, he says, by 
Romain-Gavra’s “Stress” video for 
the band Justice, Harmony Korine’s 
2009 Trash Humpers, and “sharking” 
videos — they might have been 
inspired in that direction.

“It is interesting that four of the 
six shorts could be interpreted as 
having some kind of failed sex tape 
element to them,” he says. “But I 
think that also just kind of organi-
cally came up, because we realized 
that we had total creative freedom 
to address the things that most 
found footage movies normally 
have to avoid. I think this was an 
opportunity for us to touch on these 
serious subjects in a goofy way. 
Ultimately, we just wanted to make 
a fun horror movie.”

West, who had a tight window 
to make Second Honeymoon, was the 
first to finish his short, turning it in 
before Tape 56 was completed.

“[V/H/S] turned out to have 
this really intense, misogynistic 
theme that kind of just came out 
of nowhere. It wasn’t planned,” he 
says. “Since I was first, I wonder: if 
I had gone last, would I have made 
something different? It sounds 
really stupid to say we didn’t know 
[the theme] was going on, but really 
everyone was very removed from 
each other.”

Also, West points out, “The 
filmmakers are not like the people 
they depict. In a way, the movie is 
presenting these awful dudes and 
they’re getting their comeuppance. 
So it may seem misogynistic, but 
actually it’s kind of this feminist 
revenge thing. I don’t know why it 
happened. I didn’t realize it until 
Sundance, when I was watch-
ing it and going, ‘There are some 
weird threads going on in this 
movie.’” 2

v/h/s opens Fri/5 in Bay Area theaters.

https://www.facebook.com/events/283778061726086/
www.brickandmortarmusic.com/
www.thenewparish.com/
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BENDERS BAR & GRILL
806 S. VAN NESS @ 19TH  415.824.1800
 MON-THU 4PM-2AM  FRI-SUN 2PM-2AM

WWW.BENDERSBAR.COM

10/3

KITCHEN OPEN MON-SAT AT 6PM

10/6

10/9

10/8

10/7

wednesday 3
Rock /Blues/hip-hop
Assemblage 23, Espermachine, 
Demodulate 
Battlehooch, Paranoids, Chaka 

“Communion in San Francisco” 

Guido vs Jason Marion 

Jezabels, Yukon Blinde 

Keith Crossan Blues Showcase: Big Jo 
Manfra

Laura Marling 

Nightwish, Kamelot 

Helen Reddy 
Terry Savastano 
“SF Acoustic Collective” 

Spring Standards 
Strung Out, Swellers, Such Gold, Sheds 

Tokyo Raid, Spiral Electric, Elektrik 
Sunset 
Wax Tailor, Shana Halligan, DJ Tom Thump 

Z-Man, Dregs One, Toast, Rey 
Resurrection

jazz/new music
Cat’s Corner with Nathan Dias 

Dink Dink Dink, Gaucho, Eric Garland’s 
Jazz Session 
Ricardo Scales 

folk / woRld/countRy
Cha-Ching 

dance cluBs
Booty Call 

Coo-Yah!

Obey the Kitty: Justin Milla 

thuRsday 4
Rock /Blues/hip-hop.
Alma Desnuda, Achii 

Big Tree, DRMS, Guy Fox 

Bisi and the Moonwalker, Black Dream, 
Greater Sirens 

Dead Western, Exquisite Corpse, Blue 
Oaks 
Helio Sequence, Slowdance 

John Lawton Trio 
Stephen Marley 
Mount Eerie, Bouquet, Tortured Genius 

Niki and the Dove, Wolf Gang, popscene 
DJs 
Sheri Puorto

Helen Reddy 
Sleeping Giants 

Street Justice, Lord Nasty and the 
Seekers of Perversion, Fuck You Cop, You 
Fucking Cop 
Rags Tuttle vs Guido 

jazz/new music
Home of Easy Credit 

“Jazz Beyond Genre” 

Stompy Jones 

Ned Boyton Trio 

folk / woRld/countRy
Delhi 2 Dublin, Non Stop Bhangra 

Septeto Nacional 

CONTINUES ON PAGE 42 >>

WRECKLESS ERiC AND AMY RiGBY PLAY HEMLOCK TAvERN TuE/9. 
PhOTO by fIONN rEIlly

music listings for more music content visit
sfBg.com/noise

Twang! Honky Tonk 

dance cluBs
Afrolicious

All 80s Thursday 

Base: Tim Green 

Supersonic

.
Tropicana 

.

fRiday 5
Rock /Blues/hip-hop
Adios Amigo, Solwave, Dogcatcher 

Adoration 
Bernadette, Shawn virago, Castles in 
Spain, Lydia Popovich, DJ Salex 

Brother Tyrone

ConFunkShun 
Dead Kennedys, Fang, Guantanamo 
Dogpile, 13 Scars 

Dead Winter Carpenters, Hackensaw Boys 

Dry the River, Ferocious Few, Houndmouth 

Roger Knox, Jon Langford and Sally 
Timms, Walter Salas-Humara 

Nick Lowe, Jesse Winchester 

Mono, Chris Brokaw, Jon Porras 

Reckless Kelly, Chuck Mead and 
His Grassy Knoll Boys, Trishas, Tiny 
Television 
Rebel Ship 
Laetitia Sadier, Orca Team, Pageants, 
DJ Dominique Leone 

Sadies, John Langford and His Sadies, 
Misisipi Rider 
Shpongle, Phutureprimitive 

Sole 
Tell River, Gunsafe, Clay Hawkins 

Nathan Temby, Greg Zema, Jason Marion 

Toys That Kill, Pins of Light, Elephant 
Rifle 

jazz/new music
Audium 

Black Jazz Orchestra 

folk / woRld/countRy
Janam, Lila Sklar 

dance cluBs
Braza!

Joe 

Kenny Loi, Steele vs Whitlock

Old School JAMZ 

Paris to Dakar 

.
Strangelove: undead Wedding

Womp SF 

http://www.bendersbar.com/
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bluebearmusic.org
(415) 673-3600
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2170 Market 
Street

415.861.5016
Box office Now opeN
for phoNe SaleS oNlY

MoN-fri, 2-6pM

Wednesday OctOber 3rd 8pm $25 (fOlk/indie) all ages
Upstairs at the sWedish american hall:

Laura MarLing:
the WOrking hOliday tOUr

thUrsday OctOber 4th 8pm $5 (rOck/Open mic) 
SubcontinentaL Drift 

mixer and perfOrmances
 friday OctOber 5th 7:30pm $16 

(rOck/americana) all ages
Upstairs at the sWedish american hall:

"the officiaL unofficiaL harDLy
StrictLy bLuegraSS after Party!"

the acOUstic shOW featUring:
roger knox / Jon LangforD

& SaLLy tiMMS
WaLter SaLaS-huMara • the creak
friday OctOber 5th 7:30pm $16 (rOck/americana)
"the Official UnOfficial hardly strictly 

blUegrass after party!"
the electric shOW featUring:

the SaDieS / Jon LangforD
anD hiS SaDieS

MiSiSiPi riDer
satUrday OctOber 6th 9:30pm $10 (rOck/sOUl/reggae)

sOUl and reggzae revUe featUring:
the inciterS / the iMPaLerS

DJ Dion
sUnday OctOber 7th 8:30pm $12/$14 (rOck/fOlk)

aDMiraL faLLoW
young buffaLo • Max Porter

mOnday OctOber 8th 8pm $10 (indie)
lOving cUp presents:

the bLank taPeS
the LaWLanDS • cabana cafe

Wednesday OctOber 10th 9:30pm $15 (rOck/pOp) 18+
the corin tucker banD

Mecca norMaL
thUrsday OctOber 11th 9pm $10 (indie)

hunDreD WaterS
Penny heWSon

friday OctOber 12th 9pm $10/$15 (rOck/pOp)
kc tUrner presents:

SenSationS
(feat.greg lOiacOnO Of the mOther hips, marc

friedman Of the slip, dave brOgan Of alO)
Jerry hannan

Maria QuiLeS anD rory cLouD
(cd release) 

satUrday OctOber 13th 7:30pm $20 (rOck) all ages
Upstairs at the sWedish american hall:

beLL x1 (acOUstic)
Duke SPeciaL

sUnday OctOber 14th 7:30pm $12 (rOck/pOp)
eLLiot SchneiDer

JuSt creaM • rock SouP raMbLerS
Wednesday OctOber 17th 8pm $15 (cOUntry)

raDney foSter
the country MournS • JaSon bueLL

upcoming shows
10/18 tift merritt (band)
10/19 JasOn lytle (Of grandaddy)
10/19 stephen kellOgg and the sixers
10/20 an evening With JOrma kaUkOnen
10/21 tOny lUcca
10/22 philippe petit
10/23 neil halstead
10/24 hUnter valentine

     

EkEn is DEaD, ThE
illnEss, as small
as GianTs

PixEl mEmory, hussy
Club, kallisTo D’amorE

haTChET, blEssED
CoursE, DEThblo,
nECrosin, hEmoToxin

boloChos sF PrEsEnTs:
roCk En EsPanol wiTh
moDulo x, miDniGhT
raDio, blank
manusCriPT

ThE GrEGors, Piranha 
ParTy, Crazy EyEs,
GuiTar wizarDs oF
ThE FuTurE

sylvan ProDuCTions
PrEsEnTs: oPEn imProv

10/4
9pm $5

10/9
8pm free

Get Nasty, sUB/MissioN's Happie HoUr
with your host anastasia! Wed-sun starting at 5pm

10/3
8pm $5

10/5
7:30pm $8

10/6
9pm $10 

w/free drink

10/7
8pm

saturday 6
rock /Blues/hip-hop
Apogee Sound Club, Generacion Suicida, 
Permanent Ruin, Die Time, Cold Circuits 

Rome Balestrieri, Nathan Temby, Randy 

Michael Beach, Native Cats, Buttons 

Big Gigantic, GriZ 

Burning Monk, Die! 

ConFunkShun 

Dead Winter Carpenters, Hackensaw 
Boys 

Glen Hansard 
Paula Harris and the Beasts of Blues, 
Big Ass Brass

Inciters, Impalers, Wicked Mercies 

John Wayne Bro Band 

Jenny Lewis 

Maccabees, Mwahaha 

Mantles, Swiftumz, Cocktails 

Soul Rebels, Rebel Ship 

Tall Shadows 
Wave Array, She Beards, Warbler 

jazz/new music
Audium 

folk / world/country
BronwChicken BrownChicken, Renegade 
Stringband, Mountain Men, Dull Richards 

Kafana Balkan, Brass Menazeri, Jill 
Parker and Foglove Sweethearts, DJ 
Zeljko 

dance cluBs
“Beats for Boobs” 

music listings
CONT>>

admiral fallow plays 
cafe du nord sun/7.

www.hotelutah.com
www.cafedunord.com/
http://www.mezzaninesf.com/calendar.asp
http://www.bottomofthehill.com/
www.sf-submission.com
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ADVANCE TICKETS
www.browNpApErTICKETS.Com

ELbo room IS LoCATED AT
647 VALENCIA NEAr 17Th

sat
10/6
10pm
$10

suN
10/7
9pm
$10
ADV
$13

Door

wed
10/3
9pm
$10

tue
10/9
9pm
$10

wed
10/10
9pm
$5

fri
10/5

9:30pm
$8

MON
10/8

9pm $7

thu
10/4

9:30pm
$5 b4
11pm

$7
AfTEr

UpComINg
ThU 10/11 AfroLICIoUS: fELAbrATIoN
frI  10/12 brENDoN wELSh
SAT  10/13 EArLy: LITqUAKE LITCrAwL

LATE: TormENTA TropICAL
SUN 10/14 DUb mISSIoN: DJ SEp

CALIforNIA brAINwAShED SNEAK pEEK Show

Z-mAN
DrEgS oNE,
ToAST, rEy rESUrrECTIoN,
hopIE SpITS hArD, C+
AND DJ TrUE JUSTICE
Afro-TropI-ELECTrIC-SAmbA-fUNK

AfroLICIoUS:
LoS ChICoS ALToS
(ALbUm rELEASE pArTy)
wITh DJ JErEmIAh
(mAIShA proDUCTIoNS)
DJ pALNEr (UrbAN worLD rECorDS)
IZZy*wISE (AfroLICIoUS)

ELbo room prESENTS

ADIoS AmIgo &
SoLwAVE (Co-hEADLINE)
pLUS DogCATChEr
SpINNINg 60S SoUL 45S

SATUrDAy NIghT
SoUL pArTy
wITh DJS
LUCKy, pAUL pAUL,
phENgrEN oSwALD
$5 DISCoUNT IN SEmI-formAL ATTIrE

DUb mISSIoN
prESENTS A SpECIAL SoUND SySTEm
SET fEATUrINg

broThEr CULTUrE
(orIgINAL rASTA mC from brIxToN
Sw9/LoNDoN/UK) oN ThE mIC
AND DJ SEp (DUb mISSIoN)
oN ThE TUrNTAbLES, pLUS SpECIAL gUESTS
DUbSmAShErS fEATUrINg
roCKEr T, ZAhIrA SoUL AND ILLE LoU

ELbo room prESENTS

gANgSTAgrASS (Ny)
pLUS bpoS
LIVE mUSIC & TAwDry bUrLESqUE
bombShELL bETTy AND
hEr bUrLESqUETEErS
pLUS LIVE mUSIC from 
fromAgIqUE
SoUL-fUNK-boogIE

AISLE 45 
wITh DJs mAUby, mo-LUxx,
& rEV. ShINES (qUANNUm)

SF NEWSPAPER COMPANY IS 
SEEKING MULTI-MEDIA ACCOUNT 
EXECUTIVE SUPER SELLERS!

Be a part of the SF Newspaper Company’s Sales 
Team by leveraging multi-media platforms to 
create new and authentic advertising solutions 
for local businesses.

Must be:

• Aggressive Prospector
• Top notch Relationship Builder
• Goal oriented
• Team Player

Base Salary + Commission and Bonuses
Contact: advjobs@sfexaminer.com for 
more information

Bootie SF 
Martin Buttrich 

Cockfight 

Foundation

Haceteria 

Paris to Dakar 

.
Pheeko Dubfunk, Vahid, Frenchy Le 
Freak, G Stav

Saturday Night Soul Party

sunday 7
Rock /blues/hip-hop
Admiral Fallow, Young Buffalo 

Gregors, Piranha Party, Crazy Eyes 

Ewert and the Two Dragons, Lighthouse 
and the Whaler, Family Crest 

Jason King Band

Michael Kiwanaka, Nathaniel Rateliff, 
Foy Vance 
Wayne Krantz 
Aaron Leese and the Panhandlers, Jenny 
and the Jerks 
Li XI, Rubedo, Mosshead, Oiler 

Terry Savastano 

She Wants Revenge, Pyyramids 

Soulit 
Stepdad, Rich Aucoin, Terror Pigeon 
Dance Revolt 

jazz/new music
Jazzkwest Trio 

folk / woRld/countRy
Twang Sunday 

dance clubs
Dub Mission

Jock 

Love and Light 
Remember the Party: We Are Family 

monday 8
Rock /blues/hip-hop
Star Anna and Kasey Anderson 

Blank Tapes, Lawlands, Cafe Cabana 

Damir 
Gangstagrass, BPos
Patti Smith 
Richie Spice 

jazz/new music
Bossa Nova 

dance clubs
Death Guild 

Crazy Mondays

music listings
M.O.M. 

Soul Cafe 

Vibes’N’Stuff 

.

tuesday 9
Rock /blues/hip-hop
Bad Books, Drowning Men, Harrison 
Hudson 
“Benefit Show for Subversion Vol. 1” 

Ben Howard 

IO Echo, Gliss, Cruel Summer 

Saint Vitus, Weedeater, Sourvein 

Stan Erhart Band 

Steve Vai, Beverly McClellan 

Wreckless Eric and Amy Rigby, John 
Murry 

jazz/new music
Bombshell Betty and Her Burlesqueteers, 
Fromagique 
2

http://www.theeparkside.com/
http://www.elbo.com/
http://www.slims-sf.com/
http://www.gamh.com/
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THEATER
OPENING
Geezer 

Of Thee I Sing 

BAY AREA
Acid Test: The Many Incarnations of Ram 
Dass 

Sex, Slugs and Accordion 

33 Variations 

The World’s Funniest Bubble Show 

ONGOING
Elect to Laugh 

Family Programming: An Evening of Short 
Comedic Plays 

Foodies! The Musical 

The Normal Heart 

The Other Place 

The Real Americans 

Roseanne: Live! 

Shocktoberfest 13: The Bride of Death 

The Strange Case of Citizen de la Cruz 

Twelfth Night 

The Odyssey
Twelfth 

Night 

Eureka

The Waiting Period 

Not 
a Genuine Black Man

BAY AREA
Assassins 

Chinglish 

(M. Butterfly)

Hamlet 

The Kipling Hotel: True Misadventures of the 
Electric Pink ‘80s 

East 14th

Topdog/Underdog 

2

OF THEE I SING OPENS AT 42ND 
STREET MOON. PHOTO BY DAVID ALLENSTAGE LISTINGS

Topdog/Underdog 

WEDNESDAY 3
Humpday Happy Hour! 

Venus and Mars reading

Venus and Mars

THURSDAY 4
“The Art of Conservation” 

Hendrix on Hendrix 

“Circular Motion: Subverting 
Circumscription” 

FRIDAY 5
Pancakes and Booze Pop-Up Art Show 

SATURDAY 6
Frank Moore; Risk For Deep Love 

Garden Party

Cheeses of France Pop-Up Café

SUNDAY 7
Japan Center Anime Fair: Sailor Moon’s 20th 
Anniversary 

UCSF Taste for the Cure: A Taste of Science

MONDAY 8
Safeway World Championship Pumpkin Weigh-
Off

2

LEONARDO URENA OF NAPA WON LAST YEAR’S PUMPKIN WEIGH-
OFF WITH THIS UNGODLY GOURD. THIS YEAR, A NEW CHAMP WILL 
BE CROWNED (MON/8). PHOTO BY MIRAMAR EVENTS

ON THE CHEAP FOR MORE ARTS CONTENT VISIT
SFBG.COM/PIXEL_VISION
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Mill valley filM festival

Opening
Bitter Seeds 

China Blue
Roxie. 

Butter 

Frankenweenie 

Presidio.
The Mystical Laws The Master 

The Mystical Laws 
Battlefield Earth

Star Wars

filM listings MaTThew Mcconaughey and Zac eFron pLay SouThern-Fried 
BroTherS in The PaPerboy. Photo Courtesy of MillenniuM entertainMent
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New 
People, 1746 Post, SF; www.newpeopleworld.
com.
The Oranges 

The Oranges

Albany, Clay.
The Paperboy 
Precious 

Wild Things-The 
Help-A Time to Kill 

The 
Paperboy 

maybe

To Die For. Embarcadero.
V/H/S Bridge, 
Shattuck.
Taken 2 

pissed. Marina.

OngOing
Detropia 

Detropia
, 

Elmwood, Roxie, Smith 
Rafael. 2

film listings

ARBOR 

ARTISTS’ TELEVISION ACCESS 

United in Anger: A History of ACT UP 

BERKELEY FELLOWSHIP OF UNITARIAN 
UNIVERSALISTS 

Operation Terror 

rep clOck
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CASTRO 

Candyman 
District 9 

Attack the Block 
Pee Wee’s 

Big Adventure 
Beetlejuice 

Frankenstein Spirit 

of the Beehive 
Moonrise Kingdom 

CHRISTOPHER B. SMITH 
RAFAEL FILM CENTER 

Arbitrage 

Beasts of the Southern 
Wild 

Detropia 

ELLEN DRISCOLL PLAYHOUSE 

The Education of Shelby Knox 

FILM LISTINGS
CONT>> EXPLORATORIUM 

“FILM NIGHT IN THE PARK” 

The Hunger 
Games Willy Wonka and the 
Chocolate Factory 
NINTH STREET INDEPENDENT FILM CENTER 

Zincgraff 

PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVE 

Highway Patrolman Death 
and the Compass Walker 

Searchers 2.0 

The Next 
Voice You Hear The Steel 
Helmet Fort Apache 

The Italian Straw Hat 
ROXIE 

Beauty is 
Embarrassing Detropia 

Office Killer 

Bitter Seeds 

TANNERY 

Topper 
Returns 
UCSF 

The Healthcare Movie 

UNITY CHURCH OF MARIN 

Music from the Big House 

VICTORIA THEATER 

VORTEX ROOM 
Don’t 

Be Afraid of the Dark 
Alone in the Dark 

YERBA BUENA CENTER FOR THE ARTS 
Never Stand 

Still: Dancing at Jacob’s Pillow 
2

THE NEXT VOICE YOU HEAR (1950) KICKS OFF J. HOBERMAN’S 
COLD WAR FILM SERIES AT THE PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVE.

of the Beehive 

Wild 
Detropia 

FILM LISTINGS COLD WAR FILM SERIES AT THE PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVE.

Balboa 

Bridge
Century Plaza 

Century 20 

Clay 
Embarcadero 

Empire
Four Star 
Kabuki Cinema 
Marina 

Metreon
1000 Van Ness
Opera Plaza
Presidio
SF Film Society Cinema 
SF Center 

Stonestown
Vogue

FIRST RUN VENUES
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DONATE YOUR CAR, truck or boat to 
Heritage for the Blind. Free 3 Day Vaca-
tion, Tax Deductible, Free Towing, All 
Paperwork Taken Care Of. 888-902-6851.  
(Cal-SCAN)

Canada Drug Center is your choice for 
safe and affordable medications. Our 
licensed Canadian mail order pharmacy 
will provide you with savings of up to 90 
percent on all your medication needs. 
Call Today 866-723-7089 for $10.00 off 
your first prescription and free shipping.  
(Cal-SCAN)

Feeling older? Men lose the ability to 
produce testosterone as they age. Call 
888-904-2372 for a FREE trial of Progene- 
All Natural Testosterone Supplement. 
(Cal-SCAN)

Get tested for 7 STDs, $168. Order and 
test the same day. Results usually within 
72 hours. FDA approved labs. ItsDiscreet.
com (AAN CAN)

*** Buy The Blue Pill! Cialis 20mg, Viagra 
100mg. 44 pills for only $99.00. Discreet 
shipping, Satisfaction guaranteed. Call 
Now 1-888-763-6153 (AAN CAN)

Over 30 Million Women Suffer From Hair 
Loss! Do you? If So We Have a Solution! 
CALL KERANIQUE TO FIND OUT MORE 
888-690-0395.  (Cal-SCAN)

The business that considers itself im-
mune to advertising, finds itself immune 
to business. REACH CALIFORNIANS WITH 
A CLASSIFIED IN ALMOST EVERY COUNTY! 
Over 270 newspapers! Combo~California 
Daily and Weekly Networks. Free Bro-
chures. elizabeth@cnpa.com or (916)288-
6019. (Cal-SCAN)

MY COMPUTER WORKS. Computer prob-
lems? Viruses, spyware, email, printer 
issues, bad internet connections - FIX IT 
NOW! Professional, U.S.-based techni-
cians. $25 off service. Call for immediate 
help. 1-888-865-0271 (Cal-SCAN)

SAVE on Cable TV-Internet-Digital Phone. 
Packages start at $89.99/mo (for 12 
months.) Options from ALL major service 
providers. Call Acceller today to learn 
more! CALL 1-888-897-7650. (Cal-SCAN)

CASH NOW!! RECEIVING PAYMENTS from 
Mortgage Notes, Structured Settlements, 
Contest annuity or Cell Tower Lease? Sell 
Payments NOW! NYAC 1-800-338-5815. 
(Cal-SCAN)

Ever Consider a Reverse Mortgage? At 
least 62 years old? Stay in your home & 
increase cash flow! Safe & Effective! Call 
Now for your FREE DVD! Call Now 888-
698-3165. (Cal-SCAN)

GET FREE OF CREDIT CARD DEBT NOW! 
Cut payments by up to half. Stop creditors 
from calling. 888-416-2691.  (Cal-SCAN)

AT&T U-Verse for just $29/mo! BUNDLE & 
SAVE with AT&T Internet+Phone+TV and 
get a FREE pre-paid Visa Card! (select 
plans). HURRY, CALL NOW! 800-319-3280 
(Cal-SCAN)

DIRECTV SPECIAL. Offer. 2012 NFL 
Sunday Ticket included for FREE. $34.99/
month (1yr.) Free HD/DVR. Call 888-881-
3313 (AAN CAN)

Highspeed Internet EVERYWHERE By Sat-
ellite! Speeds up to 12mbps! (200x faster 
than dial-up). Starting at $49.95/mo. 
CALL NOW & GO FAST! 1-888-718-6268. 
(Cal-SCAN)

*REDUCE YOUR CABLE BILL!* Get a 4-
Room All-Digital Satellite system installed 
for FREE and programming starting at 
$19.99/mo. FREE HD/DVR upgrade for 
new callers, CALL NOW. 1-800-925-7945 
(AAN CAN)

SLOW INTERNET? Exede offers download 
speeds 4 times faster! Call now and save 
$100 on set-up fee. Call 888-797-6977 
(AAN CAN)

SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY BENEFITS. 
Win or Pay Nothing! Start your Application 
In Under 60 Seconds. Call Today! Contact 
Disability Group, Inc. Licensed Attorneys 
& BBB Accredited. Call 877-490-6596. 
(Cal-SCAN)

ATTENTION DIABETICS with Medicare. Get 
a FREE Talking Meter and diabetic testing 
supplies at No Cost, plus FREE home 
delivery! Best of all, this meter eliminates 
painful finger pricking! Call 888-781-9376.  
(Cal-SCAN)

Attention SLEEP APNEA SUFFERERS with 
Medicare. Get FREE CPAP Replacement 
Supplies at No Cost, plus FREE home 
delivery! Best of all, prevent red skin 
sores and bacterial infection! Call 888-
379-7871.  (Cal-SCAN)

CASH FOR CARS: Any Car/Truck.  Running 
or Not!  Top Dollar Paid.  We Come To You!  
Call For Instant Offer: 1-888-420-3808 
www.cash4car.com (AAN CAN)

MANTIS Deluxe Tiller. NEW! FastStart en-
gine. Ships FREE.  One-Year Money-Back 
Guarantee when you buy DIRECT.  Call for 
the DVD and FREE Good Soil book! 888-
815-5176. (Cal-SCAN)

SAVE 65 Percent & Get 2 FREE GIFTS 
when you order 100 Percent guaranteed, 
delivered to the door Omaha Steaks 
- Family Value Combo. NOW ONLY $49.99. 
ORDER Today 1-888-525-4620 use code 
45393JRK or www.OmahaSteaks.com/fa-
ther56  (Cal-SCAN)

SAWMILLS from only $3997. MAKE & 
SAVE MONEY with your own bandmill. Cut 
lumber any dimension. In stock ready to 
ship. FREE Info/DVD: www.Norwood-
Sawmills.com 1-800-578-1363 x300N. 
(Cal-SCAN)

AIRLINE CAREERS BEGIN Here - Become 
an Aviation Maintenance Tech. FAA 
approved training. Financial aid if quali-
fied - Housing available. Job placement 
assistance. CALL Aviation Institute of 
Maintenance (888) 242-3382. (Cal-SCAN)

ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE from home. 
*Medical, *Business, *Criminal Justice, 
*Hospitality. Job placement assistance. 
Computer available. Financial Aid if quali-
fied. SCHEV authorized. Call 888-210-
5162 www.CenturaOnline.com  (Cal-SCAN)

A FEW PRO DRIVERS Needed. Top Pay 
& 401K. 2 Months CDL Class A Driving 
Experience. 1-877-258-8782. www.Drive-
4Melton.com (Cal-SCAN)

AIRLINE CAREERS - Become an Aviation 
Maintenance Tech. FAA approved train-
ing. Financial aid if qualified - Housing 
available. Job placement assistance. 
CALL Aviation Institute of Maintenance 
877-492-3059 (AAN CAN)

ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE from Home. 
*Medical, *Business, *Criminal Justice, 
*Hospitality. Job placement assistance. 
Computer available. Financial Aid if quali-
fied. SCHEV authorized. Call 800-481-
9472 www.CenturaOnline.com (AAN CAN)

ACTORS/MOVIE EXTRAS Needed immedi-
ately for upcoming roles $150-$300 /day 
depending on job requirements. No experi-
ence, all looks needed. 1-800-560-8672 
for casting times /locations. 

Driver - Full or Part-time. $0.01 increase 
per mile after 6 months. Choose your 
hometime: Weekly, 7/ON-7/OFF, 14/ON-
7/OFF. Requires 3 months recent experi-
ence. 800-414-9569 www.DriveKnight.
com  (Cal-SCAN)

DRIVERS: NO EXPERIENCE? Class A CDL 
Driver Training. We Train and Employ! 
Experienced Drivers also Needed! Central 
Refrigerated. 1-877-369-7126. www.Cen-
tralTruckDrivingJobs.com  (Cal-SCAN)

HELP WANTED!! Extra income! Mailing 
Brochures from home! Free supplies! 
Genuine opportunity! No experience 
required. Start immediately! www.themail-
ingprogram.com  (AAN CAN)

HELP WANTED!! Extra income! Mailing 
Brochures from home! Free supplies! 
Genuine opportunity! No experience 
required. Start immediately! www.themail-
ingprogram.com  (AAN CAN)

Medical Alert for Seniors - 24/7 monitor-
ing. FREE Equipment. FREE Shipping. 
Nationwide Service. $29.95/Month CALL 
Medical Guardian Today 866-944-5935.  
(Cal-SCAN)

Movie Extras, Actors, Models Make up 
to $300/day. No Experience required. 
All looks and ages. Call 866-339-0331 
(AAN CAN)

$$$HELP WANTED$$$ 
Extra Income! Assembling CD cases from 
Home! No Experience Necessary! Call our 
Live Operators Now! 1-800-405-7619 EXT 
2450 http://www.easywork-greatpay.com  
(AAN CAN)

PREGNANT? CONSIDERING ADOPTION? 
Talk with caring agency specializing in 
matching Birthmothers with Families 
nationwide. LIVING EXPENSES PAID. Call 
24/7 Abby’s One True Gift Adoptions 866-
413-6293  (AAN CAN)

DID YOU KNOW that Ten Million adults 
tweeted in the past month, while 164 
million read a newspaper in print or online 
in the past week? ADVERTISE in 240 
California newspapers for one low cost. 
Your 25 word classified ad will reach over 
6 million+ Californians. For brochure call 
Elizabeth (916)288-6019. (Cal-SCAN)

ONGOING JUGGLING CLASSES!
Increase your brain cells & have fun! Beg. 
welcome! 415-832-0408

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT 
FILED NO. A-0345733-00 The following 
person is doing business as Home Free 
Publishing, 335 Crestmont Dr. San 
Francisco, CA 94131. This business is 
conducted by limited an individual.  Reg-
istrant commenced business under the 
above-listed fictitious business name on 
the date Sep 7, 2012. Signed by Sarah 
(Sally) Ooms. This statement was filed 
by Maribel Jaldon, Deputy County Clerk, 
on Sep 7, 2012. L#100055, Publication 
Dates:  Sep 12, 19, 26, Oct, 3, 2012.

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT 
FILED NO. A-0345900-00 The following 
person is doing business as Peacock Re-
bellion, 110 Clinton Park San Francisco, 
CA 94103. This business is conducted 
by limited an individual.  Registrant com-
menced business under the above-listed 
fictitious business name on the date Sep 
18, 2012. Signed by Manish Vaidya. This 
statement was filed by Michael Jaldon, 
Deputy County Clerk, on Sep 18, 2012. 
L#100065, Publication Dates:  Sep 26, 
Oct 3, 10, 17, 2012.

NOTICE OF APPLICATION TO SELL 
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES Date of Filing Ap-
plication: Sep 13, 2012. To Whom It May 
Concern: The name of the applicant is: 
Lisa Chunghwa Chu, Young Man Chu. The 
applicant listed above is applying to The 
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control 
to sell alcoholic beverages at: 1700A Post 
St. San Francisco, CA 94115-3606. Type 
of Licenses Applied for: 41 — ON-SALE 
BEER AND WINE — EATING PLACE . 
L#100067; Publication Dates: 26, Oct 3, 
10, 2012.

NOTICE OF APPLICATION TO SELL 
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES Date of Filing Ap-
plication: Sep 14, 2012. To Whom It May 
Concern: The name of the applicant is: 
Alamo Mission, LLC. The applicant listed 
above is applying to The Department of 
Alcoholic Beverage Control to sell alco-
holic beverages at: 2550 Mission St. San 
Francisco, CA 94110. Type of License 
Applied for: 47 — ON-SALE GENERAL 
EATING PLACE PUBLICATION DATES: Oct, 
3, 10, 17, 2012. L#2000

NOTICE OF APPLICATION TO SELL 
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES Date of Filing Ap-
plication: Sep 20, 2012. To Whom It May 
Concern: The name of the applicant is: 
Eno St. Francis, LLC. The applicant listed 
above is applying to The Department of Al-
coholic Beverage Control to sell alcoholic 
beverages at: 310-320 Geary St. San 
Francisco, CA 94102. Type of License 
Applied for: 42 — ON-SALE BEER AND 
WINE — PUBLIC PREMISESPUBLICATION 
DATES: Oct 3, 10, 17, 2012. L#2001

NOTICE OF PETITION TO ADMINISTER 
ESTATE OF: Melvin Eugene Thomas.  CASE 
NUMBER: RP12647672. To all heirs, 
beneficiaries, creditors, contingent credi-
tors, and persons who may otherwise be 
interested in the will or estate, or both, of 
Melvin Eugene Thomas. A Petition for Pro-
bate has been filed by: Damani Thomas 
in the Superior Court of California, County 
of Alameda. The Petition for Probate re-
quests that Damani Thomas be appointed 
as personal representative to administer 
the estate of the decedent. The petition 
requests authority to administer the es-
tate under the Independent Administration 
of Estates Act. The independent admin-
istration authority will be granted unless 
an interested person files an objection to 
the petition and shows good cause why 
the court should not grant authority. A 
Hearing on the petition will be held in this 
court Superior Court of California, County 
of Alameda, 1225 Fallon St. Oakland, CA 
94612 as follows: Oct 24, 2012, Probate 
Department, Time: 9:30 AM in Dept. 201. 
Endorsed Filed, Alameda County Superior 
Court of California on Sep 12, 2012 by 
Judith Sallee, Deputy Clerk. If you object 
to the granting of the petition, you should 
appear at the hearing and state your ob-
jections or file written objections with the 
court before the hearing. Your appearance 
may be in person or by your attorney. If 
you are a creditor or a contingent creditor 
of the decedent, you must file your claim 
with the court and mail a copy to the 
personal representative appointed by the 
court within four months of the date of 
first issuance of letters as provided in 
Probate Code section 9100. The time for 
filing claims will not expire before four 
months from the hearing date noticed 
above. Attorney for petitioner: Michael 
L. Corman, APC at 740 Front St., STE 
200 Santa Cruz, CA 95060 L#100068, 
Publication dates: Sep 26, Oct 3, 10, 
17, 2012

NOTICE OF TRUSTEEíS SALE File No. 
7301.28511  Title Order No. 6526912  
MIN No. APN 35-5886-025-01 YOU ARE 
IN DEFAULT UNDER A DEED OF TRUST, 
DATED 09/07/07.  UNLESS YOU TAKE 
ACTION TO  PROTECT YOUR PROPERTY, 
IT MAY BE SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE.  IF 
YOU NEED AN EXPLANATION  OF THE 
NATURE OF THE PROCEEDING AGAINST 
YOU, YOU SHOULD CONTACT A LAWYER.  
A public auction sale to the highest bidder 
for cash, cashierís check drawn on a 
state or national bank, check  drawn by 
state or federal credit union, or a check 
drawn by a state or federal savings and 
loan association, or  savings association, 
or savings bank specified in ß5102 to 
the Financial code and authorized to do 
business  in this state, will be held by 
duly appointed trustee.  The sale will be 
made, but without covenant or warranty,  
expressed or implied, regarding title, pos-
session, or encumbrances, to satisfy the 
obligation secured by said  Deed of Trust.  
The undersigned Trustee disclaims any lia-
bility for any incorrectness of the property 
address  or other common designation, 
if any, shown herein.  Trustor(s): YAO 
HUA CHEN AND MEI XIA WU, HUSBAND 
AND WIFE AS JOINT TENANTS Recorded:  
09/13/07,  as  Instrument  No.  2007-
I452862-00,of  Official  Records  of  SAN  
FRANCISCO  County,  California.  Date of 
Sale: 10/23/12 at 2:00 PM   Place of 
Sale: At the Van Ness  Avenue entrance to 
the San Francisco City Hall, 400 Van Ness 
Avenue.,  San Francisco, CA  The purport-
ed property address is: 90 GLADSTONE 
DR,  SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94112-1633  
Assessors Parcel No. 35-5886-025-01  
The total amount of the unpaid balance 
of the obligation secured by the property 
to be sold and reasonable  estimated  
costs,  expenses  and  advances  at  the  
time  of  the  initial  publication  of  the  
Notice  of  Sale  is  $128,947.02.  If 
the sale is set aside for any reason, the 
purchaser at the sale shall be entitled 
only to a return of the deposit  paid, plus 
interest.  The purchaser shall have no 
further recourse against the beneficiary, 
the Trustor or the  trustee. NOTICE TO 
POTENTIAL BIDDERS: If you are consider-
ing bidding on this property lien, you 
should  understand that there are risks 
involved in bidding at a trustee auction.  
You will be bidding on a lien, not on  the 
property itself.  Placing the highest bid at 
a trustee auction does not automatically 
entitle you to free and  clear ownership of 
the property.  You should also be aware 
that the lien being auctioned off may be a 
junior  lien.  If you are the highest bidder 
at the auction, you are or may be respon-
sible for paying off all liens senior  to the 
lien being auctioned off, before you can 
receive clear title to the property.  You are 
encouraged to  investigate the existence, 
priority and size of outstanding liens that 
may exist on this property by contacting  
the county recorderís office or a title 
insurance company, either of which may 
charge you a fee for this  information.  If 
you consult either of these resources, you 
should be aware that the same lender 
may hold  more than one mortgage or 
deed of trust on the property. NOTICE TO 
PROPERTY OWNER: The sale date shown 
on this notice of sale may be postponed 
one or  more times by the mortgagee, 
beneficiary, trustee, or a court, pursuant 
to Section 2924g of the California Civil  
Code.  The law requires that information 
about trustee sale postponements be 
made available to you and to  the public, 
as a courtesy to those not present at 
the sale.  If you wish to learn whether 
your sale date has  been postponed, and 
if applicable, the rescheduled time and 
date for the sale of this property, you may 
call  877-484-9942 or visit this Internet 
Web site www.USA-Foreclosure.com or 
www.Auction.com using the file  number 
assigned to this case 7301.28511.  In-
formation about postponements that are 
very short in duration  or that occur close 
in time to the scheduled sale may not 
immediately be reflected in the telephone  

information or on the Internet Web site.  
The best way to verify postponement infor-
mation is to attend the  scheduled sale. 
Date:  September 28, 2012  NORTHWEST 
TRUSTEE SERVICES, INC., as Trustee   
David Ochoa, Authorized Signatory  
1241 E. Dyer Road, Suite 250, Santa 
Ana, CA 92705 Sale Info website: www.
USA-Foreclosure.com or www.Auction.com  
Automated Sales Line: 877-484-9942   
Reinstatement and Pay-Off Requests:   
866-387-NWTS  THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPT-
ING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFOR-
MATION OBTAINED WILL BE  USED FOR 
THAT PURPOSE ORDER # 7301.28511: 
10/03/2012,10/10/2012,10/17/2012 

SUMMONS CASE NUMBER: 37-2012-
00093583-CU-PA-CTL, NOTICE TO DE-
FENDANTS: Danajane Eymer Vargas YOU 
ARE BEING SUED BY PLAINTIFF: Martin 
Stuhler. You have 30 CALENDAR DAYS 
after this summons and legal papers are 
served on you to file a written response 
at this court and have a copy served on 
the Plaintiff.  A letter or phone call will 
not protect you. Your written response 
must be in proper legal form if you want 
the court to hear your case. There may 
be a court form that you can use for your 
response. You can find these court forms 
and more information at the California 
Courts Online Self-Help Center (www.
courtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelp), your county 
law library, or the courthouse nearest you.  
If you cannot pay the filing fee, ask the 
court clerk for a fee waiver form. If you do 
not file your response on time, you may 
lose the case by default, and your wages, 
money and property may be taken without 
further warning from the court. There are 
other legal requirements. You may want to 
call an attorney right away. If you do not 
know an attorney, you may want to call 
an attorney referral service. If you cannot 
afford an attorney, you may be eligible for 
free legal services from a nonprofit legal 
services program. You can locate these 
nonprofit groups at the California Legal 
Services Web site (www.lawhelpcalifornia.
org), The California Courts Online Self-
Help Center (www.courtinfo.ca.gov/self-
help), or by contacting your local court 
or county bar association. The name and 
address of this court is: San Francisco 
County Superior, 400 McAllister Street, 
San Francisco, CA 94102 The name, ad-
dress, and telephone number of plaintiffís 
attorney, or plaintiff without an attorney, 
is: Kane Handel SBN 131624 at 3525 
Del Mar Heights Rd., STE 231 San Diego, 
CA 92130 Publishing dates: Aug 29, Oct 
3, 10, 17 2012.  L#100066

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT 
FILED NO. A-0345696-00 The following 
person is doing business as A Different 
Engine, LLC, 2011 Folsom St., 3rd Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94103. This business 
is conducted by limited an individual.  
Registrant commenced business under 
the above-listed fictitious business name 
on the date Sep 5, 2012. Signed by 
Michael Ryan. This statement was filed 
by Maribel Jaldon, Deputy County Clerk, 
on Sep 5, 2012. L#100054, Publication 
Dates:  Sep 12, 19, 26, Oct, 3, 2012.

20 ACRES FREE. Buy 40-Get 60 acres. 
$0-Down, $168/month. Money back 
guarantee. NO CREDIT CHECKS. Beauti-
ful views. Roads/surveyed. Near El 
Paso, Texas. 1-800-843-7537 www.
SunsetRanches.com (AAN CAN)

ALL AREAS - ROOMMATES.COM.
Browse hundreds of online listings with 
photos and maps. Find your roommate 
with a click of the mouse! Visit: http://
www.Roommates.com. (AAN CAN) 
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ADVERTISE
HERE!

CALL
415-359-2656
FOR INFO & RATES

DEADLINE:
MONDAY

3PM

Attractive 
Asian Masseuses 
HOT TUBS
Come for the 
best relaxation 
in SF!

931 KEARNY • 415-399-9902

Ocean Health Care

Downtown Financial District
260 Kearny Street 2nd Floor

(Cross street : Bush)
www.lovings.com/ocean-health-care

Pretty
Asian

Masseuses

Non-rush
Massage
Session

Open 7 days a week, 
11am -10pm.

(415)576-1888

Ocean Acupressure
Deep Tissue,

Acupressure &
Massage Therapy

GRAND
OPENING

$40 massage
with this ad!

415-239-8928
1959 Ocean Ave. - SF

Devie SpaDevie Spa
„

 Private room, 
shower and jacuzzi
415-458-1664
2232 4th St  San Rafael

Orchid Spa

325 Kearny St. SF 
(enter through blue trim)

Beautiful friendly Asians & Latinas 
to choose from • Private rooms and 
showers • Table Shower available

9AM-LATE NIGHT DAILY 
415-788-2299

QUEENS 
Health Center

$10 
DISCOUNT

FOR NEW
CUSTOMERS

FREE
BODY
WASH

It's Time...
to Feel Good
Again!
Chinese Power 
Massage
3085 24th St. Suite 203
(@ Folsom)

415.793.9878
jasminebeautyspa.com

10am-9pm 7 Days
Credit/Debit Cards OK
Walk-Ins Welcome
Ze Wei Chen 
CAMTC #9379 

http://deviespa.com/default.html
www.jasminebeautyspa.com
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MALE MASSAGE 4 
STR8 , BI, & GAY MEN

CMT (415)775-4771. 24 hrs

swedish, shiatsu, deep tissue, very 

discreet.

Bi - Black & Masculine
First Timers Welcome. Very discreet, 

friendly & clean. Well-endowed, with a 

Nice Round Butt! Incalls/Outcalls.

Fetishes Are  Welcome.

call Cedric (510) 776-5945

- PUERTORICAN MASSEUR - 
What you want in a Masseur: Certifi ed, 

Masculine, Built, and NO attitude! 38 yo, 

5’11”, 44C, 33W, 17A, 180lbs.

(415) 647-4423 www.masseurfi nder.com/rico6

MEET SINGLES RIGHT NOW! No paid 

operators, just real people like you. 

Browse greetings, exchange messages 

and connect live. Try it free. Call now 

1-800-945-3392.  (Cal-SCAN)

CALL HOT SEXY SINGLES 
ON NIGHT EXCHANGE!
Live Local Chat. Try us FREE! 18+

415-288-2999

510-817-8800

408-777-2999

www.nightexchange.com

HOT ANNA TRANSGENDER
Sexy Blonde. 5’ 7”. 135lb, Fully Function-
al. Playful, White 28 y/o.  Passable TS. 
In/Outcalls. Call Anna at (415) 684-6918

BIG BOOBS and 
SEXY Curves!

All natural woman with HUGE boobs & 
pretty feet. Dominatrix - Control - 100% 
PREMIUM & ELITE private action.
Let’s play together. Incalls & Outcalls
650-307-7666 call me NOW.

Domination & Surrender
...are powerfully erotic. Visit the Back-

Drop Club. For over 35 years. Instruction, 

Events, Private Play Sessions & MORE!

(650) 965-4499 www.backdrop.net

zGOT FANTASY?z
Your  Playhouse!

510-234-7887

www.fantasymakers.com

**NO SEX**

Shiny Boots of Leather
Mistresses & Female subs needed on 
the Peninsula. Good money, NO SEX, will 
train. (650) 465-0700

*** AAA MASSAGE ***
Beautiful Young Massage Therapist 

Expert Deep Tissue, Accupressure & 

Swedish Massage. Relaxation & Stress 

Relief. $40 per hour. Incalls Grant Avenue 

in San Francisco. Call for appointment: 

*82-415-265-8961

beginners are welcome

*82.415.621.7406

100%
SEXY

FUNCTIONAL

TRANSEXUAL

Exxxplicit
Entertainment
Kendall Renee • 424.653.6304

WILD
KINKYCHICK!

30 ‘yo, 5’7, 36DD, 8”
*82 (510) 251 - 1742

TS “Jennifer”

•
•

CALL QUEST & MEET 

SOMEONE TONIGHT!
Connect with more than 5,000 local 

women and men FREE! 18+

415-829-1111

510-343-1111

408-514-0099

www.questchat.com

FIND LOVE LOCALLY 

ON LAVALIFE!
Instant live phone connections

with local women and men! Try it FREE! 18+

415-288-2800

510-433-0800

408-777-2800

www.lavalifevoice.com

www.questpersonals.com
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BANKRUPTCY ATTORNEY
CALL DEAN L. WOERNER 415-550-8799 

WWW.SANFRANBK.COM

COMPASSIONATE HEALTH OPTIONS
Medical Marijuana Evaluations Since 2004

(415) 255-1200
www.GREEN215.com

Oakland
1322 Webster Street (@ 13th St)

San Francisco
1200 Howard Street (@8th St)

1322 Webster Street (@ 13th St)

QUALITY ID CARDS

1322 Webster Street (@ 13th St)

1200 Howard Street (@8th St)
• Led by DR. HANYA BARTH
• EXPERIENCED Physicians
• Safe and Easy 24/7 VERIFICATION
• Totally CONFIDENTIAL
• MATCH Any Local Price

Any offers not to be combined or used with other discounts.

GET LEGAL!

Now Open
7 days/Week

Green Relief 
Renewals $10 OFF

James rowland shop

2447 dwight, Berkeley . Jamesrowlandshop.com

IS METH
A PROBLEM?

415-333-QUIT

Refer 3, New Rec is 

FREE!
Limited Time Offer

Valid with this AD ONLY

Call for Appointment

Mon-Sat
11a-7p

PALM & TAROT 
CARD READINGSPSYCHIC

$10 SPECIAL

415-859-5153
• REUNITES LOVERS, GUARANTEED •

• REMOVES KULAM •

Braid It Up Salon
Hair Extensions, Braids, 
Weaves & Etc 
All Hair Types & Textures
415.378.4413
SF Bay Area African 
Hair Braiding Salon
256 Taylor Street 
(@ Taylor & Ellis St)
Behind SF Hilton Hotel
7 Days A Week

NEW
PATIENTS

$50
RENEWABLE FROM 

ANY DOCTOR 
(EVEN IF EXPIRED)

$45

www.doranshelley.com

Guitar

Effects Graphic

Design

Advertise 
Here!

Call 415.255.3100
for info and rates.

www.americanapparel.net
www.oaklandmarijuanacenter.com
http://www.green215.com
www.pricelessevaluations.com
www.aarondavidjoseph.com
www.510tees.com
www.doranshelley.com
www.pricelessevaluations.com
www.oaklandmarijuanacenter.com
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